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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

April – June 2012 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues  
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth  

Consumer 

Court and Legal Decisions 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Cultural 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation 
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC 4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials.  The Channel 4 News Conference 
also airs on Sundays at 11:35pm. 

 
NBC 4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC 4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC 4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NonStop News: LA 7:00pm – 8:00pm Monday-Friday 4.2 

NBC 4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC 4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC 4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC 4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC 4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Sunday 4.1 

Channel 4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC 4 News Conference 11:35pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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Length Date Start Category Notes 

1:23 4/2/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

it's eleven o'clock.. and we begin with breaking news near santa 
clarita...  a huge back-up caused by a deadly accident... you're 
looking live at the 14 freeway.... and... firefighters who raced to the 
scene... were injured. let's go to alex calder... in "newschopper 4"... 
live over the scene. alex. 

0:18 4/3/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and today...the d-w-p scrambled to repair six water main breaks in 
the fairfax district and west hollywood. a spokesman explained they 
were caused by a change in pressure that stressed the pipes. the 
water flooded neighborhoods.. leaving many people without running 
water for hours. 

0:13 4/4/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

new... tonight at 11...  in lancaster... reports of 14 people... hurt. an 
"antelope valley" transit bus and a police car... collided at an 
intersection. medics treated some at the scene... and transported 
two deputies to the hospital. 

1:46 4/6/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the scene in virginia beach, virginia today... when a fighter jet 
slammed into an apartment complex! tonight... we're learning more 
about the crash... the pilots... and what may have happened right 
before the plane went down.  it's a miracle that so far... no deaths 
have been confirmed... i'm alycia lane. colleen is off tonight. and i'm 
chuck henry. although the crash was a shock... for some, because 
they lived so close to a naval air station, it was no surprise.  
tonight... in virginia beach... three people are still unaccounted for...  
this is a look at the apartment complex tonight... the search for 
those missing residents will continue tomorrow but there is a 
chance.... they could be away on vacation! 

0:29 4/6/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

it looked like a scene out of a "heist" movie *today* on a freeway 
overpass in boyle heights. there it was... an armored truck teetering 
on the edge of a big drop!  the driver lost control of the truck and 
smashed through a concrete guard-rail... it happened where the 5 
and 10 freeways meet... part of the freeway was closed for about an 
hour... while tow trucks moved in. i know what your thinking... and, 
no we don't know how much cash they were carrying... and this was 
not an attempted robbery. 9 

0:20 4/13/12 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

looking live at l-a-x... there are reports that lightning hit a united 
flight from new york to los angeles earlier today. joan rivers tweeted 
she was on the plane when it happened... and that everyone is fine. 
a united airlines spokesperson acknowledged the report... and said 
maintenance crews are inspecting the plane for damage. 

2:14 4/16/12 11:03p Accidents and 
Disasters 

tonight... a real mystery... involving a 66 year old man who went 
kayaking... and vanished... leaving behind only a capsized kayak 
and a life vest... but there are a lot of questions tonight about what 
may have really happened to him!  nbc4's beverly white is live in 
malibu... beverly... 

0:45 4/17/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
there is breaking news at 11 on the 405 freeway... let's go right up 
to alex calder in newschopper 4. 

2:05 4/19/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

...you've heard the saying... timing is everything... and this is a 
perfect example of that. an off-duty firefighter.... happened to come 
across a house on fire. and what happened next... has some people 
...calling him a hero.  nbc four's angie crouch is live in long beach... 
where she spoke to that firefighter, angie! 
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0:25 4/19/12 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this accident stunned people inside and outside a dental clinic 
today... a car through the front door... left one person in critical 
condition .. two others are listed as "serious."  police say an 82-
year-old woman lost control of her car when she swerved... to miss 
another car this morning in reseda... she hit a pedestrian in the 
parking lot before driving through the dental clinic and pinning two 
employees. the driver was not seriously hurt... 

0:27 4/23/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we have new video tonight of several underground vault explosions 
in yorba linda.. that we told you about last night. this video shows 
just how powerful those explosions were. one of the blasts landed 
two firefighters in the hospital with minor injuries. the explosions 
also knocked out power to more than three-thousand homes in the 
area. there's still no word tonight just what triggered the blasts. 

0:19 4/25/12 11:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and now to a story creating a buzz tonight in altadena. these are 
firefighters helping to remove a hive... after an attack by a swarm of 
bees. two adults suffered moderate stings. a dog wasn't as 
fortunate... he was stung and had to be taken to an animal hospital. 

0:36 4/27/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news... a bad wreck on the five freeway... lets go quikcly 
overheard... to alex calder in newschopper 4 

0:20 4/27/12 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video tonight... of a pickup truck fire last week at a mcdonald's 
in coachella. the flames were fueled by a propane tank in the back 
of the truck. the driver was badly burned while two children in the 
truck escape unharmed. 

1:22 4/30/12 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight there are new details on the three people killed in the 
newport to ensenada yatch race.. when their 37-foot sailboat was 
hit by a large tanker...  we now know that one crew member 
"drowned"... the others died from blunt-force trauma. and a fourth 
member is still missing. nbc4's ted chen reports. 

1:06 4/30/12 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're learning what *one* of the factors in the crash over the 
weekend in new york... that killed seven family members... it was 
*speed*  just last year... that section of road was listed as one of 
new york's most accident prone stretches... 

0:15 5/1/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news from downtown la!  firefighters just knocked down a 
large fire... at this home on 23rd street in downtown no one was 
hurt... and firefighters were able to keep the flames from spreading 
to nearby buildings. 

0:12 5/4/12 11:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

the cleanup continues on the u-s-c campus... where gas leak 
toughed off this inferno early today. a one inch gas line ruptured. 
one person was burned... fortunatley his injuries were not life-
threatening. 

1:34 5/8/12 11:08p Accidents and 
Disasters 

but first... a wildfire in the acton area scorched more than a hundred 
and twenty acres... and tore through several buildings.  firefighters 
are still on the scene... nbc4's beverly white is live in acton... 
beverly... 

0:22 5/9/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news out of manhattan beach... a big power outage 
effecting over 16-hundred people. you can see the big black hole... 
where the lights are out... it may have been caused by a blown 
transformer. estimated restoration time around midnight 
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0:32 5/11/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we start tonight with breaking news in the antelope valley!  tonight... 
a fire has been burning and it spread.... very quickly between 
tahachapi and rosamond in the antelope valley... here's what it 
looks like from newschopper 4... so far it has burned about 150 
acres... firefighters are hoping to have it contained in a couple 
hours. no homes are threatened... but firefighters say they will stay 
on the lines throughout the night... and tomorrow.. keeping an eye 
on hot-spots... we'll keep you posted...if the situation changes... 

1:45 5/11/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

tonight they finally plugged that ruptured water main in venice... but 
not before the water damaged homes, flooded streets and left an 
enormous mess!  nbc4's angie crouch is live in venice... angie... 

1:57 5/14/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

if you like to swim in the ocean or go boating... it has to be 
something you think about... a shark attack.... and it happened to a 
man from paso robles... who was kayaking off the coast over the 
weekend.... he lived to tell the tale....  nbc4's kim baldonado is live 
near the coast-line with the details... kim... 

0:30 5/16/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

an expensive crash... at this exotic car shop in mid-city. the driver of 
a lincoln town car slammed into "specialty car craft" on la cienega 
boulevard... then ran away. the crash damaged several cars inside 
the store... including a yellow ferrari with a lakers logo... and "baller-
24" on the windshield. "24" is kobe bryant's number... and he is 
known to drive a yellow ferrari... but so far... no one has confirmed... 
who owns this one. 

4:32 5/21/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we're on the scene of a plane crash it's breaking news at 11 o'clock 
in a glendale neighborhood!  it's our top story. i'm chuck henry. and 
i'm colleen williams. we're told the pilot reported having problems 
near el monte... he was was trying to make it to van nuys airport... 
before he crashed in a neighborhood in glendale.  nbc4's robert 
kovacik is live in glendale with more on this breaking news. robert? 

0:53 5/21/12 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters alex calder is live above the scene in newschopper 4. alex? 

0:20 5/22/12 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news... a power outage in parts of west hollywood tonight. 
the dark building you see... next to the bright billboard... that's the 
"chateau marmont" hotel. d-w-p says an outage has knocked out 
power to about one-thousand customers in this area... mostly 
homes. no word yet what caused all of this. 

0:20 5/24/12 6:06a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're following a developing story this morning ...a fire aboard a 
nuclear submarine.  the flames injured seven people aboard the u-
s-s miami. it caught fire while in dry dock in portsmouth, maine. the 
military says the fire did not threaten the ship's nuclear reactor and 
no weapons were on board. the cause of the fire is still unknown. 

0:25 5/25/12 11:03p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a developing story happening right now at the los alamitos race 
track.  we've just learned of an accident on the track... just a few 
hours ago... involving at least a pair of horses and their jockeys. the 
horses collided during tonight's fourth race... sending the jockeys 
flying off the horses...to the ground. we've been told at least one of 
those jockeys is in critical condition. the other jockey appears to be 
okay... no word yet on the condition of the horses involved. 
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1:01 5/28/12 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

she spent the night at a friends house... to avoid possible drunk 
drivers overnight... when she got on the road at 7:00 a-m...she 
never imagined... that a suspected drunk driver would take her life... 
and the lives of her two young daughters.  30 year old "liz jane 
martinez" and her family were turning at an intersection in 
willowbrook... when a driver in a cadillac... slammed into them. 
martinez and her two daughters were ejected from the van... and 
died from head trauma. her 'one year' old son and the driver of the 
van survived.  just a few hours ago at that same intersection.... a 
vigil was held for martinez and her daughters. several dozen people 
came out to support the family.... and some left money in a donation 
box. a young woman we spoke with tonight... said she helped pull 
one of the daughters out of the van.  ***sot*** ***sot*** witnesses 
said the suspect tried to run away... but they stopped him and held 
him... until police arrived. 

2:05 5/30/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

it's quiet tonight at the intersection where... hours earlier... a 
speeding pick up truck plowed into a group of high school students.  
a pick up truck plowed into a large group of high school students. 
good evening...it's eleven o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and i'm 
chuck henry. and it was right outside hemet high... tonight several 
students are in critical condition...  nbc four's beverly white is live in 
hemet... beverly! 

0:20 5/30/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news from newport beach... the c-h-p says one person 
was killed tonight when two cars collided head-on along pacific 
coast highway. it happened just before eight o-clock in the 600 
block of p-c-h near el morro. one person was pronounced dead at 
the scene. and one other person is hospitalized. 

1:33 5/31/12 5:00a Accidents and 
Disasters 

Students Injured- truck runs light, broken brakes hits students in 
cross walk 

0:23 5/31/12 5:15a Accidents and 
Disasters Top Stories- Students injured 

1:48 5/31/12 5:30a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
students injured- truck runs red light and hits students, mechanical 
issues 

0:20 5/31/12 5:32a Accidents and 
Disasters 

deadly accident- head on crash near newport 

0:20 5/31/12 5:33a Accidents and 
Disasters anaheim fire 

0:25 5/31/12 5:43a 
Accidents and 

Disasters students injured- truck runs red light 

1:43 5/31/12 6:00a Accidents and 
Disasters 

students injured- truck hits students, mechanical issues 

0:17 5/31/12 6:04a Accidents and 
Disasters anaheim fire 

0:22 5/31/12 6:11a 
Accidents and 

Disasters track slams into bar 

0:23 5/31/12 6:15a Accidents and 
Disasters 

students injured 

2:05 5/31/12 6:33a Accidents and 
Disasters students injured 

0:17 5/31/12 6:48a 
Accidents and 

Disasters students injured 

0:53 5/31/12 6:57a Accidents and 
Disasters 

students injured 
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0:21 5/31/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

it was like a bomb went off in this bar in minnesota..!! a pickup truck 
smashing through the wall... pinning some patrons . the amazing 
thing here is that nobody was seriously hurt.. this happened 
yesterday... police say the driver had some sort of medical 
problem... and that is why she lost control. 

0:21 6/1/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

'new' tonight at 11... a baby rescue in "san dimas." little "janell"... 
was in "bonelli park" tonight with her mom... when 'suddenly'... the 
baby girl began 'choking' on a 'cookie'... and couldn't breathe. . 
luckily... a couple sheriff's deputies were at the park and knew just 
what to do... they gave janell a few pats on the back and now... 
she's fine. 

0:23 6/4/12 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a school bus accident... caught on tape... it happend last month in 
indiana the driver hit a bump and fell out of his seat... he was the 
only person on the bus... he struggled to regain control... but the 
bus crashed into a house... fortunately no one was hurt... but the 
driver was ticketed for not wearing a seatbelt. 

0:53 6/13/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a developing story... right now... originating in "orange county"... but 
felt in points beyond.  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** a 'four-point-oh' 
earthquake (downgraded from a 4-1) struck just north of "yorba 
linda"... at 8:17 p-m tonight. here's what showed up... on our 
'seismocam.'  we got phone calls and emails from people 
throughout orange and parts of los angeles county, and even from 
the inland empire... saying they felt it.. it surprised many in 
anaheim... who were at the red carpet premiere of the new "cars 
land" attraction at disney's california adventure. many of you were 
commenting on our web site, it felt quick, and violent... like 
something slamming into the house....  ***sot*** ***sot*** the quake 
was also followed by a 2.4 aftershock minutes later so far, no 
reports of damage or injuries... 

1:49 6/13/12 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and we have a developing story in downtown l-a..... where an 
explosion "ripped" through a business 'four' people sent to the 
hospital... and... one of them... has died.  nbc 4's kim baldonado is 
live in "downtown los angeles." kim... what have you learned? 

0:46 6/14/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters BREAKING- Santa Fe springs fire 

2:00 6/18/12 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11... a retired firefighter comes to the rescue of a drowning 
baby girl!  in an n-b-c-4 exclusive... ted chen spoke with that retired 
firefighter and the family. he is live in coto de caza. 

0:24 6/18/12 11:05p Accidents and 
Disasters 

new at 11... we now know what happened seconds before a fatal 
fall at staples center. a woman whose two year old son fell to his 
death at a lakers game... says she perched her toddler on a ledge... 
to take his picture... when he fell 50 feet to his death. it happened in 
2010... now she is suing staples center for wrongful death. staples 
center lawyers have asked a judge to dismiss the case. 

1:04 6/19/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

the 9-1-1 call... from rodney king's home in rialto ... early sunday 
morning... has been released... the frantic call... reveals a lot about 
what happened... after his fiancee discovered him at the bottom of 
the backyard pool...    police say he showed no signs of trauma and 
there was no blood near the pool. toxicology tests were done... and 
the results... will take several weeks. 

0:13 6/19/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

new tonight... fire has raced through a metal fabrication business in 
boyle heights... flames burned through the roof.. and heavy smoke 
could be seen for miles. there's no word yet on what caused it. 
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0:19 6/20/12 11:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and... tonight...investigators don't know what started this fire.. that 
badly damaged a san francisco landmark. this is pier 29... along the 
embarcadero. it was built ... in 1915. the building has been vacant 
lately... but it was supposed to be re-developed.. for use during next 
year's america's cup yacht race. 

0:15 6/22/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a 'massive' back-up right now... on "the 710" freeway... near "the 5". 
a truck carrying 'wet' asphalt ... lost part of its load... sending a 
mess... all over the freeway. you definitely want to avoid this... right 
now... 'no' word on when crews will have that area cleaned up. 

0:24 6/22/12 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and it was a rough ride to las vegas today! a chemical spill on 
interstate 15... near the california-nevada state line... backed up 
traffic in both directions. it all started around 6:30 this morning.... but 
drivers faced a back-up ... well into the evening. it took a hazmat 
team more than six hours to clean up the mess. tonight... all lanes 
are open again. 

0:44 6/22/12 11:31p Accidents and 
Disasters breaking news - officer invloved crash in hollywood 

0:11 6/25/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a small brush fire... a little too close for comfort tonight... for 
homeowners in benedict canyon. the fire broke out on west angelo 
drive. the fire burned about half an acre... before being knocked 
down. 

0:17 6/25/12 11:05p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and... a small fire broke out tonight at the americana shopping 
mall... in glendale. sprinklers put out most of the fire... before the 
crews even arrived... shoppers were briefly evacuated... no one was 
hurt. apparently it started in a dumpster somewhere near the 
theaters... 

2:14 6/26/12 5:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 19 car pile-up on 14 freeway, 15 injured 

2:21 6/26/12 5:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

People injured in 14 freeway pile-up talk about the crash. Most 
injuries minor, no fatalities. 

1:31 6/26/12 5:58p Accidents and 
Disasters 

19 car pile-up on 14 freeway near agua dulce. Lanes closed for 
hours. 

0:43 6/26/12 6:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
19 car pile-up on 14 freeway near Agua Dulce leads to southbound 
lanes being closed for hours. 

2:21 6/26/12 6:01p Accidents and 
Disasters 

elevator death investigation at Cal State Long Beach finished. No 
defects with the elevator, university will not be cited. 

0:29 6/26/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we have breaking news tonight from colorado...  that glow in the 
distance is an out of control fire destroying homes around colorado 
springs. it won't be until tomorrow morning that we know how many 
homes were lost tonight as flames close-in on the air foce academy 
just 5 miles away. colorado, new mexico, montana and utah have 
been plagued by massive wildfires.. with hundreds of homes 
already destroyed. 

0:54 6/26/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

the california highway patrol says a truck was responsible for a 
huge pileup on the antelope valley freeway this morning.  19 
vehicles were involved .. many of them piled on top of one 
another... in the southbound lanes of the freeway near agua dulce. 
investigators say the driver of the big rig was going too fast... and 
couldn't avoid the traffic that was stopped in front of him.... the c-h-p 
halted traffic to clear debris from the freeway. althoug alot of 
vehicles were totaled - no one was killed... although 17 people were 
injured...two of them critically.  it all began around 9:30 this 
morning... and it took hours to clear the carnage and re-open all 
lanes of the freeway. 
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0:26 6/27/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news! looking live at the athens area... where people are 
suddenly having to move their horses out of a stable that appears to 
be dilapidated. two sundays ago there was a bad fire there... and 
we're told that's what led to this wild scene tonight with horse 
owners collecting their animals. they claim animal control gave them 
24 hours to move their horses out. 

0:16 6/27/12 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 16-year-old girl from livermore in northern california was bitten by 
a shark in maui. her mother says she was close to shore... on the 
beach in lahaina... in about 3 feet of water when it happened. it left 
a gash on her calf... about five inches deep. doctors say she'll be 
fine. 

0:19 6/27/12 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

wildfires continue to rage tonight in colorado... the most dangerous 
is a 18-thousand acre blaze that's destroyed 257 homes and forced 
the evacuation of 36-thousand people near colorado springs. it's 
only 5 per cent contained. president obama plans to visit the area 
friday. 

0:18 6/28/12 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight... the c-h-p has identified two people who drowned today in 
the california aqueduct. 48 year old fino hernandez and his nine 
year old nephew, miguel ortiz junior... both of hesperia... the boy 
apparently fell into the water... the uncle jumped in to save him... 
and they were both swept away. 

1:31 6/28/12 11:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a body has been found inside one of the hundreds of homes 
destroyed by raging wildfires! and tonight the best hope at 
containing those fires reamins are the fighfighters who've been 
working around-the-clock... nbc's miguel alma-gair reports...    
several staff members of the u-s olympic facility there... are also out 
of their homes .... but the headquarters... and the olympic training 
center are not in danger. 

2:10 6/29/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news in beverly hills... a huge -mansion... once owned by 
a reality tv star catches fire!  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** and 
tonight... hours later... fire crews are still on scene!  it's eleven 
o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and, i'm chuck henry.  nbc4's janet 
kwak is live in beverly hills, janet? 

1:37 6/29/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

as we said the mansion is the former home of reality star lisa 
vanderpump... and ... in fact...the mansion was used in her show... 
"the real housewives of beverly hills"...  this is vanderpump ... 
hosting a video tour of the mansion when she still lived there... our 
robert kovacik talked with vanderpump and her husband ken todd 
tonight... at "sur"... the restaurant they own in west hollywood . lisa 
talked about seeing the fire at her former home...    for more 
dramatic picturs of the mansion fire... go to our website... nbcla.com 

0:27 6/29/12 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

help is enroute from california...! california is sending two big 
firefighting planes to colorado to help fight those enormous wildfires 
there. about 30-crew-members will also make the trip. the waldo 
canyon fire near colorado springs has burned 26-square miles...2 
bodies have been found... ...the fire has destroyed at least 350-
homes.... with 20-thousand still threatened! 
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0:44 4/5/12 11:10p Business & 
Industry 

after all the talk... a-e-g has finally gone public with its 
environmental impact report on the proposed downtown football 
stadium.  it has now released a 10-thousand page report which 
attempts to answer concerns over traffic... if the field is built near 
the convention center. a-e-g says it's goal is to have 25-percent of 
those coming to games using alternative transportation.... like "light-
rail" and "buses." it also plans to spend 35-million dollars to add 
more lanes to the the 101-harbor freeway and expanding an 
existing light rain station. the goal is to have the stadium ready for 
the 2017 season. 

0:22 4/6/12 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

side note on that... coca-cola probably won't be served at a lot of 
seders this year! last year, coke changed its process... to reduce 
the levels of a certain chemical questioned by the state of california. 
the changes didn't affect the formula or the taste... but the resulting 
product no longer meets jewish dietary laws for passover coke is 
promising a product for passover next year. 

2:39 4/6/12 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

and if you love pizza... listen to this! people are packing into a new 
restaurant in westwood that promises gourmet pizzas... in sixty 
seconds!  n-b-c-4's angie crouch is live there tonight! angie! 

1:16 4/9/12 11:06p Business & 
Industry 

facebook is expanding... the social media giant announced they are 
buying "instagram." that's a cell phone app that allows users to 
quickly post pictures they take with their phones. the selling price 
reportedly is one billion dollars. nbc4's cary berglund reports. 

0:19 4/17/12 11:14p Business & 
Industry 

billionaire investor warren buffett said today that he has prostate 
cancer. buffett says doctors caught it in its earliest stages... and that 
it is .. quote... not remotely life threatening. he said he will undergo 
two months of radiation treatment this summer... and his travel will 
be restricted during that treatment. 

0:37 4/19/12 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

and it appears that luck has run out for a new california lottery tv 
commercial. maybe you've seen it... with "lady luck" slapping a 
winner??  this ad is being pulled by the lottery commission, after 
complaints from sacramento lawmakers. they weren't happy that it 
showed a woman slapping the man... which symbolized being 
struck by lady luck... one lawmaker said it glamourized violence. a 
new version will show lady luck blowing a much softer, kiss. 

0:26 4/23/12 11:23p Business & 
Industry 

disneyland arleady has those tea cups... and now... it's going to 
have coffee cups as well... starbucks is coming to the magic 
kingdom...  the seattle-based coffee chain says it'll open a store 
inside each of the six disney properties in florida and california. the 
first will open this summer at california adventure. financial terms of 
the deal have not yet been disclosed. 

0:33 4/30/12 11:24p 
Business & 

Industry 

mcdonald's is super-sizing a new restaurant that it's opening for the 
upcoming london olympics. it's the *biggest* mcdonald's ever built.  
this is what it will look like. more than 32-thousand square feet .. 
about half the length of a football field. there'll be seating for 15-
hundred people. the restaurant will be open for six weeks for the 
olympics and para-lympics. mcdonald's expects to serve more than 
50-thousand big macs 

0:19 5/3/12 11:22p Business & 
Industry 

move over i-phone!! samsung today rolled out its new "galaxy-s-
three" smart phone. in a ceremony that would have made steve jobs 
proud... samsung's president unveiled the sleek device in london. 
it's got a lot of features.. including activation by voice, touch.. and 
even "by eye" contact!! 

0:21 5/10/12 11:06p Business & 
Industry 

developing news... stock in j-p morgan chase fell more than six 
percent tonight... after chase said it lost two billion dollars over the 
past six weeks from bad investments. the biggest u-s bank says the 
losses came from investing in risky credit defaults. 
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0:46 5/10/12 11:07p 
Business & 

Industry 

time magazine is no stranger to controversial covers... and its latest 
one... featuring a los angeles woman... is shocking a lot of people!  
jamie grew-met is shown on the cover breast-feeding her three year 
old son. the cover photo is part of a feature the magazine is doing 
on "attachment parenting"... and the 20-th anniversary of a popular 
book on the subject.. as for the mom... she says she nursed until 
she was six years old. and we spoke to "her" mother today. 

2:01 5/11/12 11:08p Business & 
Industry 

its a case... that could change the way online scandal sheets do 
their jobs! first a former n-f-l cheerleader... was arrested... for having 
sex with a minor... and now... she's suing a gossip website!  nbc4's 
kim baldonado is live in the newsroom... kim? 

0:24 5/11/12 11:10p Business & 
Industry 

if you own an ipod... you may be getting an e-mail... saying you're 
part of a class-action lawsuit.  it claims apple broke anti-trust laws... 
when it updated its software to prevent ipods... from playing songs 
not purchased on itunes. the lawsuit covers ipods sold between 
september 2006... and march 2009. apple denies doing anything 
wrong... and it says the updates improved the product. 

1:20 5/11/12 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

just when you thought we were done with "risky" bank investments - 
comes a "wooper". j-p morgan-chase lost 2-billion dollars...in 6-
weeks and could loss another billion dollars before its over. that's 
why some are saying, has anything really changed?? here's nbc's 
andrew sorkin... 

0:35 5/11/12 11:15p Business & 
Industry 

on the heels of the "tan mom" fiasco... swedish clothing retailer "h-
and-m" is apologizing tonight for a series of ads featuring a model... 
with a very dark tan.  this is the ad... featuring brazilian model 
isabeli fontana. and... as you can see... without the tan... fontana 
has a much lighter complexion. the swedish cancer society says the 
campaign promotes deep tanning and quote "contributes to more 
people dying from skin cancer." the group also points out that the 
model's tan was probably created with make-up or computers... not 
hours in the sun. 

2:07 5/14/12 11:02p 
Business & 

Industry 

there are reports tonight that internet giant "google" is flexing its 
muscle big time... here in southern california. it's planning to take-
over the legendary gold's gym in venice beach.  nbc4's robert 
kovacik is live in venice! robert. 

0:20 5/14/12 11:05p 
Business & 

Industry 

the former c-e-o of "best buy"... just received a major "buy out".  
brian dunn resigned last month over criticism of an "inappropriate" 
relationship with a woman on his staff. now... he has been awarded 
a "separation" package totalling more than six-million dollars. both 
dunn and the employee say the relationship was "not" romantic. 

0:20 5/14/12 11:06p Business & 
Industry 

and "jp morgan chase" will hold its shareholder's meeting tomorrow 
morning... the first one since the bank admitted to making a *two-
billion* dollar trading blunder. c-e-o jamie dimon (diamond) is 
expected to face investors and address the bank's botched trade... 
and the fact the stock is down. today... a top executive with the 
bank... for 30 years... stepped down from her position. 
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2:28 5/15/12 11:00p 
Business & 

Industry 

tonight, as facebook is getting ready for the largest-ever initial public 
stock offering... one of it's biggest advertisers pulls its ads from the 
site... and a new study... suggests more than ever, people find 
facebook to be just a fad.  it's our top story... i'm colleen williams. 
and i'm chuck henry. the social network giant goes public friday... 
and the opening price per shares continues to rise!9  nbc4's robert 
kovacik is live in santa monica with details. robert? 

0:29 5/15/12 11:14p Business & 
Industry 

an update on google's *possible* take over of the iconic gold's gym 
in venice. today, the internet giant confirmed it has acquired a lease 
for a number of properties in venice, including gold's gym. but 
google says it -quote- "has no plans to expand into gold's space." 
councilman bill rosendahl says google is negotiating to keep the 
gym in its current location when it begins leasing the building in 
2014. 

0:57 5/16/12 11:07p Business & 
Industry 

tonight... shoemaker "sketchers" has agreed to pay 40-million 
dollars to settle a federal lawsuit over health claims it made 
regarding its toning footwear. nbc4's michelle valles reports. 

2:15 5/17/12 11:05p 
Business & 

Industry 

tomorrow is facebook friday... as the stock begins to trade pubilcly 
for the first time... it's estimated value: 104-billion dollars!!  those 
stocks are set to open on the nasdaq at 38-dollars per share... 
which is higher than expected. the social network giant is the third 
highest valued company to ever go public. facebook and its early 
investors now stand to make as much as 18-billion dollars from the 
i-p-o.  facebook's co-founded eduardo saverin will also make 
fortune tomorrow.... but unlike others he may never have to pay 
taxes..... saverin is re-nouncing his u-s citizenship... taking his 
money across the pacific.    americans who give up their citizenship 
owe and "exit tax" on the estimated capital gains from their stock 
holdings. however, since saverin dropped his u-s citizenship eight 
months before the company went public, his tax advisers could 
argue that his stake in the company is worth much less, thus cutting 
his tax bill. 

1:15 5/18/12 11:10p Business & 
Industry 

did facebook fizzle? the social network i-p-o started out hot today... 
but quickly leveled-off nbc'c maria barti-romo has more on 
facebook's big debut on the stock market.    facebook may not have 
made a big splash on wall street... but it's going to help california! 
the state is expected to bring in 1-point-5 billion dollars in tax 
revenue from the facebook i-p-o... between now and next summer. 

0:28 5/18/12 11:24p 
Business & 

Industry 

the happiest place on earth may not be so kind to your wallet... 
ticket prices for disneyland and california adventure are going up 
again... starting on sunday.  for example... the one-day pass for 
adults goes from 80 dollars... to 87 dollars. but the biggest hike is 
for the premium annual pass which includes parking. that the price 
jumps 200 bucks to six-hundred and forty nine dollars... 

0:12 5/22/12 11:08p 
Business & 

Industry 

facebook's stock has fallen for a third consecutive day of trading! 
that stock lost three-dollars today... closing at 31-dollars today. 
that's down sharly from its i-p-o price of 38-dollars. 

0:28 5/24/12 6:42a Business & 
Industry 

now band-aids have gone interactive. yes, there's now an app for 
hurt!  the l-a times reports the new bandages let animated muppet 
characters talk to you, from wherever you place the band-aid... 
using the "band-aid magic vision" app. the free app works with any 
of the six large muppet branded band-aids. 
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0:20 5/29/12 11:08p Business & 
Industry 

facebook c-e-o mark zuckerberg has fallen out of bloomberg's list of 
the world's 40 richest people.  bloomberg says his fortune took a hit 
today... when shares of the social network fell under 29-dollars. the 
company's market value has plunged nearly 25-billion dollars since 
its trading debut earlier this month. 

0:25 5/31/12 6:45a Business & 
Industry 

seaworld fine reduced- death of a trainer resulted in fine 

0:34 5/31/12 11:14p Business & 
Industry 

a texas woman is suing neiman marcus... claiming her husband 
bought her expensive gifts... just so his mistress... who worked for 
neimans.... could be paid some big commissions!!  the lawsuit 
claims that the husband bought one-point-four million dollars in 
gifts... at neiman marcus... over several years... while his wife... was 
footing the bills!! the wife claims... that her husband's mistress... a 
personal shopper with neiman's... was making big commissions on 
those sales... the husband and wife are now divorced. the wife is 
suing to get her money back... neiman's has no comment. 

0:32 5/31/12 11:15p Business & 
Industry 

the disney company has hired a new boss for the company's film 
division... and he's a man with a lot of experience...  former warner 
brothers entertainment president alan horn will take over next week. 
horn... was at the helm of warner for "harry potter"... "lord of the 
rings".... and "the dark knight". before that... at castle rock... he gave 
the green light to "a few good men" .. "when harry met sally" ... and 
"shawshank redemption." horn says his new boss... robert iger... 
told him... quote: just make good movies. 

0:21 6/1/12 11:09p Business & 
Industry 

target is taking some heat... for selling "t-shirts" supporting "same-
sex marriage."  a group of gay "target" employees 'organized' the t-
shirt promotion. the shirts cost 12.99 on "target's" website. the 
money goes to efforts to 'defeat' a gay marriage ban... on the 
"minnesota" ballot... in november. some 'opponents' of same-sex 
marriage say... "target" is attacking 'traditional' marriage. 

1:37 6/1/12 11:10p Business & 
Industry 

a convenience store usually has things like milk... sodas... and 
magazines... but one local seven-eleven has mostly just liquor... 
why? nbc4's john cádiz klemack explains... 

0:34 6/11/12 11:23p 
Business & 

Industry 

a big day for "apple" and its legion of fans... "apple" showed off its 
newest creations at the company's worldwide developers 
conference in san francisco...  including... the next generation mac-
book pro computer. it's faster, thinner... the company says it's the 
highest resolution notebook in the world. 

0:17 6/12/12 11:16p Business & 
Industry 

'new' tonight... it's official... "disney" is done with it's 'new' and 
'improved' "disney california adventure." tomorrow... marks the end 
of a five-year... one-billion dollar overhaul of the park. "california 
adventure" will close for one day on thursday... before the official 
're-opening'... on friday. 

1:02 6/18/12 11:09p 
Business & 

Industry 

microsoft unveiled its version of the "tablet" computer today!! it's 
called "surface"... and it will hit the growing tablet market in the fall!! 
nbc's mark barger has a preview: 

0:25 6/18/12 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

the adidas shoe company has changed its mind about producing a 
sneaker featuring ankle cuffs... that look a lot like shackles.  here's 
what it would have looked like.. the j-s roundhouse mid was 
designed in collaboration with fashion designer jeremy scott. but 
critics said it looked too much like a symbol of slavery. adidas said 
that wasn't its intention... and the company apologizes to anyone 
who is offended. 
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0:29 6/20/12 11:08p Business & 
Industry 

one of america's richest men is buying the hawaiian island of lanai... 
or at least most of it.  larry ellison will own 98 percent of the island. 
he's buying it from billionaire david murdock.. reportedly for around 
600 million dollars. ellison is the co-founder and c-e-o of oracle 
corporation. he's currently listed as the third richest american.. with 
an estimated worth of around 36 billion dollars. 

0:32 6/26/12 6:11p Business & 
Industry Forum arena to get a new 50 million dollar renovation. 

0:31 6/26/12 6:15p 
Business & 

Industry Oreo support of gay rights causes controversy 

0:24 6/26/12 11:09p Business & 
Industry 

news out of san francisco tonight... of a major court victory for apple 
computer over rival samsung!!  a bay area judge *just* ruled that 
samsung must stop selling its galaxy 10-point-one tablet 
immediately... because it may be too much like apple's i-pad. this is 
a preliminary ruling... and samsung has vowed to fight! 

0:29 6/26/12 11:13p 
Business & 

Industry 

there's an online cookie controversy over oreo's new facebook ad 
campaign!  gay rights supporters *and* opponents are voicing their 
opinions over *this* image of oreo's gay pride rainbow-stuffed 
cookie. more than 150-thousand facebook fans "liked" it... 
but...others asked quote: "why can't companies stay neutral on such 
things?" oreo says it does *not* plan to actually *sell* the rainbow 
cookie. 

0:35 6/26/12 11:23p Business & 
Industry 

the "fabulous forum" may return to it's former glory thanks to an 
unlikely sponsor..... ...and they're promising to put sparkle... and a 
lot of cash... back into the forum!!  you remember the "show time" 
lakers... who worked their magic at the forum until 1999?? now... 
new york's madison square garden corporation is buying the 
forum... and promising to spend a lot to renovate. the lakers 
probably won't be back... but m-s-g promises big time concerts and 
other events... just like the old days!! 

0:47 4/9/12 11:09p Children & Youth  

tonight... a seventh grade student is being hailed a hero... he 
managed to safely stop a 'school bus'... when the driver had a heart 
attack.  the bus full of children... was on its way to a school... near 
"tacoma.. washington"... when the driver collapsed. the bus started 
rolling down the road... out of control... that's when 13-year old 
jeremy wuitschick leaped to action...  the driver was taken to a 
hospital jeremy has been practicing driving at home. and despite 
today's heroics... his mom says his driving privileges will not be 
expanded beyond the driveway. 

1:09 5/8/12 11:12p Children & Youth  

some russian teenagers are going to great lengths... and great 
heights... to take some amazing pictures. it's a viral craze called 
"skywalking"...    among the structures climbed by these 
daredevils... moscow tower... and the monument of peter the great. 

0:32 5/15/12 11:07p Children & Youth  

tonight... school officials in huntington beach... are investigating a 
high school dance marathon... that **may have gotten* way out of 
hand last friday night.  students from edison high posted this video 
on "you tube." they also posted some racy photos on facebook... 
that have now been taken down. 35 teenagers were thrown out of 
the dance... for changing into inappropriate attire... and for other so 
called...improper behavior. but even with all that.... the event rasied 
20 thousand dollars for charity. 
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0:35 5/23/12 11:19p Children & Youth  

who knows why some people take chances with their children.. like 
the new jersey man who put his small child into washing machine at 
a laundromat.  this video shows the man... almost "toss" the child 
into a front-loading machine. but as soon as he closes to door, it 
automatically locks it starts up.. and fills with water. for more than a 
minute... the father, his girlfriend and others at the laundromat 
frantically try and stop the machine. they finaly open up the back 
and cutting the power cable. that little boy had only minor injuries.  
that little boy had only minor injuries. no word if the dad will be 
charged with a crime. 

1:50 6/4/12 11:03p Children & Youth  
now to malibu... where parents have been warned about older 
kids... *hazing*... younger kids... in ways that could raise a lot of 
eyebrows!  nbc4's janet kwak... live in malibu... janet. 

0:17 6/15/12 11:10p Children & Youth  

and 9 students from an all-boys middle school in san diego were 
suspended for looking at porn... on their cell phones during class. it 
happened last month... the teacher could also be in trouble... 
because he reportedly did not respond to other students who 
complained... about what the boys were doing. 

0:24 6/25/12 11:14p Children & Youth  

some junior high school students are in trouble... accused of 
vandalizing the nine-eleven memorial...  during a field trip last 
thursday... some students in the group... allegedly tossed garbage 
into the reflective pool where the north world trade center tower 
once stood.... all were promptly kicked out. some students say their 
classmates did it... because they were quote: "bored". 

0:31 6/28/12 11:02p Children & Youth  

this disturbing video of children fighting... while seemingly being 
provoked by an adult. the video shows the children punching, 
kicking...even choking one another. the video was first posted to a 
facebook page with the title..."my nephew messed him up for 
picking on his homeboy." someone sent the video to the san 
bernardino county sheriff's department and tonight detectives 
specializing in crimes against children... are investigating... and 
trying to locate the people involved... 

0:24 6/29/12 11:16p Children & Youth  

remember when we told you about that school bus monitor...taunted 
by kids on the bus? well now four of those students have been 
suspended from school and the bus for a year. meanwhile an on-
line fundraising campaign to give karen klein a vacation has raised 
over 650-thousand dollars. 

0:38 4/16/12 11:14p consumer 

a new study says... something may be fishy at grocery stores, 
restaurants and sushi bars in southern california.  the fish you buy 
may *not* be what it seems. an environmental advocacy group 
conducted d-n-a tests on seafood samples.. from nearly 120 stores, 
restaurants in l-a and orange counties. their finding?... more than 
*half* of those samples were mislabeled. the problem was the worst 
at sushi places. nearly nine out of ten samples there weren't what 
they were supposed to be. that advocacy group -- called "oceana" -- 
says the mislabeling can have dangerous consequences for the 
environment... and for public health. 

0:27 4/17/12 11:07p consumer 

if you haven't mailed in your taxes yet... you have less than 1 hour... 
about 50 minutes, in fact... before the midnight deadline...  it's an 
annual event for some people... waiting until the last minute to get 
that postmark before the end of tax day... procrastinators got two 
extra days this year to file their taxes... because the 15th fell on a 
weekend... and yesterday was a holiday ..in washington d-c... but 
now... time is almost up.... 
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1:54 4/27/12 11:02p consumer 

when you go out for a steak... are you getting more than just pure 
beef? new concerns tonight about something called "meat glue".... 
so... what is it?  nbc4's patrick healy is here to explain... patrick...  
there's been a buzz pro and con about so-called meat glue for more 
than a year now... but in the wake of the outing of pink slime, all of a 
sudden people are paying more attention to what may be in their 
meat.  the potential risk, like ground meat, is that you need to cook 
it to 160 degrees all the way through to make sure you get all the 
bacteria... eat it pink in the middle like a steak and you take a risk. 
chuck and colleen. 

3:33 5/1/12 11:06p consumer 

everyone has at least one place where they can't get a signal or 
lose a call. yet when you complain to your carrier... it feels a lot like 
a dropped call.. you fell like nobody heard you. well now there is an 
app for you to complain, and be heard in a different way.  if you 
don't want the app, but want the information on which carrier works 
best in your neighborhood... just go to our website nbcla.com and 
search "cell phone".  and if you have a problem you want us to look 
into, call us at 818-520-tips or email me at "get-garcia @ n-b-c-u-n-i 
dot-com" 

2:00 5/3/12 11:02p consumer 

first there was pink slime...used as a filler in ground beef... then we 
reported the use of meat glue -- holding together chunks of beef ... 
so it could be sold as a bigger roast or steak... but the food fraud 
doesnt stop there.  nbc4's patrick healy is live in hollywood with the 
new kitchen crackdown.... patrick...  roll cue: when you are eating 
out 

4:27 5/10/12 11:14p consumer 

a new i-team investigation exposes more questionable behavior 
from our parking officers. investigative reporter joel grover uncovers 
what appears to be a pattern of special treatment... joel is here with 
details of his all-new investigation. joel...  as you know, this week 
the city said it once again plans to raise parking ticket fines. but a 
certain group of drivers in one part of town, don't seem to worry 
about parking fines, because the i-team found, they've been 
immune from getting ticketed. keep in mind, this is the third time in 
three years we've uncovered la parking cops giving special 
treatment to certain motorists.    and we plan to keep a close eye on 
this issue, and see what parking enforcement does to equally and 
fairly ticket all drivers, including those in hollywood. 

2:52 5/11/12 11:16p consumer 

from a fake tan... to fake merchandise... authorities seized $178-
million dollars worth of brand-name knock-offs last year. from 
shoes... to jewelry...it all looks like the real thing. but tonight... we're 
showing you the difference... 

3:20 5/15/12 11:03p consumer 

now to a new twist on those those check scams you get in the mail. 
this latest version includes an offer for you to be a so-called "secret 
shopper"... and... it *claims* it will pay you .... just for taking part in a 
customer survey.  sounds like a job for our "get garcia" gang! here's 
ana!  being a secret shopper is a real job. companies hire people to 
pose as shoppers to monitor their own customer service. scammers 
are now using that job offer as a way to bait people with a phony 
check scam.  but that's the problem-people do fall for it.  what can 
you do to protect yourself? never deposit a check that comes out of 
nowhere in mail. and certainly don't agree to wire any money to 
someone you don't know. also legitimate companies pay you to be 
a mystery shopper, not the other way around. if you want to be 
secret shopper…we have information on how to verify a company 
on our website nbcla.com. 
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3:51 5/16/12 11:14p consumer 

ana took the case and is here now with our latest get garcia, get 
results investigation.  if you disobey a parking sign you risk getting 
ticketed or worse, towed...if you saw a parking sign at the d-m-v, 
wouldn't you assume it was real and enforceable? look at what our 
cameras uncovered at of all places--the d-m-v.      we got 
results...the d-m-v took down the signs. they insist it's not because 
of our investigation. whatever the reason, d-m-v concedes telling 
drivers to ignore some parking signs was confusing. internally at d-
m-v, two sources say it is very embarrassing for the department to 
have bogus parking signs, it sends the wrong message to drivers. 
the owner of the building, mike nazarian, did not respond to my calls 
or letters. it's unclear if he has benefited financially from going green 
since the building is not yet certified. 

4:12 5/21/12 11:15p consumer 

tonight an i-team investigation exposes how a major collection 
agency can ruin your credit, trying to collect on bills that consumers 
say are phony. if it hasn't happened to you.... you know someone.... 
it has happened to....and a lot of people decided to contact the i-
team's joel grover for help.  as you'll see, this is one investigation, 
with a happy ending. joel...  any of us could get a call from a big 
collection agency, claiming we owe for a past due bill. they'll often 
threaten to damage our credit, if we don't pay quickly. this has 
happened to a lot of southern californians lately, who tell the nbc4 i-
team, they weren't past due on anything. there's a good lesson in 
this story for all of us, to fight back.    we asked fidelity numerous 
times to speak with us for this story, but they declined, saying the 
company does not comment on pending matters. they also added, 
they're committed to observing all laws and regulations.  finally, the 
people in our story got results, because they contacted the i-team. if 
you know of something we should investigate, email us at n-b-c-4-i 
team@n-b-c-u-n-i.com...or call our tipline, 8-1-8 5-2-0 tips. 

2:28 5/22/12 11:08p consumer 

now, to a warning about some clever facebook hacking! it's clearly a 
job for our get garcia/get results gang! here's ana garcia!  we are 
usually being warned not to open emails from people we don't 
know… now the new threat is on facebook...  and it sometimes 
comes in the form of an advertisement.  i got results for chad. 
facebook promises me they will restore his old account and all the 
photos he lost. facebook says hacking is taken seriously, but the 
process of figuring out who is the hacker.. and who is the victim can 
be time consuming.  how can you stop this from happening to you? 
facebook has extra safety features which you can sign up for: they 
include email and text notifications if someone logs into your 
account from an unrecognized computer. it's all in your security 
settings.  you need help: call me at 818.840.tips or email me at get 
garcia@nbcuni.com 
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4:53 5/23/12 11:08p consumer 

from construction... to tree trimming... california laws are meant to 
protect consumers from contractors... who don't know what they're 
doing... or those trying to rip you off. that's what's susposed to 
happen - but it doesn't always work out that way.  so... it's time to 
"get garcia"! and the case of the elusive contractor. ana!  marine 
sergeant christopher aleman and his wife, regina, thought they were 
hiring a legitimate, licensed contractor to landscape the backyard of 
their upland home. what they got was someone who was eager to 
take their money...  but not so eager to do the work.  so how can 
you protect yourself? the contractors state license board says 
before you hire anyone for a job over $500 - whether it's 
construction, landscaping or tree trimming -- ask for the license 
number and go to the board's website to verify it's real. and never 
pay more than 10-percent or a thousand dollars, whichever is less, 
for a deposit. for a link to the constractors state license board, go to 
nbcla.com.  and if have a tip for us, call 818-520-tips or email us at 
getgarcia@nbcuni.com. 

0:20 6/5/12 11:08p consumer 

as the kings close in on a stanley cup win... n-h-l officials are 
warning excited fans to be on the lookout for counterfeit 
merchandise... knock-off t-shirts... hats and jerseys can have 
misspelled words... or shrink. to find the real deal... look for 
merchandise with an n-h-l-licensed logo... or a holographic -tag. 

0:25 6/7/12 11:10p consumer 

the dating website has confirmed that yesterday it was the target of 
a hacking attack.... passwords from a million and a half customers 
appear to have been leaked onto the internet those passwords have 
now been reset... the site "linked-in" was also targeted... with more 
than 'six million' passwords stolen... if you use either service... 
you're advised to change your password immediately. 

1:52 6/12/12 11:05p consumer 

maybe you've heard about the controversial process called 
"hydraulic fracturing"... or "fracking." it's a way to get petroleum 
products out of 'rock.' it's gaining popularity in the energy business... 
but... making a 'lot' of people who live nearby... 'very' nervous.  nbc 
four's angie crouch is live in "culver city"... where "fracking" was 
under fire tonight... angie. 

3:30 6/13/12 11:13p consumer 

now it's time to get garcia... and get results! tonight... our "ana 
garcia's" got a car insurance battle... between two crash victims... 
'both' insured by the same company.  one of the drivers contacted 
ana... and here's what happened! 

0:29 6/14/12 11:08p consumer 

and no surprise that *this* is controversial! british authorities are 
considering a plan to monitor every web visit, email, phone call and 
text messages made in their country!  the british government insists 
it's not after andy specific content... and promises not to read the 
body of emails or eavesdrop on calls without a warrant. the bill is in 
the "draft" stage right now... and is subject to change before it is 
presented to parliament. 

3:06 6/15/12 11:13p consumer 

we've told you about a "secret shopper" scam... where the victim 
thinks they have a real job... but don't! one man... wanted to help his 
mom out with expenses... but he ended up in jail!  so it's time to.... 
get garcia... get results! 
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3:37 6/21/12 11:13p consumer 

'no' more special treatment... for 'anyone'... from "l-a's" parking 
cops. that's the promise tonight... from the boss... of "l-a's parking 
enforcement." and it all comes in response to an nbc4 i-team 
investigation last month... which exposed how cops were letting 
some vehicles park illegally all day!  i-team reporter joel grover is 
here with his follow-up investigation...joel  the chief of la parking 
enforcement is cracking down. it was last month... that we exposed 
how traffic cops were giving special treatment to scores of 
hollywood tour buses, that were illegally hogging parking spots from 
the rest of us. because of our investigation, parking enforcement's 
top cop... says his department is getting tougher on lawbreakers.    
a spokesman for parking enforcement says, the number of tickets 
issued to tour buses… has doubled since the crackdown began 
three weeks ago. but he admits there's room for improvement. i'll 
continue to keep an eye on the those lawbreaking buses, on the 
traffic cops, and we will stay on this story.  this story started with a 
tip from a viewer like you. if you know of something we should 
investigate please email us at nbc4 i-team at nbcuni dot com. 

0:22 6/25/12 11:08p consumer 

facebook has quietly made a big change in the way it handles your 
emails...  facebook says the change is part of an effort... announced 
back in april... to make emails consistent across the site... by giving 
everyone a *facebook-dot-com* address. users can still change 
back to their old email address for their default setting... if they 
want. 

2:40 6/25/12 11:08p consumer 

lots of you have asked, ana for help... she's here with details on 
that! ana!  i am thrilled to report we were able to help almost all of 
you who asked me to get your facebook pages restored, after being 
hacked.  i personally went to facebook with your problems and we 
got some great results.    facebook says it's the industry standard 
not to accept calls… they say ebay and twitter don't take calls 
either. fortunately for our viewers fred wolens at facebook takes my 
calls and has assisted everyone i sent him.  if you have problem 
and need help… call us at 818.520.tips or email me at get garcia@ 
nbcuni.com ana garcia nbc4news. 

2:48 6/26/12 5:12p consumer Get Garcia- get results-hacked facebook profiles restored. 

0:44 6/26/12 5:26p consumer 
Orbitz displays more expensive options for hotels to Mac users; 
Mac users have higher incomes than pc users on average and are 
more likely to stay in more expensive hotels. 

1:06 6/26/12 11:09p consumer 

if you own an apple computer... you probably make enough money 
to afford something better when it comes to vacations.. that's how 
the orbitz on-line travel people see it...    orbitz says the lower cost 
options are always there for bargain hunters... 

3:18 6/27/12 11:13p consumer 

but... when you get a na - you get results!  these are the kind of 
results i love to report. a good samaritan was inspired by our 
investigstion to help this family. meet the owner of lake view patios 
of huntington beach.  he came to the rescue to finish the job an 
unlicensed contractor left behind... .  we want to gvie a shout out to 
"purchase green," the manufacturer of the synthetic turf ...they 
donated the materials.  jonathan rede continues to run ads on 
craigslist under a whole host of names, including father of seven 
tree service and father of son tree service.  the state says the best 
way to protect yourself is to verify the contractor's license. for a link 
on how to do that go to nbcla.com.  if you have something we 
should look into, give us a call at 818-520-tips or send us an email 
at getgarcia@nbcuni.com. 
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0:25 6/29/12 11:16p consumer 

developing news... severe weather in the midwest caused a power 
outage affecting amazon's website... right now it is shut-down. also 
shut down, nextflix... pinterest... instagram and other services. 
amazon's data center is based in northern virginia. netflix 
acknowledges the issue on it's twitter account... but no word on 
when it may be back up. 

0:36 6/29/12 11:23p consumer 

californians are about to say "au revoir" to foie gras ... a statewide 
ban takes effect on sunday.  animal rights activists are happy about 
it... but lovers of the duck or goose liver delicacy are not. a new 
state law will ban the sale or production of foie gras.. if it's created 
by force-feeding the birds... and that's the traditional french way of 
doing it. but now... with the ban... some chefs are telling us... they're 
looking for alternative ways of making their foie gras! 

0:24 4/12/12 11:09p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

in a case that affects **millions** of workers... the california 
supreme court ruled today that yes,employers do have to offer their 
employees at least a 30 minute lunch break. but... no.. employers 
do **not** have to police the whole thing or make sure workers 
actually take those breaks... so employers can't force workers to 
**miss** lunch... and **employees** can work through lunch without 
being penalized. 

0:14 6/14/12 11:07p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

squeezed by state budget 'cutbacks'... starting tomorrow... the "l-a 
county court system" is set to launch 'massive layoffs'... 'pay cuts'... 
and 'transfers.' more than '400' court employees and '56' 
courtrooms throughout the county... will feel the pinch. 

0:40 6/18/12 11:08p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

baseball pitching great roger clemens was found "not guilty" today 
of perjury and obstructing congress. a washington jury rejected the 
justice department's case that clemens lied to congress about 
taking steroids. clemens was emotional after the verdict.  clemens 
won baseball's highest pitching honor... the cy young award... seven 
times. 

2:28 6/26/12 5:05p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 
New recordings in Kelly Thomas beating case could be a "game 
changer." 

0:32 6/26/12 5:07p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

Jury rejects Zoloft defense--Anthony Orbain ruled sane, could serve 
prison time for kidnapping and rape. 

0:22 6/26/12 5:08p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

Robert William White pleads not guilty of burglary and assault 
committed while he was high on bath salts. 

0:39 6/26/12 6:04p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 
13 minutes of new audio evidence in Kelly Thomas beating case 
could be game changer for defense. 

0:17 6/26/12 6:04p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

Zimmerman passed a lie detector test the night he admitted he shot 
Trayvon Martin-said he didn't confront Martin and feared for his life 
when he shot him. 

2:06 6/26/12 11:04p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

revealing outfits are not unusual in the bar and restaurant 
business... but can management go too far? tonight... a very small 
skirt... has led to a big controversy and a lawsuit!  nbc four's robert 
kovacik is live in century city... robert! 

1:59 6/27/12 11:00p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

a proposed law to help weed out child molesting teachers... appears 
to be dead! i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.... and that 
proposed law grew out of the miramonte school scandal...  nbc 
four's kim baldonado is live at l-a school district headquarters... 
kim... many people will look at this and think.... it doesn't make 
sense... 

0:17 6/27/12 11:08p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

the u-s supreme court is expected to rule tomorrow on president 
obama's controversial... and ground-breaking... health-care law. the 
law requires uninsured people to buy insurance... and the big 
question is: will the court find that part to be unconstitutional? the 
court could strike down some of the law... but not the rest. 
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1:46 6/28/12 11:04p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

if anything the debate over the heath care is hotter than ever... now 
that the u-s supreme court has voted to uphold the president's law.    
the high court did strike down a provision of the law... which allowed 
the federal government to with-hold funds to states who resist the 
program... now they can't do that. 

0:17 6/28/12 11:06p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

the house voted today to hold attorney general eric holder in 
contempt... for failing to hand over documents... related to the a-t-f 
gun-tracking operation, known as "fast and furious." the u-s attorney 
in washington will now decide whether to prosecute holder... 

0:23 6/28/12 11:09p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

and in phoenix today... this man had just been convicted of burning 
down his multi-million dollar home... all of a sudden... he apparently 
ate or drank something that caused him to go into a deadly 
convulsion!! michael marin was pronounced dead at the hospital. 
tests will determine what might have killed him...we do know.... he 
lost a fortune in the bad economy. 

1:24 4/2/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i'm lucy noland... in for chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams... and 
tonight a small christian college in oakland, is a crime scene... a 
former student allegedly opened fire there today... killing seven 
people...  oikos university only has a few hundred students... mostly 
koreans... featuring classes in nursing, music and bible study. 

1:53 4/2/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this was no run-of-the-mill robbery! burglars... somehow... 
muscled a safe out of a home in hancock park ... and they hit the 
jackpot... ! inside...ten million dollars in cash and jewelry!  \ live at 
11! beverly white with the latest! beverly! 

0:56 4/2/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wild party in "holmby hills" over the weekend... and... it 'wasn't' at 
the "playboy mansion." it brought out police... in droves.... and... 
we've got 'newly' released video tonight... that shows what it looked 
like.  this... is where it 'all' went down. hundreds of people 
'descended' on a house on "holmby avenue"... a couple of blocks 
south of "wilshire."  this surveillance video was shot... from a 
neighbor's house... it shows the 'throngs' of people... who just 
started showing up. word of the party... apparently spread like 
'wildfire'... thanks to "twitter" and "facebook." neighbors say that 
suddenly... people and cars were filling the streets. the neighbors 
called police... and 'initially' just a couple of officers showed up.  
officers in 'riot gear' had to be called in. police arrested a number of 
the partygoers. the whole scene's now drawing comparisons... to 
"project x"... a movie... now in theaters. 

1:18 4/2/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in this slick video a 'north hollywood' personal trainer promises to 
help women get in shape... but now that trainer has been arrested! 
nbc4's patrick healy reports..  tonight... prosecutors say... they are 
'not' ready to file charges... against a '9-1-1' caller... who 'lied' to 
police... eventhough that lie... may have started... a 'chain' of 
events... that left an 'unarmed' man... dead. 

0:53 4/2/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the "d-a" wants police to investigate more... 'before' deciding 
whether to charge "oscar carrillo" with "involuntary manslaughter." 
police killed a teenager... they thought was a 'robbery suspect' last 
week... 'based' on information from "carrillo"... who said the 
suspects were armed. police say... "carrillo" lied about them having 
guns. prosecutors need to decide... if that lie 'contributed' to the 
teenager's death.  carrillo is still in custody. federal officials 
believe... he's an 'illegal immigrant.' 

1:58 4/3/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the search is on for a man who police say is stalking his 
victims when they're walking alone! he has nine victims and 
counting...  nbc4's beverly white is live in arleta. beverly? 
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0:42 4/3/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an undercover sex sting in a bathroom in manhattan beach .. ended 
up with 18-men under arrest.  police say the men were engaging in 
sexual activities in the bathroom. they now face multiple charges... 
including lewd acts... loitering... resisting arrest... and indecent 
exposure. back in february... lifeguards noticed vandalism in the 
bathroom... and suspicious activity... and tipped-off police.  to help 
prevent the problem... police say the doors on the bathroom stalls 
have been removed. 

0:39 4/3/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're finally getting a look at the suspect in yesterday's shooting 
rampage at a christian college in oakland.  and police released this 
'mug shot' of the suspect... 43 year old "one goh"... he's accused of 
killing seven people yesterday and wounding three others. tonight in 
oakland... there was a vigil for the victims.... as police searched for 
a possible motive....  this was the scene yesterday as students ran 
out the door. according to police... goh was targeting an 
administrator...but apparently he couldn't find her. as for a motive - 
so far police know that as a student gon was teased.... and he was 
expelled, possibly for behavoral problems. 

0:46 4/3/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight... the 9-1-1 caller who lied to dispatchers... setting off a 
chain of events that left an unarmed teenager dead... has been 
released from immigration custody.  the shooting happened last 
month in pasadena. police say... oscar carrillo... lied to 9-1-1 
dispatchers about being robbed by two armed men. one of the 
suspects... the teenager... was shot... and killed by pasadena 
police. carrillo was identified as a previously deported illegal 
immigrant. he was arrested... and police wanted him charged with 
involuntary manslaughter... but prosecutors said they needed more 
evidence. federal officials agreed to delay his deportation until 
police complete their investigation. carrillo was placed on electronic 
monitoring. 

0:29 4/3/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and federal agents seized this 2010 ferrari... worth 300-thousand... 
they were showing it off today! and about 20 other cars... all of them 
stolen... agents intercepted the cars at the port of l-a... before they 
could be shipped off to asia. they say the stolen cars totaled one 
point five million dollars. the crates that carried the cars listed them 
as used fitness equipment. the cars will be returned to their owners. 

0:18 4/3/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... dramatic video showing an s-u-v slamming into a 7-11! as 
you can see... it almost hit a customer. this happened last night in 
waterbury, connecticut. the driver backed out... and sped away. he 
was arrested a short time later on suspicion of driving under the 
influence. 

2:03 4/4/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a narrow escape... a man following a woman in her car... tries 
to reach out and grab her! she slipped away... but also snapped 
pictures of the man.  nbc 4's beverly white is live in "fontana." 
beverly... some quick thinking. 

0:19 4/4/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "moreno valley"... a school board member faces '11' felony 
charges tonight.... including 'rape' and running 'underage girls' as 
prostitutes. police picked-up "mike rios" outside his home tonight. 
rios is 'already' a suspect in 'another' case... where he's stands 
charged of two counts of 'attempted murder.' 
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0:32 4/4/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a hawthorne woman was arrested this week for driving with a baby 
in her lap... and that's not all!  torrance police arrested 29-year old 
"shawn-dee-ah" bowen after she was spotted here on the 405... 
with the baby in her lap... a cell-phone in her hand... and two 
unsecured children in the back seat. she was arrested for child 
endangerment and the three kids were taken into protective 
custody. it turns out bowen is already on probation for child abuse 
from 2010. 

0:34 4/4/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a newly released surveillance tape... shows what appears to be the 
'final' moments before the death... of a marine sergeant... on the 
campus of an "orange county" school.  this tape... from early 
february... shows an s-u-v... slamming through a gate... leading to 
"san clemente" high school. moments later... an orange county 
sheriff's deputy 'shot' and 'killed'... marine sergeant "manuel 
loggins.. junior." he 'died' behind the wheel... with his young 
daughters in the back seat. authorities say the deputy was afraid 
the girls were in danger. the "orange county d-a" is now 
investigating. 

0:45 4/4/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we spoke today.... with the 9-1-1 caller... who told dispatchers he'd 
been robbed by two men with guns. this led to pasadena police... 
shooting and killing an unarmed teenager...  oscar carrillo-gonzalez 
told nbc4 news... he didn't intentionally lie to dispatchers about the 
robbers having guns. he says he saw them breaking into his car... 
and it just scared him so much... he called 9-1-1.  pasadena police 
tried to charge him with involuntary manslaughter for his 9-1-1 
call...but the d-a's office said more investigation was needed. 

0:29 4/4/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight...we're seeing the latest photos... released by the 
department of corrections... of serial killer charles manson!  these 
photos were taken in june of last year... they are just now being 
released because manson is scheduled for a parole hearing a week 
from today here in l-a. manson was convicted in the 19-69 murders 
of actress sharon tate and six others... carried out by a band of 
manson followers. manson has been denied parole 11 times. 

3:16 4/5/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newschopper 4 *live* over breaking news... a major shopping 
center... evacuated... stores emptied and cars abadoned... as the 
bomb squad moves in!  i'm chuck henry. colleen is off tonight.. that 
evaucation is in the south bay... and their could be a military 
connection!  let's go live to the scene...and angie crouch in redondo 
beach. angie! 

0:52 4/5/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you're looking live at the scene of a deadly crash in orange county... 
and it's believed to be the result of street racing. two cars slammed 
together in westminster.... one of them had reportedly been racing a 
third car. police are now looking for that vehicle and its driver.  
here's earlier video from the scene. a woman riding in one of the 
cars was killed. the driver -- her brother -- was seriously injured.. as 
was the driver of the grey car. police believe the "red" vehicle may 
have been street racing. but its too early to say for sure, police are 
still trying to determine exactly what happened... and why. someone 
who claims to be a witness has come forward tonight on social 
media.. and police are now hoping to interview that person. 

1:48 4/5/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in santa clarita... dozens of animals have been rescued from a man 
police are calling a "backyard butcher"...  nbc4's gordon tokumatsu 
is live in santa clarita... gordon... 
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0:42 4/5/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a big problem tonight in an area of sun valley... said to be plagued 
by prostitution!  dozens of people who live in that area... took to the 
streets tonight... to raise awareness. police tell us... prostitutes can 
be found... any night of the week.. near lankershim and san 
fernando road. to make matters worse... authorities say the area 
has so much traffic... pimps are actually "bussing" girls in to "work" 
the area. many sun valley residents want to know.... what gives?  
***sot*** ***sot*** police say they've made arrests and have posted 
names in newspapers to try and detour "johns". 

0:45 4/5/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that mom we've heard a lot about... the one he allegedly had her 
baby in her lap while driving on the 405... she appeared before a 
judge today.  police arrested 29-year old "shawn-dee-ah" bowen 
tuesday... after officers were tipped-off by another driver. besides 
the baby in the front of the car... officers say in the back seat bowen 
had a two year old in an unsecured car seat and a four year old girl 
without a seat belt bowen was booked for child endangerment and 
the three children were taken into protective custody. it turns out 
bowen is already on probation for 2010 child abuse case... and has 
been cited several times for driving with a suspended license.  
***sot*** ***sot*** it turns out bowen is already on probation for child 
abuse from 2010... and has been cited several times for driving with 
a suspended license. 

2:09 4/5/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, the independent invesigation is now underway... in the 
killing of kendrec mcdade. he's the 19-year-old who was shot to 
death two weeks ago by pasadena police.  n-b-c4's beverly white is 
live in pasadena tonight with the latest. beverly! 

0:28 4/5/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspected drunk driver is facing a long list of charges tonight... 
after a tragic crash in baldwin park.  this s-u-v hit and killed a 
caltrans contract worker, connor penhall, along the 10-freeway. the 
victim is a member of the famous penhall motorcycle racing family. 
his father, bruce, is a former world champion and an actor. 
investigators say connor penhall was killed.. when the driver of that 
s-u-v drove into a coned-off section of the freeway. 

2:03 4/6/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in westminster tonight... police are still looking for a truck driver... 
who may have been "street racing" last night... and who may have 
been part of a horrible accident...  nbc-4's bevelry white is live in 
westminster... beverly... 

0:28 4/6/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange county doctor will be arraigned monday for allegedly 
writing false prescritpions. according to prosecutors: doctor brain 
swan, wrote prescritions for his "girlfriend" and "ex-girlfriend"... and 
then kept the drugs for himself! . swan's attorney says client has a 
personal problem with "adderall".... a drug used for adult deficit 
disorder. the doctor is free tonight on a 25-thousand dollars bail. 

0:27 4/6/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former central california teacher who was in trouble about a month 
ago.... is in hot water once again... and, this time, it's landed him 
behind bars.  this is christopher james hooker and an 18-year-old 
student, who he moved-in with, back in february. he quit his job in 
order to do so. tonight, hooker is accused of sexually abusing a 
different female student... a 17-year-old... back in 1998. he was 
arrested today.. and is being held tonight on 50-thousand dollars 
bail. 

0:19 4/6/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this is a moreno valley school board member in court today.. 
pleading *not* guilty to felony sex-related charges. mike rios is 
accused of pimping, pandering and rape. prosecutors say he forced 
three women to work for him as prostitutes.. and tried to get three 
others to do the same... including two 17-year-old girls. 
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0:21 4/9/12 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... in "montebello"... police say several "sears" 
customers called 9-1-1... saying two armed men... had just robbed 
them. the men were wearing 'bandanas' and 'ski masks'... and took 
about '15-thousand dollars.' they got away... driving... 'southbound' 
on "montebello boulevard." police are now checking out surveillance 
tape from the store. no one's hurt... just shaken up. 

1:47 4/9/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "downtown los angeles"... 'road rage'... in the bike lane. tonight... 
a woman is in the hospital... after she says she was allegedly 
chased down by a driver... while she was riding her bike.  nbc4's 
angie crouch is live in downtown l-a with the story. 

0:25 4/9/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you've got to be careful of what you buy... especially on the internet.  
these look like the real thing... but... they're not. and... now a 
"lakewood" man... faces major jail time... accused of hawking fake 
"microsoft" software 'online.' "collier bennett harper" faces up to 60 
years in prison... if convicted of "smuggling" and "trafficking 
counterfeit goods." 

0:33 4/9/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what about a counterfeit house party? it was definitely a party... but 
it wasn't their house. we showed you this surveillance video... of 
hundreds of people swarming a house in "holmby hills"... a few 
weeks ago. turns out... what prompted it was a "tweet." a teen sent 
out a "tweet"... that he and his parents... were going out of town. so 
someone decided to party at his empty home. in fact... that's a new 
trend spawned on "facebook" and "twitter." of course... breaking into 
someone's home and throwing a party... is illegal. so... a small 
reminder of the obvious tonight... don't announce your vacation 
plans on the web... bad idea. 

0:20 4/9/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a 'new' push to make it nearly 'impossible'... to use a 
'stolen' mobile phone.  major phone companies are teaming up with 
the federal government... to gather a data-base of "i-d numbers"... 
unique to 'each' phone. ... kind of like "vehicle identification 
numbers." that would let "mobile carriers"... 'permanently' disable a 
phone... once it's reported stolen. 

0:53 4/9/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the trayvon martin case will not go before a grand jury. that 
announcement made today by the special prosecutor assigned to 
the case.  that means it's now solely up to prosecutor... angela 
corey... as to whether george zimmerman will be charged with any 
crime in the february shooting death of trayvon martin. corey said in 
a statement that for now... the investigation continues. the martin 
family attorney also released a statement saying the family was not 
surprised by the decision and is still hopeful for the arrest of george 
zimmerman.  and zimmerman... has now launched a website. "the 
real george zimmerman dot com" asks for donations to help with 
living and legal expenses for george zimmerman. the former 
neighborhood watchman...says on the site ... he needs help 
because he was forced to leave his home, job and family. he also 
called the website an outlet to speak directly to supporters. 

0:39 4/9/12 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement breaking news - police pursuit ends in sylmar tonight. 
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0:29 4/10/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another developing story... the special prosecutor in the "trayvon 
martin" case said tonight... she's planning to release... 'new' 
information on the investigation... sometime in the next '72' hours. 
that announcement came... a few hours after... the 'lawyers' for 
"george zimmerman" said... they've lost touch with their client... and 
they're withdrawing from the case. they said they haven't talked to 
"zimmerman" in at 'least' two days... that he's not answering his 
phone. zimmerman is the "community watch" volunteer who's 
admitted he shot "martin"... in february. 

2:05 4/10/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's a new warning tonight... about thieves... targeting something 
most of us carry... all the time! police say there's been a spike in 
crime in venice beach... and the suspects appear to be after cell 
phones!  nbc4's patrick healy has more on this new warning... 
plus... what carriers are doing to make it harder to sell stolen 
phones... patrick. 

3:54 4/11/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shootout on the 101. i'm lucy noland... chuck henry is off. and i'm 
colleen williams.  let's get right to this breaking news! nbc4's john 
cadiz klemack... live in woodland hills. 

2:03 4/11/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the investigation continues tonight... into the murders of two u-s-c- 
grad students near campus! and tonight... security at a vigil...was 
tight ... hundreds of people turned out to remember those 2 young 
students from china.  nbc four's ted chen is live on campus... ted... 

1:42 4/11/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

george zimmerman is behind bars tonight... the neighborhood 
watch volunteer now faces second degree murder charges in the 
shooting death of trayvon martin. his arrest comes after more than a 
month of protests... marches... and multiple investigations..  the first 
hearing in the case is set for tomorrow afternoon. 

2:49 4/11/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight in a story we brought you last night. it seems... 
two l-a-p-d officers witnessed a cyclist falling off her bike... and 
severely hurting herself... contradicting her earlier story.  nbc 4's 
angie crouch is live in downtown l-a. angie. 

0:35 4/11/12 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the "101 freeway" is shutdown... in both directions in "woodland 
hills." alex calder.... in newschopper 4. 

1:43 4/11/12 11:17p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

charles manson says he's a "very dangerous man." that's what he 
told a prison psychiatrist... and so today... the parole board 'turned 
down'... his latest bid for freedom. no surprise... to "mary 
neiswender" ... a former reporter who has followed the manson 
case since the 19-70's.... over the years... they became pen-pals... 
of sorts. nbc four's gordon tokumatsu has more. 

2:26 4/12/12 11:01p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and you saw it first last night... on our news... that police shooting 
on the 101 freeway... a teenager... shot and killed by police... as he 
ran down the middle of the freeway... at the end of a wild pursuit.  
tonight... we're finding out more about that young man... 19 years 
old... and the 9-1-1 calls he made right before dying. police say they 
shot at him with more than 90 rounds.  nbc four's lolita lopez is live 
in woodland hills... lolita! 

2:15 4/12/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

u-s-c is stepping up security tonight... as police try to solve a deadly 
shooting... near campus... 'two' grad students... shot and killed... 
early yesterday morning.  nbc 4's john cadiz klemack is live near 
campus... at a "safety kiosk"... john. 

0:19 4/12/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news out of new hampshire tonight... where a small 
town police chief... apparently only one week from retiring... was 
shot and killed during a drug raid. this happened in greenland, new 
hampshire... four other officers were wounded... late tonight... the 
suspected gunman was still barricaded inside the home where the 
raid took place. 
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0:22 4/12/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the neighborhood watch volunteer...accused of shooting trayvon 
martin... faced a judge for the first time today. it was a quick 
hearing... the judge outlined the second-degree murder charge 
against george zimmerman... and explained his rights. zimmerman 
is expected to plead "not guilty"... when he's formally arraigned next 
month. 

0:38 4/12/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in modesto.... live pictures of large flames coming 
from an apartment building where a suspect is believed holed up 
following the shooting death of a deputy. it's not known what 
sparked the blaze, but police say they did not deploy any devices 
that could have sparked the fire. 

0:44 4/13/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the "l-a-p-d" has now identified... '75' potential get-away cars... as it 
investigates the murders... of two "u-s-c" grad students... murdered 
near campus... early "wednesday" morning.  police say the killer 
walked... 'right' up to 'this' car... and opened fire... killing "ying woo" 
and "ming chu." but... 'surveillance cameras' and 'witnesses' were 
there... too. police are now working every lead... and... also 
'hoping'... a reward of '125' thousand dollars... will help solve the 
crime.  u-s-c is offering that '125 thousand' dollar reward. both 
students were 23 years old... they were both from "china." 

0:48 4/16/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news... a san pedro neighborhood... 
evacuated... after explosive devices were found. lets go to alex 
calder in newschopper 4 with more. 

1:48 4/16/12 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to our top story... i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams... 
tonight... a local toy company accused of making more than teddy 
bears. they're accused of money laundering involving millions in 
drug profits!  n-b-c-4's robert kovacik is live at eleven in the city of 
industry with the latest. robert! 

1:31 4/16/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of that 19 year old... who was shot to death last week... at 
the end of a chase on the 101 freeyway... is suing the city for 120-
million dollars. nbc 4's patrick healy has details. 

0:22 4/16/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver caused this fire at a 76-gas station... then left the scene. 
now... prosecutors are deciding whether to file hit and run charges. 
the fire happened last night in san bernardino. police say the driver 
backed into the gas pump... parked the burning car next to the gas 
staion... and walked more than a mile to his home. 

0:49 4/16/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video could be the clue that police hope will lead them 
to a man who rappelled down the side of a marina del rey high-
rise... perhaps an attemped cat burglary!  at one point he tried to get 
a woman who lives in a 15th floor condo to open her window and let 
him in. when she refused and ran out to call police, he managed to 
pry open the window and get inside. but he apparently didn't take 
anything. so what was he doing up there - that's what police are 
working to find out.  police so far have not released any of the 
surveillance video that may show the man. 

2:45 4/17/12 11:01p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to our top story... new developments in the search for the 
missing wife of a camp pandelton marine... tonight... a body was 
found in riverside county... and police say it may be the missing 
wife.  good evening i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry. and 
tonight... two people, a man and a woman, have now been arrested 
in this case!  22-year old brittany killgore was last seen in fallbrook, 
in northern san diego county... last friday... then late today... we 
learned thata woman's body had been found in near-by riverside 
county...  nbc4's beverly white is live in winchester... beverly... 
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0:19 4/18/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news - sears worker is arrested for placing cameras in the 
store 

0:32 4/18/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight we now know... that the body found yesterday in 
riverside county... is indeed the missing wife of a marine stationed 
in afghanistan...  the coroner's office said today: the body is that of 
22-year-old brittany killgore... two people are being held in 
connection with the case... one is a woman ... who police say left a 
suicide note that led them to the body... the second person is a 
marine ... considered a person of interest....who was the last person 
seen with killgore. she disappeared last week... shortly after filing 
for divorce from her husband... 

0:33 4/18/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a ex-con is back in jail tonight... accused of breaking into cars near 
some of the major studios... in studio city and burbank... and 
stealing everything from jewelry to laptops.  police say these 80-
cameras are just some of the items stolen by 35-year old sean ray. 
according to detectives... ray would drive around in a rented 
mercedes convertible... and scout for cars to burglarize. police say 
this is a good reminder... that if you're going to leave electronics in 
your car... hide them... and keep your doors locked. 

0:24 4/18/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a fullerton d-m-v worker has pleaded guilty to taking bribes... in 
order to falsify records... so drivers could get licenses without taking 
tests... and regardless of how they could drive! michelle carbajal is 
looking at a possible 14-months in jail when she's sentenced in july. 
in all, 14 drivers paid nearly 24-thousand dollars for the liceneses. 

0:32 4/19/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight!! a report that the l-a county sheriff's department is 
investigating some of their own...  looking at sheriff's 
headquarters.... the l-a times says detectives are investigating... an 
alleged secret "clique"... within the departments elite anti-gang unit. 
this follows the discovery of a document... that suggests the secret 
"clique" embraces officer involved shootings as a badge of honor... 
the department says this is troubling... because officer involved 
shootings are supposed to be used only as a last resort. 

2:24 4/19/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight new information from the online journal of britney killgore - 
she's the 22 year wife of a camp pendelton marine, her body was 
discovered two days ago in riverside county. reporter tony shin has 
the latest...  killgore's husband was serving in afghanistan...when 
she disappeared. reporter tony shin has the latest... 

0:41 4/19/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies credit some highly publicized surveillance video... with 
helping them arrest 2 suspects... for burglaries in both riverside and 
orange counties.  27 year old peter nash and 20 year old jinny 
angels.. both of lake elsinore.. were arrested at a motel in riverside. 
several people identified the suspects from a bedroom surveillance 
video taken during a burglary... last week in san juan capistrano. 
more than 10 thousand dollars in property was taken in that 
robbery.  right now... nash and angels are being held in connection 
with that one case alone.. but deputies believe...they are also 
connected to several other crimes... 

1:19 4/19/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, the f-b-i is digging up a new york city basement... in a case 
that's been unsolved since 19-79! a 6 year boy vanished on the way 
to school and now the case that made headlines then...is heating up 
again...  it will probably be a week before we know what they found 
in the basement. this case had such an impact on the country that 
president ronald reagan declared may 25... the day the boy 
vanished... national missing children's day. 
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0:19 4/19/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the l-a police officers' union is suing the city and chief charlie beck 
over a new policy.... allowing some unlicensed drivers to keep their 
cars... instead of having them impounded for 30-days. the union 
says the policy violates state law and leaves officers open to 
lawsuits. 

0:17 4/19/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a big mix-up within the jail system... ended with this prisoner... 
accidentally... being released from custody. the 21-year old 
burlgarly convict *was* being held here in l.a.... awaiting a court 
date... but was mistakenly set free. tonight, he is on the run. 

2:13 4/20/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a stolen car... deliberately... driven over a cliff in malibu! in an 
attempt to get away from police! eight hours later... the car is still 
there.  but the suspect... nowhere to be found! it's our top story. i'm 
colleen williams . and i'm chuck henry. its a malibu mystery...  let's 
get right out to nbc4's angie crouch! 

0:23 4/20/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news right now out of bell gardens... a man was 
wounded tonight by police there. it happened earlier tonight on 
marlow avenue. the wounded man is still being treated... at the 
hospital. no information has been released on his condition... or 
what prompted the shooting. one witness told us the man was shot 
inside a car... after refusing to come out. the l-a county sheriff's 
department has been called in to investigate . 

1:24 4/20/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two days after a big fight... in front of rancho dominguez prep in long 
beach... there is more trouble... now... a substitute teacher is under 
investigation... and it's because of a hidden camera that was found 
under a desk… nbc4's patrick healy reports.... 

2:12 4/20/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

conviction overturned! a man who spent 27 years in prison... is set 
to go free tonight... but... as one family rejoices... another is 
grieving.  nbc four's beverly white is live at mens central jail... 
beverly! 

0:31 4/20/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the latest now a developing story we've been following . the case of 
brittany killgore... she's the estranged wife of a marine...whose body 
was found this week in riverside county.  detectives gathered 
evidence today at the home of the murder suspect jessica lopez. ... 
officers found lopez in a motel room... with self-inflicted wounds and 
a suicide note. that was shortly before they found killgore's body 
near lake skinner. prosecutors aren't saying anything else about 
evidence... lopez has pleaded not guilty. 

1:57 4/23/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and still unsolved tonight... that hit and run that killed a willowbrook 
father... and severely injured his little daughter... who's in critical 
condition at a long beach hospital...  n-b-c-four's beverly white is live 
in long beach! beverly! 

0:30 4/23/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another vigil is happening tonight. this time... in lancaster for the u-s 
soldier shot... and killed in front of his brother's home.  flowers... and 
candles mark the spot of a makeshift memorial for 30-year-old... 
army vet... nathan taylor. he was gunned down around midnight on 
saturday... investigators say taylor was sitting in a car... several 
men walked up to the car... and one of them fired several rounds. 
investigators are still trying to figure out the motive. sgt.taylor served 
three tours of duty in iraq... and afghanistan. 
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0:32 4/23/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the police chief of sanford, florida... resigned today... in the wake of 
the trayvon martin shooting.... but the city commission... rejected his 
resignation!  chief bill lee took a paid leave of absence last month 
after being criticized for his handling of the trayvon martin case… 
initially george zimmerman... who said he shot martin in self-
defense… was not charged. then after considerable media attention 
zimmerman was arrested and charged with second degree murder. 
the city commisioners voted 3-to-2 to reject chief lee's resignation.... 

2:34 4/24/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is the man police say led them on a two-hour chase... in a "tow 
truck"... from van nuys to hollywood.. during that pursuit... and 
afterwards.... the suspect spoke exclusively with nbc4!  it's out top 
story. i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams. our robert kovacik 
first spoke exclusively with that suspect...at an intersection... during 
the chase.  robert is live now... outside the suspect's home in van 
nuys. robert? 

0:43 4/24/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

after a long absence it looks as if the man police call the "teardrop 
rapist" has struck again... police believe he sexually assaulted a 15-
year-old girl last november. now... he's being linked to 28-sexual 
assaults in south l-a over the past 15-years. police say he's usually 
armed with a gun... and targets women walking alone in the 
morning.  police say the "teardrop rapist" is between 40... and 50 
years old... with one or more teardrop tattoos below his eyes... 

0:25 4/24/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san diego police have now arrested a second person... in the death 
of brittany killgore. she's the marine wife from fallbrook... whose 
body was found in riverside county last week.  sergeant louis ray 
perez...who is also a marine... was already facing a weapons 
charge. now... he has been arrested in connection with her murder. 
killgore's family says perez... is the last person... seen with killgore 
before her death. 

0:18 4/24/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... huntington beach police are on the lookout for an identity 
thief. police say this woman stole 300-thousand dollars from chase 
banks in l-a... anaheim... ventura county... and nevada. chase says 
it will make sure any unauthorized transactions are corrected. 

0:30 4/24/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

talk about a punchline! we're hearing reports that a comedian was 
attacked - on-stage - at a club on melrose.  someone jumped on-
stage and attacked randy kagan last friday at hollywood improv. 
there are reports that kagan made fun of a woman... and her 
boyfriend rushed the stage. kagan says on his twitter page he never 
made fun of her... an employee at the club jumped in to help kagan 
during the altercation. the suspect was briefly detained by club 
security, but was gone by the time l-a-p-d showed up. 

1:52 4/25/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

other news! it was a fight on a local bus... that left one passenger 
fighting for his life! and tonight... police are still looking for the man 
who *apparently* started it!  it was all caught on video and nbc 
four's patrick healy is live in westwood with that... patrick! 

1:13 4/25/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... four t-s-a screeners at l-a-x are charged with taking 
bribes.. then looking the other way when drugs were brought 
through airport.. nbc4's ted chen reports. 
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0:25 4/25/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators searched the home and offices of l-a county tax 
assessor john noguez today... as part of an ongoing corruption 
investigation.  noguez is the man responsible for setting values for l-
a county homes... which directly affects property taxes. the l-a 
county district attorney's office is checking out claims that noguez 
unfairly lowered assessed values for wealthy campaign 
contributors. 

0:22 4/25/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... is this a marijuana smuggling operation... caught in the act?? 
that's what federal investigators say you are seeing here. three 
mexican nationals were arrested late last night off malibu's latigo 
beach. investigators say they were getting ready to unload 80 bales 
of pot!! 

0:38 4/25/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a little three-year-old girl is safe and back home in artesia tonight... 
after a wild ride!  she was alone inside her mother's car this 
morning.. when a thief suddenly jumped in and drove off... as her 
mom watched in horror.  the thief -- a woman -- stopped the car 
about a block away and dumped the little girl o the street. a 
neighbor found her... police tonight are still looking for the thief and 
the car. 

2:03 4/26/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to our top story... the search is on for a freeway shooter... after 
a gun shot, of some sort put a sizable hole through a car window on 
the 110 freweway! the driver... was rushed to the hospital.  
apparently that shot came from another car... it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  and this happened on the 
110 freeway in carson... just north of torrance boulevard. tonight the 
shooting victim is alive... in the hospital...  and that's where nbc 4's 
patrick healy is live right now... patrick. 

2:12 4/26/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and newly revealed clues tonight... in the case of that murdered 
marine wife brittany killgore! the chilling information came out 
today... in a court hearing for the two suspects in the case...  nbc4's 
beverly white is in our news operations center.... beverly...  
investigators say friends of the first murder suspect led them to 
brittany killgore's body last week abandoned in riverside county. 
tonight... as more charges roll out in san diego... so do details about 
the 22 year olds life and death.  killgore's husband rushed home 
from the warzone but not in time to help in the search... he is not 
considered a suspect. bail on perez and lopez is set at three-million 
dollars each. they're due back in court next month. live in our news 
operations center... i'm beverly white... nbc4 news... 

1:40 4/27/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 16-year old boy... is now listed in critical condition ... he was 
shot... while he was walking home from school... with his friend. it's 
our top story. i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  nbc4's 
beverly white live in santa ana with the latest! bev? 

1:20 4/27/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a heavely armed survivalist -- suspected of killing his family... is 
deep inside an underground bunker tonight in the mountains of 
washington state!  tonight... dozens of officers are "in a stand-off"... 
and no body is anxious to enter that bunker - and here's why.  keller 
could be down there quite a while! with enough supplies to last 
weeks... and possibly months. 

0:17 4/27/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in studio city.... the red zone vandals have struck again!! someone 
has been painting over those red "no parking" curbs along colfax 
avenue in studio city... using "gray" paint to made it look like legal 
parking. so the city was out to re-paint the crubs red and install no 
parking signs . 
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1:59 4/30/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight.... a threat to drivers! police say... there is a shooter out 
there targeting cars on freeways and streets!  there have been at 
least five victims. it's our top story. i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen 
williams.  nbc4's beverly white is live in carson with the details! bev? 

0:30 4/30/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are investigatiing the rape of a 17 year old girl at the 
stagecoach country music festival... this past weekend... ... and 
there's was even more trouble.  the festival wrapped up yesterday in 
indio... police there now say they made 174 arrests during the 
three-day event. most were for alcohol-related offenses. and 
tonight... still *no* arrests in connection with that reported rape on 
friday night. a 17-year-old girl says she was attacked by three men.. 
who broke into a portable bathroom that she was using. 

0:17 4/30/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriff's investigators say this barn in hesperia was the site of a 
cockfighting operation... tonight 68 people are under arrest... 
accused of taking part in it. deputies raided the barn this past 
weekend on a tip. 

1:56 5/1/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

but first... orders have been given for may day protestors to 
disperse...to leave the downtown area. hundreds have been there 
all night long...at one point...things were tense between the lapd 
and protestors.  it's our top story. i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck 
henry.  nbc4's beverly white is live downtown with the latest on 
these may-day protests. bev? 

0:19 5/1/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

five men are in federal custody tonight.. accused of trying to blow up 
this bridge near cleveland. the suspects planted what they thought 
were c-4 explosives. but the bombs were fake-- sold to them by 
undercover f-b-i agents. investigators say the suspects had 
discussed other potential targets as well. 

0:22 5/1/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the l-a-p-d is warning that "doggie door" burglars have been 
at it again in the san fernando valley.  back in march.. we told you 
about a rash of burglaries in the valley... where the crooks gained 
access through a doggie door. now.. police say two homes in 
sherman oaks have been hit the same way. police say you should 
board up your doggie doors if they're not in use. 

0:51 5/1/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a new jersey woman faces charges for allegedly bringing 
her five-year-old daughter into a tanning booth!  patricia krent-cil is 
now facing second-degree child endangerment. prosecutors say the 
girl suffered burns across her body. krent-cil says that happened 
while her daughter was playing outside... and that police have it all 
wrong.  ***sot*** ***sot*** it is illegal for anyone under the age of 14 
to enter a tanning bed in new jersey. in california it's anyone under 
the age of 18.. 

1:07 5/2/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man inside his house... is suddenly hit by gunfire from outside!  
nbc4's robert kovacik is live in carson with the details... robert. 

0:28 5/2/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police called it a cowardly attack... and tonight... they have at least 
one person detained... for striking a police officer during yesterday's 
may day protests.  here's wat it was like for officers being attacked 
from all sides.. this video was published on you tube. at one point 
you can see... a five foot one inch female officer hit over the head 
with a drum!! she suffered a minor concussion. 

1:03 5/2/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a san diego college student -- basically forgetten -- in a federal 
holding cell is now filing a 20-million dollar lawsuit against the d-e-
a..  the d-e-a has apologized and ordering an "extensive review" of 
policies and procedures. 
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0:25 5/2/12 11:22p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

as bad as this looks... this arkansas police officer... who was shot 
early this morning... is already out of the hospital!! the officer was 
checking out a car parked near a lake... when the driver shot him at 
close range. police say the shooter confessed on facebook... and 
then... a short time later.. he took his own life. the officer is 
recovering from a flesh wound. 

1:49 5/3/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a freeway standoff on the i-5. a man in a suit... arrested! 
now... the search is on for his girlfriend and her two kids!  + it's our 
top story! i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  that mother and 
her 2 young children are still missing right now... and nbc4's beverly 
white is live in orange with more on the investigation, bev? 

1:33 5/3/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was the 'deadliest' mass murder... in "orange county" history. 
tonight... we are hearing a first hand account... from inside the seal 
beach salon -- when a gun man walked thru the door -- and began 
shooting.    as for scott dekraai... he's charged with eight counts of 
murder. his trial is scheduled for october. 

0:25 5/3/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we brought it to you as breaking news last night... and tonight... we 
know alot more about the shooting death of 42-year-old myron 
chisem. we've learned he was a federal immigration and customs 
agent ... and a navy veteran. investigators say his 14-year-old son 
used his father's hand gun ... to shoot him at their home in carson. 
today... federal agents gathered around as chisem's flag-draped 
body was removed. 

0:22 5/3/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former teacher accused of abusing students at miramonte 
elementary school was back in court today.  mark berndt waived his 
right to a speedy trial... and the judge postponed a preliminary 
hearing until next month. berndt faces 23 counts of lewd conduct 
with children. his arrest in january was the first in a series of school 
abuse scandals for the l-a-u-s-d. 

0:17 5/3/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an el monte chiropractor.. accused of improperly touching a female 
patient... has been charged with sexual battery. 50 year old doctor 
marwan chahayed was released from jail today on 125 thousand 
dollars bond. the complaint involves an incident that took place 
nearly a year ago. 

1:48 5/4/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police swarm providence st. joseph medical center in 
burbank...looking for 3 suspects... who attacked a visitor in a 
patients room.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck 
henry  police had the hospital on lockdown for a couple of hours... 
but somehow... the suspects managed to slip away... nbc4's beverly 
white, is live at the hospital which just happens to be across the 
street our nbc4 studio's. beverly! 

0:18 5/4/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the l-a county sheriff's department is looking for gavin 
smith. the fox executive hasn't been seen since tuesday... 
prompting the studio to get in touch with law enforcement. smith 
was last seen near his oak park home. 

1:24 5/4/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... authorities are still searching for a missing orange county 
mom and her two young sons... but at this point... investigators do 
not expect to find them alive.  nbc four's kim baldonado is live in 
orange... with the latest on what is now a murder investigation: 

0:17 5/4/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight.. police are still looking for 50 year old james sheppard and 
45 year old christopher bednar they walked away from a mental 
health facility in echo park last night... and they haven't been seen 
since. the men were taking special medications... and officials 
would like to get them back where they belong. 
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3:02 5/4/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... now to our hollywood cold case... and the mystery 
surrounding the death of actor bob crane.  he was one of la's most 
popular personalities, first on radio, later on a hit tv show that 
capitalized on his wholesome image. then, at a crime scene, 
investigators discovered evidence bob crane had been leading a 
secret life. but did it lead to his being murdered? nbc4's patrick 
healy has tonight's hollywood cold case. 

2:20 5/7/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this video played in court for the first time today... reduces a man to 
tears. it shows the confrontation between his son...a homeless man 
... and two fullerton police officers... a confrontation that left kelly 
thomas dead... within days.  it's out top story. i'm colleen williams. 
and i'm chuck henry. in the video you can clearly see and hear the 
kelly thomas and the officers.. nbc4's patrick healy, is going to put 
the video into context for us tonight.... patrick...    there were tears in 
the courtroom gallery... some gasped, even screamed as the 
surveillance camera video of the transit depot struggle was shown 
publicly for the first time.    this preliminary hearing will determine 
whether two of the officers, ramos and cicinelli, will be held to stand 
trial on felony charges. the defense has suggested a pre-existing 
medical condition led to thomas's death. the medical examiner is 
expected to testify when the hearing resumes tomorrow. live in the 
newsroom,ph, nbc4news. chuck and colleen. 

1:52 5/7/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a studio executive suddenly disappears... now his son... a 
basketball player at u-s-c... is making a passionate plea for his 
return.  nbc4's beverly white is on the u-s-c campus. beverly? 

0:19 5/8/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and developing right now... after nearly two years... an arrest tonight 
in those vandalism and arson cases following the lakers 2010 nba 
championship win. authorities say they've caught one of the guys 
responsible for burning a taxi cab outside staples center. fire 
officials are still looking for an another five suspects. 

1:46 5/9/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sexual assault suspect... who commits his crimes while riding a 
bike!! it's been happening with some regularity in santa monica...  
nbc four's kim baldonado is live in santa monica with the details.. 

0:20 5/9/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l-a county sheriff's deputies busted a bicycle theft ring that used 
"craigs-list" and "facebook" to find those high-end wheels.. worth 
250-thousand dollars. the suspects posed as biking enthusiasts.. to 
obtain addresses.. then they'd go out and grab the bikes. if you 
think you've been a victim.. contact the sheriff's department. 

0:26 5/9/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors say they'll seek the death penalty against the man 
found guilty of murdering a star high school football player in front of 
his own home.  ***sot*** ***sot*** the jury was out about four hours 
dbefore finding 23-year old pedro espinoza guilty of murdering 
jamiel shaw. shaw was gunned down four years ago. 

0:20 5/9/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the two fullerton police officers charged in the beating death of a 
homeless man have been ordered to stand trial! officer manuel 
ramos and corporal jay cicinelli face second-degree murder charges 
in the death of kelly thomas. we're also hearing a *third* officer may 
be charged. thomas died last summer five days after the police 
beating. 

0:28 5/9/12 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

remember this from last december a guy in a white shirt standing in 
the middle of hollywood blvd....taking "pot"shots at anyone passing 
by..and he killed one person. two off-duty officers ended the 
rampage when they managed to "take down" the gunman before he 
could kill anyone else. this weekend those two officers will be 
honored by president barack obama at a white house ceremony. 
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2:04 5/10/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news right now! a robbery suspect has barricaded himself 
in a high end clothing store in west hollywood.  i'm colleen williams. 
and i'm chuck henry. that standoff has been going on now for a few 
hours right off of robertson boulevard. .  nbc4's angie crouch live on 
scene with the officers and the man who not giving up, angie? 

1:49 5/10/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a santa ana woman has been charged with having sex with an 
underage teen... and it gets worse from there...  nbc four's beverly 
white is live outside the jail in santa ana... with the details. 

0:21 5/10/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a third person has been arrested in connection with the murder of 
brittany killgore. killgores body was dumped in rural in riverside 
county last month... a fews days after she was reported missing. her 
husband is a marine and was deployed to afghanistan at the time. 
the person arrested is also a woman... but investigators aren't 
saying how she's connected to the case. 

0:19 5/10/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a 31-year old self proclaimed real estate mogul is facing 
felony sexual assault charges. judd weiss, is out on bail... but 
authorities believe there could be more victims. weiss lives in bel 
aire and is known for throwing lavish parties. nbc4 spoke with weiss 
tonight... he told us he is "100-percent innocent." 

0:52 5/11/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in toluca lake! a deadly hit and run! alex calder is live 
in newschopper 4... alex? 

0:31 5/11/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former l-a-p-d detective was sentenced today... for murdering the 
wife... of her former lover... 26 years ago.  stephanie lazarus 
showed no emotion today as the judge sentenced her to 27 years to 
life... lazarus was convicted of klling sherri rasmussen... the new 
wife of her one-time lover... john ruetten. the former police detective 
was convicted last march... but the crime was committed in 19-86. 
the case went cold for years... until dna evidence was found. the 
defense is appealing... 

0:28 5/15/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

first on four! new developments in the search for a missing "20th 
century fox" executive.  his name is gavin smith and he was last 
seen leaving a friend's house two weeks ago. tonight... a family 
spokesman told nbc4 news exclusively... the l-a county sheriff's 
department has encouraged the family to organize a search this 
weekend. but so far no one has said where that is going to 
happen... although the family has called a news conference 
tomorrow in reno, nevada. 

0:17 5/15/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... we're getting our first look at the dog that was left in a hot 
car in west hollywood over the weekend... when police rescued 
him... they say they found more than 10 grand in cash... and 
bundles of marijuana in the car!! the dog... is now at the carson 
shelter... and doing fine. 

1:51 5/15/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shouting erupted at the fullerton city council meeting tonight... as 
the city reached a million-dollar settlement in the infamous kelly 
thomas beating case.  nbc 4's beverly white is live in fullerton... 
beverly! 

1:37 5/15/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight... police are calling him a dangerous "serial robber and 
carjacker" they're looking for him and warning women to be careful!  
janet kwak is live in hollywood... janet... 

0:53 5/16/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... a shooting causes a car to crash into a house... 
let's go to alex calder in chopper-4 with more. 

1:26 5/16/12 11:01p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to our top story... a suspected gang of deputies... within the los 
angeles sheriff's department. they allegedly called themselves... 
"the jump out boys"...and there may be a distinguishing tatoo for the 
group  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in monterey park with more, 
kim? 
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0:21 5/16/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former accountant for an orange county based bakery chain is 
accused of using company credit cards to siphon off more than 200-
thousand dollars.  brea police say li-gia bac-iu embezzled the 
money from "sweet life enterprises." investigators say she used the 
cash for an engagement ring... and fertility treatments for her 
domestic partner. 

2:30 5/17/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a father and son crime fighting duo... take down a man burglarizing 
their home!  it's our top story... i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen 
williams... this father and his young son...awakened... and terrorized 
in the middle of the night  let's go to angie crouch... live in ladera 
heights... 

0:24 5/17/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news... the investigation into a teacher's aide is 
expanding tonight. jorge luis dominguez... who worked part-time at 
gratts learning academy in downtown l-a... was arrested today and 
accused of molesting a child. we are now learning... dominguez 
may also have taught at a second school... the l-a academy of arts 
and enterprise. l-a school officials say he will be terminated. 

0:47 5/17/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was a confrontation... a struggle... and a shot through the 
heart. documents were released today detailing the final moments 
of trayvon martin's life... before he was shot to death by a 
neighborhood watch captain... george zimmerman.  the report says 
zimmerman... who is charged with second degree murder... 
suffered head injuries... apparently from a fight with martin. it also 
says the 17 year old martin... died from a single gun shot wound to 
the heart... fired at close range. and...we're also getting our first look 
at photos of the gun... and the crime scene... in that gated 
community in florida.  also released tonight... the last known video 
of trayvon martin while he was alive. this surveillance clip was taken 
at a 7-11 in sanford, florida... just minutes before martin was killed. 
martin purchased skittles and something to drink... without incident. 

2:02 5/18/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

their murders shocked the u-s-c campus and all of southern 
california! tonight -- two men are behind bars.. accused of killing 2 
international grad students from china. it's our top story. i'm colleen 
williams. and i'm chuck henry  nbc4's kim baldonado starts our 
coverage... live outside the 77th division. 

1:50 5/18/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement now let's go to beverly white...live on the u-s-c campus with more... 

0:20 5/18/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news from wilmington... where a teenager was shot in the 
neck tonight near a school carnival. this happened outside saints 
peter and paul school... a private catholic school. the victim has 
been taken to the hospital with wounds that do not appear to be life 
threatening. and the gunman, is still out there. 

1:56 5/18/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriff's deputies in mississippi believe they've arrested the 
"roadside killer."  james willie, is accused of murdering two drivers 
on two different highways. for a while... investigators thought the 
suspect might have pretended to be an officer... to pull over his 
victims. now they say that wasn't the case.  still... the possibility of a 
"cop imposter" on the loose rattled a lot of nerves in the south. in 
tennessee.. one woman refused to pull over... and even called 9-1-
1. what happened next... was all caught on tape. 
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0:23 5/18/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange county woman was sentenced today to life in prison .. 
without the possibility of parole... for the 1994 murder of her wealthy 
newport beach boyfriend... bill mclaughlin. prosecutors said nanette 
packard mcneal wanted him dead to collect on a one million dollar 
life insurance policy. her secret lover at the time... former pro 
football player eric naposki.. was convicted of carrying out the 
murder. 

3:08 5/18/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we know it was a mob hit.. but who gunned down "bugsy" siegel 
remains among the most infamous hollywood cold cases. in fact... 
we revisited it just three months ago. since then... more information 
has come forward... nbc4's patrick healy spoke with the man who's 
brought forward the evidence that seems to shed new light on the 
murder. 

1:18 5/21/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

despite the odds - which are always in favor of the house - two men 
attempted to rob the casino at the bellagio up in las vegas. unlike 
the movies - these things just don't work..but that doesn't stop 
people from trying.    one of the suspects got away but without any 
casino chips... as for michael belton, we got ahold of his sister 
tonight and she told us her brother has been taking care of their 
destitute grandmother.. and he needed the money for her. 

0:19 5/21/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to the exclusive video... taken moments after a driver was 
beaten in the parking lot of dodger stadium. police say...it happened 
after a minor fender bender ...after last night's game. tonight... four 
men are jailed for the attack. the victim was treated and released 
from the hospital... so was his wife... who is pregnant. 

1:47 5/22/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three local middle school students are under arrest... accused of 
plotting a murder! police say they tried to kill one of their own 
*mothers*!  let's go to beverly white... live in hesperia... bev! 

3:27 5/23/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight! an nbc-4 exclusive! he's been missing for nearly a month... 
20th century fox executive gavin smith! but tonight... witnesses say 
he's alive!  it's our top story i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen 
williams.  the fox executive and father... was living in west hills... 
when he suddenly... disappeared. tonight, he has been spotted 
along the central coast... in the beach town of morro bay.  nbc4's 
robert kovacik is live in san luis obispo with this exclusive! robert? 

0:23 5/23/12 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police are looking for witnesses to a sexual assault that 
took place last month in silver lake.  these are surveillance photo's 
of the suspect and the victim... whose face has been obscured. the 
incident happened early in the morning on april 20th near sunset 
and silverlake boulevard. police say the man befriended the 
woman... but later forced her into a carport.. that's where the assault 
took place. 

0:26 5/23/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... jurors decided today that this man...23 year old pedro 
espinoza... should be put to death. espinosa was convicted of killing 
17 year old jamiel shaw... a los angeles high school football star 
who was gunned down execution style. prosecutors said espinosa... 
a member of a gang... mistook shaw for a member of a rival gang... 
because of his red, spiderman backback. sentencing is set for 
september 21st. 

1:47 5/23/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gangs are such a problem in some local cities... officials are now 
forced to target kids...in third grade...  nbc4's jacob rascon is live in 
apple valley... jacob! 
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0:29 5/24/12 6:03a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in new york city this morning!  police have arrested a 
new jersey man in one of the longest running and most famous 
missing child cases in the country. the new york police 
commissioner says pedro hernandez has confessed to kidnapping 
and killing six-year old etan patz. patz disappeared on his way to 
school in 19-79, interest in the case was revived last month, when 
police began digging up a building they had been told might contain 
his remains. 

1:12 5/24/12 6:03a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now this exclusive... nbc-4 has learned that missing fox executive 
may have been spotted in morro bay. a man matching his 
description was seen with a tall woman in at least one restaurant in 
the central california town.  smith disappeared may first ... but on 
the night of may seventh, one man travelling through the town says 
he's almost certain he saw the six-foot-six-inch tall smith having 
dinner at a local restaurant.  david brill says he contacted l-a county 
sheriff's deputies... who have been looking for smith, but so far, 
detectives have not called him back. at least two other people in the 
morro bay area also say they saw the man who could be gavin 
smith. 

0:31 5/24/12 6:13a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a riverside county man says he answered an ad on "craig's list" to 
rob the bellagio casino in las vegas.  24-year old michael belton 
faces decades in prison for the botched bellagio robbery. belton and 
an unknown accomplice are accused of pepper spraying a black 
jack dealer and grabbing more than 100-thousand dollars in chips.. 
he was quickly caught by casino employees. police are still looking 
for the apparent mastermind who placed the craig's list ad and 
convinced two men to try to rob one of las vegas' most secure 
casinos. 
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2:32 5/24/12 6:32a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening right now! missing fox executive gavin smith may have 
been spotted on california's central coast.  let's go to "vision-plus!" 
michael brownlee has more on this n-b-c-4 exclusive.  we continue 
to follow this developing story... gavin smith has been missing since 
may 1st and may've been spotted up the coast in morro bay. so... n-
b-c 4's robert kovacik took a camera crew and headed up the coast 
to get some answers. he spoke exclusively with two people who 
claim to have seen the six-foot-six "smith" on the same night... in 
the same place... in fact... just six days after he went missing.  
marcy carney works at the "taco temple" restaurant on "highway 
one." she believes she served "them" on the night of may 7th... i say 
"them"... because the guy marcy believes is gavin smith was with a 
woman that night. david brill was also at the restaurant - and right 
away noticed the tall man and woman who walked in. brill says the 
guy's striking features could'nt go unrecognized - from his stature 
and good physical build... to his extremely white teeth. "brill" was in 
morro bay on business and sat just two tables down from the 
couple... and at the time... didn't know that he may've spotted a man 
who is at the center of an ongoing missing person's investigation.  
marcy told the couple she was originallly from orange county... they 
said they were from "down south." the two asked for a restaurant 
recommendation for the next night. based on their brief 
conversation... "marcy" says she got the feeling they were going to 
stay in morro bay for at least a little while... but talked about heading 
up "north." as you know... "smith" was last seen may 1st leaving a 
friend's house in "oak park." smith's family has set up a "find gavin" 
website and his son "evan" has even turned to "twitter" in an 
attempt to find his dad.  now... that possible witness... david brill 
says he contacted the l-a county sheriff's department shortly after 
seeing the man he believed is gavin smith... but says he hasn't 
heard back from detectives. meanwhile... i put a call into the 
department this morning. the deputy i spoke to appeared to be 
aware of this "new" information... but couldn't confirm whether 
detectives are following up. just so you know... our collegue robert 
kovacik is still up in morro bay and continues plug away at this 
developing story. we expect to have more from him later this 
afternoon on n-b-c four. 

2:47 5/24/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an nbc4 exclusive! the l-a-p-d... wants to look at newly discovered 
manson family tapes! that could possibly hold evidence linking 
charlie manson and his followers to even more murders.  it's our top 
story. i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry. and tonight... the l-
a-p-d is interested in recordings between one manson family 
member, charles "tex" watson ... and his attorney!  nbc4's patrick 
healy broke the story... patrick is live at lapd headquarters in 
downtown l-a! 

1:59 5/24/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a former long beach high school football star... wrongly 
convicted of rape... says he wants to get his football career back on 
track. now that his accuser has finally admitted... she made the 
whole thing up!  nbc four's beverly white is live in long beach... bev! 
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0:34 5/24/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a confession leads to an arrest... in a cold case more than 
30 years old. the disappearance.... in 1979... of six-year old etan 
patz.  investigators took pedro hernandez into custody yesterday 
near his home in camden, new jersey... after he reportedly 
confessed to strangling the little boy... and then putting his body in a 
box. in 1979, hernandez was in his 20's and worked at grocery store 
near the patz home in manhattan. this case drew nationwide 
attention because the six-year old was the first missing child to have 
him picture...placed on a milk carton. 

1:40 5/24/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to an nbc4 news exclusive... the search for that missing fox 
executive... gavin smith! tonight... the l-a county sheriff's department 
is moving quickly... interviewing the two witnesses nbc4 found... 
who claim to have seen smith on the central coast in morro bay.  
nbc4's robert kovacik first broke the story. here's the latest from 
him! 

2:31 5/25/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's a bizarre and scary case of someone impersonating a cop! 
tonight: a break in the case.... this man is in custody... and he works 
in law enforcement!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams! . and i'm 
chuck henry! this fake cop actually pulled a driver over... and then 
insisted on driving him home! and that's only part of it!  n-b-c-4's 
angie crouch has been covering this story for us and she's live in 
glendora!! angie! 

0:24 5/25/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and after three years... an arrest has finally been made in a high 
profile murder case in ventura... that frightened a lot of people... 
who thought a serial killer might be on the loose. 61 year old wendy 
di rodio was found stabbed to death in her parents home near the 
beach... now... her 45 year old niece has been arrested in the 
case... she is the ex-wife of a police officer... no motive ... so far... in 
the case. 

2:00 5/25/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in orange country detectives are looking for a mugger.... who 
targeted an 80 year old woman!  nbc 4's beverly white is live in 
anaheim.. beverly. 

0:23 5/25/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's taken 33 years but tonight new york city police believe they have 
the man who murdered... six year old etan patz....  51 year old 
pedro hernandez is in new york's bellevue hospital for a mental 
condition. he couldn't be in court in person so he appeared on on 
television. hernandez has confessed to murdering the little boy... 
etan disappeared exactly 33 years ago today. 

1:56 5/25/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a san gabriel man is in jail tonight... accused of pointing a laser 
device at a pilot. in this case... the pilot was an police officer... in a 
pasadena police chopper!  nbc four's kim baldonado is live at the 
pasadena police department... kim! 

0:29 5/25/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... authorities are interviewing three people... suspected of 
abandoning 29 dogs at a park in laguna hills!! these photos show 
the dogs... that were found crammed into pet carriers at san remo 
park sunday afternoon. witnesses gave police information that led 
them to the suspects. the dogs are all small.. puppies and adults... 
authorities say they're in good shape at the o-c shelter... and will 
eventually be put up for adoption... 

0:31 5/28/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tomorrow a convicted u-c santa barbara student who hit and killed 
*four people with his car in isla vista, 11 years ago is scheduled to 
be back in court.. in 2001 jury found david attias, guilty of four 
counts of second-degree murder. but the jury also determinted 
attias was *legally insane*... and they sentenced him to 60-years at 
the patton state mental hospital. the public defender wants attias 
moved to an outpatient treatment center... and that's the purpose of 
tomorrow's hearing. 
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2:06 5/29/12 11:01p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to our other top story... a jewelry heist... leads to a wild 
takedown and shootout. one man didn't get away - but two others 
did! and they're still on the run tonight!  let's get right to nbc4's 
beverly white... live at police headquarters with some pictures 
caught on video! bev! 

2:03 5/29/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the only survivor from the tragic isla vista hit and run... 
continues to struggle with his injuries... and the man who 
deliberately... ran over him..... and killed four others... is trying for 
the first time to get out of a state mental hospital.  nbc4's robert 
kovacik is live in the newsroom... robert?  family members of victims 
saw david attias today for the first time since his trial. the prosecutor 
told the judge attias has been violent since his expulsion from 
kindergarten. the public defender claims his bipolar disorder is in 
remission. one person was not in the courtroom but we spoke with 
him tonight.    pyschiatrists treating david attias and state hospital 
staff are expected to testify. the hearing could head into next week 
before the judge decides if he should be moved to an unspecified 
halfway house. i'm robert kovacik. 

1:23 5/30/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shocking audio played in court... during the prelimary hearing for the 
suspects in the bryan stow beating at dodger stadium. one suspect 
is heard admitting his involvement... to his mom... that tape was 
played in court today.... and nbc4's patrick healy was there...    
testimony against sanchez and norwood resumes in the morning. 

1:19 5/30/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now.... caught on camera! two stabbings in echo park! now... police 
hope a pair of surveillance tapes will help provide clues in the 
case...  nbc4's kim baldonado live in echo park... kim? 

0:32 5/31/12 5:02a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement two stabbed- echo park 

0:51 5/31/12 5:03a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dodger beating hearing 

0:37 5/31/12 5:12a Crime and Law 
Enforcement Typhus trapped sabotaged 

0:30 5/31/12 5:34a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement animal cruelty investigation- cruelty in livestock sales 

0:32 5/31/12 6:03a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deadly shooting rampage in seattle 

0:30 5/31/12 6:35a Crime and Law 
Enforcement animal cruelty investigation 

0:53 5/31/12 6:36a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement dodger beating hearing 

0:32 5/31/12 6:37a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

scheduled to start serving sentence, Rutgers University student who 
spyed on gay roommate 

0:19 5/31/12 6:49a Crime and Law 
Enforcement stow suspects hearing 

2:19 5/31/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a chiropractor's office on the westside is a murder scene... 
after one of his patients makes a shocking discovery!  it's 11 
o'clock. i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams. that chiropractor 
was found beaten to death .... when a stunned patient showed up at 
the office.  nbc4's angie crouch live in palms, angie? 

1:58 5/31/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news... police in venice are hunting for a rapist... who 
apparently broke into a woman's apartment tonight...  nbc4's kim 
baldonado is live in venice with the latest on this developing story... 
kim... 
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0:26 5/31/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

six men and two woman have pleaded *not* guilty to stealing nearly 
a quarter million dollars worth of high-end bikinis.... from a tustin 
warehouse. they "stuffed" bikinis into a van.... and took off in what 
became a chase down the 405-freeway. eventually... the bandits 
jumped out of the van... police chased them down and tonight they 
are facing ten years in prison if convicted... 

1:12 5/31/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the sister of one of the suspects in the bryan stow beating case.... 
could take the witness stand tomorrow. it's the preliminary hearing 
against her brother...louis sanchez and the other suspect... marvin 
norwood. nbc4's patrick healy reports from the criminal courthouse 
in downtown l-a 

2:26 6/1/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

who killed the much loved chiropractor? police pouring over the 
tapes! could these security cameras around his office hold the 
key??  it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. i'm lucy noland... in for 
chuck henry.  tonight... the murder mystery continues to unfold. "nbc 
4's" angie crouch is live in "palms." angie... what have you learned? 

2:07 6/1/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonoght...there is a murder mystery in simi valley... where a retired 
high school teacher was stabbed to death. neighbors say she was 
an unlikely victim... and it happened in a very unlikely place... a city 
not known for violent crime  nbc four's beverly white is live in simi 
valley... beverly... 

0:33 6/1/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

'day three' of a 'crucial' hearing... in the "bryan stow" beating case... 
and for the 'first' time... we got to see a 'key' video... recorded in a 
'police interrogation' room.  in that video... you can hear "marvin 
norwood" telling his 'mother'... he 'was' involved in the "stow" 
beating. prosecutors have charged both "norwood" and "luis 
sanchez"... in the near fatal beating. also today... more graphic 
testimony from a witness... but... so far... 'none' have been able to 
identify the 'suspects'... as the attackers. the hearing... will 
determine if the men 'stand' trial. it resumes next week. 

0:28 6/1/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the former "neighborhood watch" volunteer... accused of killing 
florida teenager "trayvon martin"... now has about 36 hours to get 
back to jail. a florida judge revoked "george zimmerman's" bail 
today... ruling that 'he' and 'his wife' lied about their available 
finances... when zimmerman's bond was set at '150' thousand 
dollars. the judge said "zimmerman" 'never' mentioned... the money 
he raised through his website... nor a second passport. 
zimmerman's lawyer claims... it's all an 'innocent' mistake. 

1:12 6/4/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news out of south l-a. a baby is in critical 
condition after being shot. and the gunman took off on a bicycle.  
the child's father was also shot. it's 11 o'clock... i'm colleen 
williams... i'm chuck henry... and... we are live on the scene...  let's 
go straight to beverly white... in south l-a... with the latest. bev! 

1:53 6/4/12 11:01p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

children... targeted while playing video games at wal-mart... police 
say a serial child molestor... was stalking the boys in the store 
aisles.  now he's under arrest. nbc4's kim baldonado live in oxnard. 
kim? 
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0:33 6/4/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now an update on a story we've been following very closely the 
family of missing fox executive gavin smith is now offering a 20-
thousand dollar reward for any information... that will help to find 
him.  the l-a sheriff's department will hold a news conference 
tomorrow... asking for your help in finding him... 57-year old smith 
was last seen a month ago. adding to the mystery... we've talked 
with several people... who claim to have seen smith and a woman... 
just a a few weeks ago... in the central coast town of "morro bay." 

0:41 6/4/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at eleven... police may know the reason why the mother of an 
lapd officer... was shot to death in her home.  investigators now say 
**robbery** may be the motive for the murder of 79 year-old cleo 
hughes. miss cleo...the neighbors called her. she was found shot to 
death inside her home in south l-a on sunday. her son... who is an l-
a-p-d officer... discovered her body.  the victim's son trains recruits 
for the l-a-p-d. 

0:29 6/4/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the teenaged driver accused of plowing his truck into a crowded 
school crosswalk is free tonight but that may change shortly . the c-
h-p says 18 year-old daniel carrillo was driving over 50 miles per 
hour in a school zone when he ran a red light outside hemet high 
last wednesday. eight students were hurt. at the time carrillo told 
officers his brakes failed... but an inspection later showed they were 
working fine. 

0:29 6/4/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to the war next door! coast guard officials say drug runners 
from mexico are using "panga boats" more than ever.... to smuggle 
4-to-5 tons of drugs into southern california...on each run! these 
boats sometimes go out to sea one-hundred miles... before heading 
back to shore... to avoid the coast guard. the california national 
guard has set up surveillance teams on high ground overlooking the 
coast to and catch the boats and their cargo before they hit shore. 

1:32 6/5/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

but first... some of the other stories in the news tonight... there are 
some new developments in the murder of a retired english teacher 
in simi valley...  janice somple's (like the name "tom") body was 
found last week inside her home.... now investigators say they'll 
have new information tomorrow...  nbc4's beverly white is live in 
simi valley.... beverly... 

0:33 6/5/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are desperate to find a suspect... in the shooting death of an 
infant... in a south la neighborhood. they are worried... violence 
could escalate ... if the shooter is not caught.  one year old angel 
cortez was killed... while being held by his father... police say a 
gunman on a bicycle... opened fire. police say rival gangs run these 
streets and they believe the shooting is gang related. earlier the l-a 
city council approved a 50-thousand dollar reward for information 
leading to the killer. that reward has now doubled to 100-thousand 
dollars with a donation from the l-a kings. 

0:25 6/5/12 11:22p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this picture was released by police... it shows a car belonging to a 
woman in colorado... who was pulled over... as you can see... her 
toddler is sitting free... while a gas can is safely strapped into the 
car seat... the driver told police that the child lets himself out of the 
safety seat all the time... but police weren't impressed... and cited 
her for an illegal turn... and of course the car seat violation. 
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0:54 6/6/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight.... the murder of a simi valley teacher... has been solved... 
and the details are bizarre... police say they know who did it... but 
they may never know why... and they will never arrest him!  police 
said today that retired high school teacher janice somple was killed 
last week by paul porter.. a 66 year old arizona man. investigators 
say the two dated ... several years ago. but... they they also said 
that after the murder... as porter was leaving the scene... he died! 
he had a heart attack behind the wheel... and crashed his truck.  
police were still being tight-lipped today... about exactly what they 
found at the crime scene... 

0:46 6/6/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this was day four of the preliminary hearing for two suspects in the 
beating of bryan stow... and they played 9-1-1 tapes from that day 
at dodger stadium!  this hearing will determine if suspects louie 
sanchez and marvin norwood should stand trial for stow's beating. 
so far... the most incriminating testimony has come from norwood's 
own words at a police interrogation. that could change tomorrow 
when sanchez's sister... the alleged get-away driver... is scheduled 
to testify. 

0:42 6/7/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

crucial testimony... in the "bryan stow beating" case... as 
prosecutors try to show... that suspects "louie sanchez" and "marvin 
norwood"... 'should' stand trial. today for the first time... a witness 
today... pointed her finger at "sanchez" and "norwood"... as "stow's" 
attackers.  witness "mary dolores donley" identified "sanchez" and 
"norwood" as the men 'she' saw 'beating' then 'walking away' from 
"stow"... left 'critically' injured. also today... "sanchez's" sister 
testified... "norwood" had blood on his hands... as he hurriedly 
arrived... at her waiting car. the hearing could wrap up tomorrow. 

1:33 6/7/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... a manhunt is underway... for the suspect who kidnapped a 
woman... **while** she was driving on the 10 freeway!  lets get right 
to nbc 4's kim baldonado live in downtown l-a with the latest. kim. 

2:08 6/8/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies serve search warrant at home in west hills, possibly linked 
to missing Fox executive 

1:35 6/8/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement suspects in stow beating will face trial 

0:29 6/8/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

jury for Sandusky trial now seated. Trial begins Monday, judge 
refuses to throw out any charges 

0:39 6/8/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement imperial county offical facing charges for striking step son with belt 

0:30 6/8/12 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

motorized wheelchair DUI, man's 7th DUI stole wheelchair from 
neighbor 

1:48 6/11/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was other news tonight.. including the driver who first 
swerves... then hits a person. as horrible as it looks it could have 
been worse!  nbc four's beverly white... live with the search for the 
driver... beverly! 

0:40 6/11/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight "n-b-c news" is reporting... prosecutors are considering 
'criminal charges' against former 'top'... "penn state university" 
officials. they believe those former officials may have 'hid' what they 
knew... about 'ex' assistant football coach "jerry sandusky."  an 
emotional day filled with graphic testimony on this first day of 
"sandusky's child abuse trial." the first witness said he was '13' 
when he met "sandusky." and... that "sandusky" showered him with 
gifts... but 'also' molested him... in 'locker-room showers' and in 
'hotels.' "sandusky's" attorney says... giving young boys gifts... was 
simply part of the 'football culture' and 'not' a crime. 
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0:23 6/11/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an "oregon" woman is in big trouble... accused of filing a fraudulent 
tax return... a big one... as in 'two million dollars' big. prosecutors 
say "krystle reyes" used "turbo tax" software to do it. she claimed 
she earned more than 'three million' dollars in 20-11... and it 
worked... until authorities hauled her off in 'handcuffs'... after 
prosecutors say she went on 150-thousand dollar shopping spree. 

0:29 6/12/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're starting off... with 'breaking news.'  a wild police chase... 
through the "san fernando valley." it started in "sylmar"... for "grand 
theft auto." at one point... the driver was going nearly '80' miles an 
hour... on surface streets. this chase ended about 30-minutes ago 
with this dramatic spin-out near topanga and victory in woodland 
hills. the suspect took off running... but was caught a short time 
later. 

1:44 6/12/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

last night we first showed you dramatic video of this hit-and-run... 
where a car seemed to deliberately hit a man crossing the street... 
sending him flying.. he survived.. now, we have the 9-1-1 tapes of 
what police say was no accident!  nbc4's beverly white is live in 
buena park... beverly... 

0:19 6/12/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the body found in a parked s-u-v in the fairfax district saturday was 
no accident. we called the l-a county coroner's office tonight... and 
they confirmed the cause of death was... a gunshot. the body was 
discovered when somebody smelled a realy bad smell coming from 
the vehicle. it's now being investigated as a homicide. 

0:26 6/12/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also tonight two con-men dressed as women allegedly bilked at 
least 40 businesses out of merchandise... hotel rooms... and even 
an s-u-v! and... now... "manhattan beach police" have arrested 
them.  these are photos of the suspects. police say they 'tricked' 
store employees into accepting 'bogus' credit cards... by posing as 
'customers' and credit card company employees. police say... they 
wore 'make-up' and 'dressed-up'... like women. they also used "fake 
i-d's." 

0:20 6/12/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on tonight a group of crooks... dressed as city 
employees.... these s0-called "distraction burglars" have hit several 
homes in the foothill area... they tell the victims they need to enter 
the house to check wires... one distracts... while another one robs... 
so... if somebody wants to enter your house... check on them first 
with the city... 

1:05 6/12/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it started with an armed robbery in texas...then a high speed police 
chase.... and what came next... suprised everyone!    both parents 
are in police custody. family members say the child is now staying 
with other relatives. 

0:24 6/12/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

as the trial of "jerry sandusky" heads into "day three"... the jury is 
left with the testimony from former "penn state" assistant football 
coach "mike mcqueary."  mcqueary said in 2001... he heard what 
sounded like "sandusky" sexually assaulting a boy... then 'saw' what 
appeared to back that up... in a locker room shower. he says he told 
others... including the late head coach "joe paterno"... he saw 
something 'improper'... but nothing ever happened. 

0:17 6/12/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in massachusetts... the longtime girlfiend of "boston" mobster james 
"whitey" bulger... will spend eight years in prison. a judge sentenced 
"catherine greig" today... for "harboring a fugitive." the couple lived a 
quiet life... posing as retirees in "santa monica"... until the "f-b-i" 
found them... last year. 
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1:43 6/13/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former policeman... on trial for 'kidnap' and 'rape'... he claimed he 
did it... because of the anti-depressant "zoloft." but... now we 
know... the jury did 'not' buy it.  nbc 4's beverly white is live in 
"rancho cucamonga." bev... 

0:15 6/13/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newschopper four shot this video of a motorcyclist... speeding 
through neighborhoods tonight. at one point... the chase reached 
speeds up to 120 miles-per-hour. officers finally nabbed him in el 
monte... right in front of a guy walking his dogs! 

0:21 6/13/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... we now know the name of this man... found shot to death 
inside a parked s-u-v in the fairfax district this past weekend... we 
spoke with a detective... who says the man's name is "steven john 
simmons" and he was definitely murdered. but if police know why... 
they aren't saying! they're trying to track down a person of interest. 

0:20 6/13/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the "jerry sandusky" child sex abuse trial is heading into day four... 
and... so far... five accusers have taken the stand. aside from 
alleged victims... a janitor testified... that a co-worker told him... he 
saw "sandusky" assaulting a 'young' boy... in a "penn state" locker 
room shower. sandusky faces '52' criminal charges. 

1:48 6/14/12 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is where a police chase ended... and hours later... police are 
still there! and so is the body of a murder suspect... who was shot to 
death at the end of the chase!  now to our top story... a police chase 
ends in gunfire... and... a murder suspect is dead on street...  nbc 
4's beverly white has been in "valley village"... since the chase 
ended... beverly... what have you learned about what went down?? 

1:15 6/14/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on video! mothers in a brawl at a pre-school graduation 
ceremony! tonight.. a phone call to a district spokeswoman 
confirmed... it really did happen!  nbc four's kim baldonado has the 
video... kim! 

0:40 6/14/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

armed robbers held employees hostage inside a burlington coat 
factory in inglewood today.  three men wearing ski masks stormed 
the store ... around seven a-m. within minutes... a swat team 
arrived... and began negotiating with the suspects. the men agreed 
to surrender... but the front doors wouldn't open and they couldn't 
get out. the only way to get them out - break the glass and within 
minutes everybody - hostages and the robbers came out.  about a 
dozen employees were inside the store during the standoff. nobody 
was hurt. 

0:19 6/14/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a strange story out of the inland empire... where an arsonist has 
been targeting dental offices!!  the latest business torched was the 
western dental office in fontana. three other dental offices on the 
same street have also been destroyed since april. so far there's no 
suspect... and the motive is a mystery. 

0:50 6/14/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

quite a story out of "san francisco" tonight... where prosecutors 
have charged a couple... with murdering the man... who they say 
was selling their daughter...for sex.  authorities are holding "barry 
gilton" and "lupe mercado" on two million dollars bail. they say they 
shot calvin sneed... june fourth. their attorney says they didn't do it... 
although he admits sneed had been "pimping" the couple's 17 year 
old daughter... the prosecutor says he has evidence.  there's a 
southern california connection here. police say the couple tracked 
sneed down in north hollywood ... and attempted to kill him there 
last month... but that attempt failed. sneed was a known gang 
member from compton. 
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2:28 6/15/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news captured by newschopper four! a high speed 
freeway chase that ends with a violent crash in hollywood! with a 
car flipped... a child hurt... and a driver refusing to surrender.  
tonight... he's under arrest -- and our cameras are there as he 
rambles about his wild ride.  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in 
hollywood... kim... 

1:52 6/15/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an el monte family called police for help.... and now... one of their 
family members is dead... and they're asking "why"...  nbc4's 
beverly white live in el monte with both sides... beverly? 

0:29 6/15/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11! revelations about life on the lamb for mobster whitey 
bulger... who was arrested in santa monica! newly-released police 
photos... show the apartment where he and his girlfriend were living 
a year ago. they show hundreds of thousands of dollars of cash... 
and weapons that were found inside the walls. he also had books 
about gangsters and crime, including several about himself. the 
photos and and other items were released today by federal 
prosecutors in boston. 

1:45 6/15/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers say they've busted a ring... that's been breaking into vacant 
homes to steal major appliances... and apparently... they had a list 
of potential targets!  n-b-c-4's angie crouch is live tonight in simi 
valley. angie! 

0:23 6/15/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the los angeles times is reporting that a woman hired to lobby for a 
proposed walmart in chinatown... posed as a student reporter...  
according to the timesshe showed up at a protest wednesday 
claiming to be a journalist... and apparently even interviewed a 
warehouse worker. she's has since left her job with walmart... a 
spokesman called incident, quote, "unacceptable, misleading and 
wrong." 

0:21 6/15/12 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a "cow caper" brewing tonight in sierra madre!  someone 
stole "mardi gras moo" from outside "mother moo creamery" last 
night. police are looking at surveillance video... trying to pin down 
the person responsible for this cow napping. the owner just wants 
"mardi gras moo" returned... no questions asked. we'll keep you 
posted. 

2:27 6/18/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she was last seen before leaving home for work this morning... and 
now is nowhere to be found...  nbc4's lolita lopez is live in pacific 
palisades lolita... 

0:25 6/18/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a 19-year old man who was shot to death by police at 
the end of a pursuit... is filing a $120 million dollar federal lawsuit.  
abdul arian was killed on the 101 freeway near woodland hills. 
during the pursuit... the l-a-p-d says arian told a 9-1-1 dispatcher... 
that he was armed. according to the family's attorney... once arian 
got out of his vehicle... one officer thought there was a gun... and 
opened fire… 

0:37 6/18/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc4 wanted to know... how many people have been injured or 
killed as the result of a high speed pursuit... we asked the chp for 
data... and here's what we learned: more than ten thousand people 
have been injured... 321 of them fatally... in california over the past 
ten years... as a result of high speed police chases... last year 
alone... pursuits ended in crashes that caused nearly a thousand 
injuries and 33 deaths... among them one police officer. our 
examination of chp data reveals further findings about this... and 
you can see them all... at nbcla-dot-com. 
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0:33 6/18/12 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the late night rush at a denny's restaurant in redlands got out of 
control early sunday morning... and this video of the brawl that 
resulted.... was posted on the web!! the night manager is quoted as 
saying... two groups.. mostly young women... got into a big 
argument and it turned into this!! apparently the people at one table 
thought the people at another table were laughing at them... and 
that's what set it off... police are reviewing the video before they 
finalize any possible criminal charges. 

0:30 6/18/12 11:23p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we start tonight with breaking news... about this woman! a superior 
court judge who has suddenly vanished... has been found 

2:10 6/19/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

drew doughty... one of the key players on the l-a kings... tonight is 
being accused of assault... the accusation is being investigated...  
but... there are signs this case could fall apart! it's 11 o'clock... i'm 
colleen williams! and... i'm lucy noland... in for chuck henry. so far... 
no charges have been filed.  nbc 4's robert kovacik is chasing down 
the latest tonight... he's live in "hermosa beach." robert... what have 
you learned? 

1:52 6/19/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... video of a fight on "the five" freeway... has caught the 
attention of the "c-h-p"... which... is now 'looking' for the guys... 
captured exchanging 'blows.'  nbc 4's gordon tokumatsu is live in 
"los feliz." gordon... what do you know about this video? 

0:48 6/19/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a husband and wife tonight... face charges... that they brought 
"eastern european women" to the states... to work as 'prostitutes'... 
here in "southern california."  investigators believe they used 
apartments or condos... in at 'least' three buildings in "los 
angeles"... as brothels. they say several websites advertised the 
women's services. police arrested the couple yesterday... following 
an investigation... that began 'last year.'  tonight... police are still 
looking for 'this' woman. she's the 'ex' wife of the man in custody. 
investigators say... she was 'also' involved in operating the 
prostitution ring. 

1:00 6/19/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new developments tonight... in the case of a man who died after el 
monte police responded to a call from his family. we first reported 
on this case last week.... we've learned the cause of death will be 
deferred until toxicology tests are complete. last thursday... 37-year-
old khoa anh le died... after police came to his home... investigators 
said he had been tasered. le's family said he was schizophrenic... 
and was fighting with with his father... before police were called.  the 
attorney for the family is comparing le's death to the death of kelly 
thomas... a mentally ill homeless man who died after this altercation 
with fullerton police last july.  tonight at an el monte city council 
meeting... the mayor, andre quintero, gave his condolences to le's 
family. 

2:30 6/20/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an nbc4 exclusive! first we heard from the victim... and tonight we 
found the man who videotaped that freeway beating on the i-five!!  
it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. and... i'm lucy noland. chuck 
henry has the night off.  this viral video has now sparked a "c-h-p" 
investigation. "nbc four's" patrick healy is live in "east l-a." patrick... 
you talked with the the man who shot it. 

0:16 6/20/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news...  a one-month old baby boy... has just been airlifted 
to "u-c-l-a medical center"... from "van nuys high school"... and... 
"los angeles police" think he may have been abused. so far... no 
arrests in the case... and no more details. the baby is in "serious 
condition." 
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1:59 6/20/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a mystery in hermosa beach! a woman found shot to death 
... initially.. detectives thought it *might* have been suicide... but 
tonight... that *may* not be the case!  nbc4's robert kovacik live in 
hermosa beach, robert... quite a mystery! 

0:15 6/20/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

'new' at 11... 'rocket launchers' and drug dealers. this 'rocket 
launcher'... was among the items seized today... in a series of drug 
raids... in "paramount"... "compton"... and "long beach." the "l-a 
county sheriff's" department says deputies arrested four 'gang' 
members... on various weapons and drug charges. 

0:18 6/20/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the florida police chief whose department handled the 
trayvon martin shooting... has been fired! chief bill lee was 
criticized... from the beginning...over the way his officers handled 
the case. george zimmerman is now charged with 2nd degree 
murder... when he wasn't arrested right away... it touched off 
nationwide protests. 

0:17 6/20/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to the jerry sandusky... child abuse trial... closing arguments 
begin tomorrow. the defense rested its case today... without 
sandusky ever taking the stand. the former penn state assistant 
coach is accused of molesting young boys over a 15 year period. 

0:16 6/20/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a sketch of a man... "riverside county" detectives believe 
'sexually assaulted'... a '15' year old girl. they say he attacked her... 
last night in a field... in "lake elsinore." the man's about 'six-feet' 
tall... in his 'late 20's'... and may have had a 'tattoo'... on his upper 
right arm. 

2:23 6/21/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you see him in the freeway beating video... jerry patterson... being 
kicked and punched... now... this exclusive video... jerry patterson... 
being arrested!  and tonight... only here...on nbc4... jerry patterson's 
family speaks out! it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. i'm lucy 
noland... in for chuck henry.  nbc 4's john cadiz klemack tracked 
down patterson yesterday. and.. john... tonight... you've got 
exclusive details... live from north hollywood. 

1:51 6/21/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what happened tonight... at a big apartment complex... near "ladera 
heights?" when it was over... three people were shot... one of them 
dead.  nbc four's patrick healy... has been trying to sort it out 
tonight. any arrests yet... patrick?? 

0:23 6/21/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... we have some new details in the case of missing fox 
executive... gavin smith.  two weeks ago... deputies searched a 
home in west hills... but would not say how it was connected to the 
case. now... "e-news" is reporting... it's the home of a woman... who 
allegedly was having an affair with smith. the "l-a times" says the 
woman's husband is in custody... while he waits to be sentenced on 
drug charges. 

0:26 6/21/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... the police have released surveillance video... showing a a 66-
year-old man being killed... the victim of two hit and run drivers... 
you can see the victim on the left as he's crossing the street. he was 
first hit by a silver pontiac.... shortly before two a-m on sunday in 
south l-a... then minutes later... a green chevy suburban ran him 
over while he was still in the street. no arrests have been made. 

0:29 6/21/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the jury in the "jerry sandusky" trial... will continue deliberations... in 
the morning. but... two 'new' accusers came forward today... 
'including' sandusky's own adopted son.  matt sandusky... seen 
here getting into a car... says he was prepared to testify. 
prosecutors say his father 'sexually abused' 10 boys... over more 
than a decade. another accuser has just gone public... with 'new' 
allegations... that happened tonight... on nbc's "rock center." 
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2:37 6/22/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cheering 45 times... the word guilty rang out in a courtroom tonight! 
and then... jerry sandusky... now a convicted serial child molester... 
was taken away in handcuffs!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. 
and i'm lucy noland... in for chuck henry.  nbc 4's patrick healy has 
reaction from both sides... he's live in our newsroom... and.. 
patrick... we understand... "sandusky"... would 'not' look at his 
family... as he left the courtroom.  eyes forward as he was led away. 
this came down late, just before 10pm on the east coast. there had 
been widespread disbelief last fall when the charges were made 
against jerry sandusky. but tonight, even his defense expected a 
conviction, and there was no surprise.    sandusky defense attorney 
joe amendola said he does not think his client is sick, and expects 
an appeal. for all the counts, sandusky faces a minimum term of 60 
years when he's sentenced later this summer. live in the newsroom, 
ph, nbc4news. 

1:54 6/22/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement breaking news - shooting at beverly hilton hotel 

0:23 6/22/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new surveillance pictures tonight... of a man... suspected 
of 'breaking' into a woman's home... and attacking her while... she 
was in the 'shower.'  these pictures are from cameras... at the "mar 
vista" area apartment complex... where this happened... last month. 
investigators are calling this man... a person of interest. they want to 
talk with 'anyone'... who may have seen him... and say the attack 
seems to be... an "isolated incident". 

0:17 6/22/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "east hemet"... this "del taco" employee... faces "assault with a 
deadly weapon" charges... after authorities say he stabbed a 
customer... last night. they say "gabriel villalba" and the customer 
got into some sort of fight... over a 'food order.' the victim's expected 
to be okay. 

1:13 6/22/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bait cars....are packed with cameras... police use them... to 'catch' 
criminals... trying to 'steal' cars. but... what happens when your 
thieves... can 'barely' see over the steering wheel? here's chris 
ramirez.    those kids are now facing felony charges. 

1:00 6/22/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement breaking news - shooting at the beverly hilton hotel 

0:11 6/22/12 11:32p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news - beverly hilton shooting recap 

1:17 6/25/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newschopper 4... live over breaking news in northridge! a suspected 
drunk driver... involved in a deadly car crash ... several cars 
involved... one ended up...hitting a house.  it's 11 o'clock... i'm 
colleen williams . and i'm chuck henry. let's get right to it!  nbc4's 
beverly white live in northridge! beverly! 

0:16 6/25/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new tonight... an l-a county sheriff's deputy will spend six 
months in jail for stealing marijuana from a suspect. the sheriff's 
department says six-year veteran... rafael ze-laya ...admitted he 
took the drugs and has since resigned. 

0:19 6/25/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a death sentence was handed down today... for earl ellis green... he 
was convicted of killing riverside police officer ryan bona-min-nee-o 
in 2010. green showed little reaction as a judge sentenced him to 
death. he was convicted of killing ryan bonaminio using the officer's 
own gun... following a traffic stop. 
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0:33 6/25/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fontana police are investigating whether more students... could be 
the victims of an alleged school hazing incident.  right now... one 
teacher and four students at a-b miller high are facing criminal 
charges. over the weekend, police arrested the teacher... 
emmanuel delarosa.. on suspicion of child endangerment. 
investigators say he may have known about the hazing... and even 
helped facilitate it... one of the accused students... 18 year-old 
fernando salgado... is facing charges of attempted sodomy with a 
minor, rape and child cruelty. 

0:19 6/25/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... this high school baseball coach is under arrest... accused of 
smoking pot with his students... police say it happened when pedro 
trujillo took students from kennedy high... in granada hills... to a 
dodgers game last month. police got tipped by a staff member at 
the school... trujillo has been booked on six counts of child 
endangering. 

2:25 6/26/12 5:30p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

high school baseball coach arrested, accused of smoking pot with 
players. 

0:55 6/26/12 5:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fatal hit and run in Lake Hughes-drunk driver kills 5-year-old girl, 
injures two more people 

0:35 6/26/12 5:36p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

comic book writer and animator in a medically induced coma after 
hit and run accident in Santa Monica. 

2:39 6/26/12 5:44p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hazing investigation at school in Fontana. Teacher and student 
accused of sex crimes tied to a hazing ritual. 

2:00 6/27/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a local model... was being stalked and terrorized... now tonight... an 
arrest...  nbc4's robert kovacik... live in newsroom... robert!  we don't 
know if this alleged stalker ever saw her in person...or even came 
here to los angeles. kourtney reppert was stalked on the internet... 
through facebook messages and emails. we spoke to reppert 
tonight who says the fbi has asked her to stay silent after the 
arraignment...but her mother tells us it was frightening ordeal for the 
entire family.    upon his arrest in chicago agents found hundreds of 
photos of courtney keppert inside plascencia's home. the fbi says 
there will be a request to bring him to los angeles for prosecution on 
one count of internet stalking. a felony offense with a possible 
sentence of five years in prison. i'm robert kovacik 

1:52 6/27/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have uncovered a busy chop shop operation! and... they say 
some of the cars were stolen from college campuses.  nbc4's 
beverly white... live in long beach... beverly... 

1:39 6/28/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he has many faces... but one m-o. the so-called "teardrop rapist" 
has attacked dozens of women over the years... and now police 
think he's done it again!  this latest attack... they say... may have 
happened in south l-a. about two weeks ago! i'm colleen williams. 
and, i'm chuck henry.  and nbc4's kim baldonado... outside police 
headquarters in downtown l-a with details! kim! 

1:50 6/28/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

his job is to greet people when they come into walmart... but now... 
police are looking for one "customer"... who attacked him!  nbc4's 
beverly white is live at the walmart in palmdale! beverly. 

0:30 6/28/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11! a veteran l-a county sheriff's deputy has been arrested.. 
after being found inside a parked car with a 15-year old girl.  police 
in san fernando ... arrested richard di-gio-vanni on suspicion of 
contributing to the delinquency of a minor. the girl's grandmother 
called police at 2:00 a-m this morning... complaining that an older 
man picked-up her granddaughter... and drove away. police say 
they're still trying to figure out the relationship between di-giovanni... 
and the teenager. 
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1:29 6/28/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager accused in an extream case of hazing... broke down in 
court today... nbc4 inland empire reporter craig fiegener has the 
dramatic outburst. 

0:27 6/28/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the final report is out tonight... on that shooting last friday night 
at the beverly hilton hotel.  police .... now believe... the couple found 
dead at the hotel... committed suicide... together. 69 year old robert 
egan and his wife... 56 year old barbra were found... shot to death... 
investigators initially called it a murder-suicide... but the coroner's 
office now calls it a double suicide. they'd been living at the hotel for 
about six months. 

2:01 6/29/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

last night we showed you two little kids fighting - the whole thing 
was video taped including the adults off to the side... who may have 
been encourageing them!  nbc4's antonio castelan is live in 
adelanto... antonio... 

0:22 6/29/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, police in south pasadena are looking for this puppy thief... 
and his accomplice. surveillance video shows one man stealing a 
puppy from a pet store... as a second man serves as a lookout. it 
happened last saturday at "pet's delight" on fair oaks avenue. 
pasadena police hope you'll recognize these men... 

2:00 6/29/12 11:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she's was raped at gunpoint by a police detective... and he says the 
drug zoloft is responsible for what he did! in this exclusive we talked 
with the victim about her attacker...  n-b-c-4's beverly white is live in 
rancho cucamonga. beverly! 

0:18 6/29/12 11:16p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the t-s-a has fired eight federal air marshals for allegedly drinking on 
the job. we're told it happened in february and was reported by 
another marshal who was there. none of the marshals were 
scheduled to fly that day... but alcohol is forbidden when employees 
are on the clock. 

0:49 5/2/12 11:23p cultural 

history was made tonight in new york... when a version of artist 
edvard munch's famous painting "the scream" sold for nearly 120 
million dollars!! it was the most anyone has ever paid at an auction 
for a painting... breaking a record previously for a picasso!!  when 
you add on commissions... the total comes to just shy of 120 million 
dollars. the buyer is anonymous.  there are four versions of the 
scream... but only one of them is held privately. the other three are 
at museums. 

0:34 5/30/12 11:31p cultural 

a new exhibit opened today at the petersen automotive museum... 
that honors the contributions made by ....car legend.... carroll 
shelby...  nine shelby cars are on display.... including a ford g-t-40... 
that ford is the only racecar in america to win overall at le mans. 
shelby rose to racing fame in the 50's... then went on to design cars 
after his driving career ended. carroll shelby on died may 10th at the 
age of 89. the exhibit lasts through sunday june 3rd.. 

0:26 5/31/12 5:44a cultural Carroll Shelby exhibit at automotive museum 

0:24 6/18/12 11:09p cultural 

now...look closely at this cell phone video taken at a houston art 
museum last wednesday. it shows a man vandalizing the picasso 
masterpiece "woman in a red armchair." the suspect walks up and 
spray paints the original 1929 work... here's a side by side look of 
the vandalized art next to the original. police are looking for the 
culprit... the museum is restoring the painting. 

1:53 6/22/12 11:16p cultural 

it's one of those classic l-a summertime traditions: opening night at 
the hollywood bowl! and tonight... the bowl introduced two music 
giants into its "hall of fame."  nbc 4's kim baldonado is live tonight... 
at the hollywood bowl. kim... 
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2:33 6/26/12 6:16p cultural Activist tries to save "Chain Reaction" sculpture in Santa Monica by 
handcuffing himself to the fence around the scuplture. 

0:26 4/5/12 11:11p deaths 

and... they called him "the father of loud." he helped create rock 
music as we know it! jim marshall ... the man behind the "marshall 
amplifier"... has died.  those big black cabinets you see behind jimi 
hendrix there.... those are marshalls. many legendary rockers have 
used the amps... which were introduced in the early 1960s. marshall 
died today at a hospice in england. he was 88-years old. 

0:24 4/6/12 11:06p deaths 

famed painter thomas kinkade died today at his home in northern 
california. during the height of kinkade's success... a decade ago... 
his "media arts group" brought in more than 120-million dollars a 
year. it's estimated that kinkade's paintings are hanging in "one" out 
of every "twenty" homes in the u-s. his family said in a statement 
that his death appears to be from natural causes. thomas kinkade 
was 54 years old. 

0:27 4/9/12 11:14p deaths 

why did famed artist thomas kinkade die? and autopsy today... 
should answer that question. kinkade died 'unexpectedly' on friday. 
the 54 year old... was at his northern california home. coroner's 
officials say they might not have the results for weeks.  and... now a 
surge in sales... for kincaid's work. in the past 48 hours... they've 
received about 300 on-line orders alone. one painting went for a-
hundred and fifty thousand dollars. 

1:52 4/18/12 11:00p deaths 

***nats*** today... america lost the man...described as its oldest 
teenager... dick clark... the man who launched so many careers... 
and changed the way we listened to music. from television... to 
times square -- he was always the showman.  ***sot*** ***sot*** 
tonight... we remember the cultural icon... and television legend.  it's 
our top story -- i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry it was a 
heart attack that killed dick clark this morning... he was 82 years 
old. 

1:35 4/18/12 11:02p deaths 

dick clark..."was" the original american idol... and for the past few 
years.... ryan seacrest has co-hosted dick clark's rockin' new years. 
now... seacreast is speaking out about the man... who helped us 
*all* ring in the new year.... !  nbc4's robert kovacik is live in burbank 
at what was... the long-time home of "dick clark productions"... 
robert? 

2:03 4/18/12 11:04p deaths 

dick clark influenced generations of americans... whether it was on 
american bandstand… or on new year's rockin' eve... for more than 
50 years he was at the center of pop culture in america... dick clark 
was one of those helped to tear down color barriers in music and on 
television!  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in hollywood... with this part 
of the story! kim! 

0:56 4/18/12 11:06p deaths 
dick clark was known for his young, vibrant looks throughout his 
life... but he did have his share of health problems. nbc 4's dr. bruce 
hensel takes a look at the problems that led up to his death. 

0:31 4/19/12 11:15p deaths 

tributes are coming in tonight for levon helm... singer and drummer 
from the legendary rock group... "the band".  his website says helm 
died today... having lost a long battle with throat cancer... he was 71 
years old. "the band" first came to fame backing up bob dylan.. and 
then they became stars in their own right. helm was also an 
accomplished actor, appearing in such movies as "coal miner's 
daughter" and "the right stuff." 
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0:21 4/20/12 11:14p deaths 

conservative commentator andrew breitbart died of heart failure last 
month... from coronary disease... that's the official word from the l-a 
county coroner's office. the coroner's report says that while he *did* 
have alcohol in his system... there was no sign of prescription or 
illicit drugs. foul play was also ruled out and the case was closed. 

2:08 5/2/12 11:00p deaths 

tonight... the memorial grows outside the oceanside home of former 
u-s-c and nfl star junior seau. the all-pro linebacker... found dead 
earlier today.. of an apparent suicide.  it's our top story. i'm chuck 
henry . and i'm colleen williams. fans loved him... opponents feared 
him... tonight... he's missed by all...  nbc4's beverly white reports 
from oceanside, bev? 

1:30 5/2/12 11:02p deaths 

when you think about standouts from u.s.c.... junior seau's name 
goes to the top of the list. not just on the field... he was the kind of 
player who was a standout with everyone and everything he 
touched. fred roggin -- with more now on the legacy he leaves.  
junior seau spent parts of 20 seasons in the nfl but he first made his 
name at usc where he was an all american linebacker under then 
head coach larry smith..  he played 2 years with the trojans where 
he led s-c to victory in the 1990 rose bowl against michigan.. he 
then left after his junior year for the nfl where he was selected by 
the chargers with the 5th overall pick.. in san diego, he was a 12 
time pro bowler helping the chargers to their only super bowl 
appearance against the 49'ers, a game which they lost.. in 2003, he 
was then traded to the miami dolphins where he played for 3 
seasons before being released.. in fact in august of 2006, he 
announced his retirement at an emotional news conference but then 
just 4 days later, he returned to football signing with the new 
england patriots where he finished out his stellar career..  seau 
made a lasting impression especially for all linebackers playing for 
usc.. that includes redshirt sophomore hayes pullard who met seau 
two weeks ago at their spring game at the coliseum.. 

0:44 5/2/12 11:04p deaths 

more than a few football fans have noted that junior seau death is 
just the latest in what some are calling... the curse of the "1994 
chargers."  the 94 team is the *only* time the chargers reach the 
super bowl. a game they ended up losing. now... with seau's death 
.... *eight* players from that 94 team have now died... and *all were 
under the age of 45....  several players died from natural causes. 
then there were the freak accidents.... like the case of rodney 
culver. he was on that valujet... that crash in the florida everglades 
in 1996. david griggs was killed in a car accident in the mid-90s. 
and backup linebacker doug miller was hit by lightning *twice* 
during a camping trip! 

0:34 5/3/12 11:06p deaths 

an autopsy conducted on n-f-l star junior seau confirms that he 
committed suicide.  ***sot*** ***sot*** friends and fans were out 
again today to remember seau.. outside his home in oceanside. and 
the seau family is said to be considering donating his brain to a 
study... to determine if repeated concussions as a player, had 
anything to do with his committing suicide. the former u-s-c star was 
found dead yesterday inside his home. 

0:30 5/4/12 11:07p deaths 

one of the founding members of the iconic rap group "the beastie 
boys" has died.  ***sot*** ***sot*** adam "mca" yock ... wearing the 
leather jacket in this video... died this morning after a three year 
battle with cancer. the beastie boys burst onto the music scene in 
1986 and sold more than 40-million albums. yock was 47-years old. 
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0:46 5/4/12 11:08p deaths 

oceanside police today released the 9-1-1 call placed by junior 
seau's girlfriend. a warning... this may be hard for listin to... but it 
reveals the frantic moments immediately after she discovered his 
body.  late today...jr. seau's family agreed to donate the former n-f-l 
star's brain for research into football-related head injuries. the family 
says they want people and athletes to understand the damaging 
effects of tackles and hard hits...and repeated concussions. 

0:16 5/7/12 11:07p deaths 

the results of an autopsy are out tonight... for renowned painter, 
thomas kinkade. it confirms the bay area artist died of an accidental 
overdose of alcohol combined with valium. his brother says the 54 
year-old relapsed in his battle with alcohol. 

0:26 5/9/12 11:09p deaths 

hair stylist vidal sassoon... who really changed the way women 
viewed their hair... died today at his home in bel air . he was 84.  
sassoon just recently received an award at l-a city hall. it honored a 
man who came from poverty to conquer the world of fashion... and 
hair...it was almost architectual in style. sassoon --who had 
leukemia --apparently died of natural causes at his home in bel air. 

0:37 5/17/12 11:10p deaths 

***sot*** ***sot*** she had been battling both breast and lung 
cancer.... she was 63-years old. some of summer's biggest hits... 
"last dance"... "love to love you baby"... and "bad girls"... became 
'anthems' of the disco era. she had *19* "number one" dance hits... 
second only to madonna.  in hollywood tonight... grauman's chinese 
theater dimmed the outside lights in honor of donna summer. no 
stranger to hollywood. she received her star on the "walk of fame" in 
1992. 

0:02 6/12/12 11:13p deaths 

infamous former mobster henry hill has died. we're told he died at a 
hospital here in los angeles today from an undisclosed illness. if his 
name doesn't ring a bell... maybe his story will. hill was portrayed by 
ray liotta in the martin scorsese classic "goodfellas" he was 69-
years old. 

0:28 6/20/12 11:23p deaths 

artist leroy neiman... known for his colorful paintings of great 
athletes and sporting events... has died at the age of 91.  neiman's 
paintings and sketches gave events like the super bowl and the 
olympics a fresh, impressionistic look... and he often executed his 
work in minutes!! neiman also contributed to playboy magazine from 
its start in the 1950s. he died in new york... the cause of death was 
not disclosed. 

0:20 6/25/12 11:03p deaths 

we know more tonight about the two people found dead friday night 
in an apparent murder-suicide at the bevelry hilton!! police say the 
victims were a 69 year old man and 56 year old woman who had 
been living at the hotel on a long-term basis!! both victims suffered 
gun shot wounds... their names have not yet been released. 

0:25 6/26/12 5:04p deaths Nora Ephron in the final stages of leukemia 

0:25 6/26/12 5:55p deaths breaking news- Nora Ephron has died. 

1:32 6/26/12 11:02p deaths 

some of the most popular and most quoted films to hit the big 
screen...started with her words. oscar-nominated screen-writer and 
director nora ephron has died after a battle with cancer... she was a 
movie-maker and writer who thrived in an often... male-dominated 
hollywood!    nora ephron suffered from leukemia. she was 71 years 
old. her final play hasn't opened yet...but tom hanks is expected to 
star in it... when it does. 
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3:28 4/23/12 11:07p diversity 

all this week at eleven... we'er taking a look the l-a riots... twenty 
years later! the riots changed our city forever! and... tonight… one 
of the men convicted in the vicious beating of of truck driver reginald 
denny... henry watson... speaks to nbc4. watson has apoligized to 
denny for the beating - but as you about to see - watson still has 
strong opinions about that day. nbc4's toni guinyard has more. 

1:43 4/26/12 11:07p diversity 

there was a rally tonight for trayvon martin... the teenager shot by a 
neighborhood watch volunteer in florida... and it attracted some 
high-profile guests including... martin's parents!  n-b-c 4's angie 
crouch is live in the crenshaw district! angie! 

1:44 5/16/12 11:05p diversity 

tonight... boxer manny pacquiao says he wasn't throwing jabs at the 
gay and lesbian communities....in a recent interview... he's just 
opposed to president obama's stance on gay marriage. nbc4's cary 
berglund has more.    that was cary berglund reporting. as you just 
saw... pacquaio still appeared on the show..."extra"... but instead of 
it taking place at the grove...the interview was shot at his home... " 

0:30 5/24/12 6:25a diversity 

for one local restaurant... it's not what you say, but how you say it 
...that could get you a free pizza!  if you order your pizza in spanish, 
the owners of "pizza patron" (pa-trone) will give you a free large 
pepperoni! it's all part of a new marketing tactic designed to 
recognize hispanic heritage. and if you don't know how to order in 
spanish, have no fear: the folks at pizza patron will help you place 
your order in spanish. the promotion will run june 5th, from five to 
eight p-m... while supplies last. 

2:19 4/3/12 11:00p education 

local college students clash with police... and are pepper-sprayed... 
if fact... some are sent to the hospital.  it's developing news. i'm 
colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry. the battle is over cost of 
classes...  let's get right to nbc 4's... robert kovacik... on the campus 
of santa monica city college... 

0:35 4/4/12 11:07p education 

the president of "santa monica college" says... he is 'standing by' 
the actions... of his campus officers... after they 'pepper sprayed' 
protesting students. it happened... last night.  ***sot*** we showed 
you last night... campus police 'pepper-spraying' dozens of student 
protesters... the students were trying to get into a trustee meeting. 
on the table... a 'controversial' new plan... that charges students 
'more' money... for 'high-demand' classes... which they 'need' to 
graduate. the school is now investigating. 

0:29 4/10/12 11:08p education 

tonight... u-c-l-a is apologizing to potential students for a very 
confusing e-mail. a message sent to about 900 students on the wait 
list... made it sound as if they had been accepted for school in the 
fall. well... that is not the case! the e-mail was meant to notify the 
students... about changes in their financial aid. the university had to 
send out a second e-mail... clarifying the students were still on the 
wait list. 

0:33 4/26/12 11:04p education 

and... u-s-c students tonight are celebrating the end of classes with 
an honored tradition for seniors -- the fountain run. they race around 
to each of the 30 or so fountains on campus. it's a tradition that 
creates quite a splash -- .. with many of the students jumping into 
the fountains. police typically...stay on the sidelines and let the 
students have their fun.. as long as it doesn't get out of hand. 
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0:39 4/26/12 11:09p education 

this was the scene two weeks ago... when two u-s-c grad students 
from china... were gunned down near the campus... now... u-s-c... 
and l-a police say they're stepping up security. 30 more l-a-p-d 
officers are being added to the southwest division... that includes u-
s-c. ... four officers... and a detective will be dedicated to the 
campus and the area around it.  extra security cameras are also 
being added at different spots on campus. 

0:23 4/26/12 11:24p education 

there was a very special award ceremony - at universal studios 
hollywood tonight...as laup honored five extrodinary women with the 
pre-school teachers of the year award. because of education 
budget cuts two of tonights winners have been pinked slipped.... i 
was honored to mc the event wich is sponcerdsin part by our parent 
company, n-b-c universal.. telemundo 52 and nbc4. 

2:00 4/27/12 11:06p education 

tonight... parents.. and deputies... are wondering how a nude 
photo... supposedly of an administrator from an agoura hills high 
school... found its way to the internet. from there... the photo was 
circulated among students!!  nbc four's angie crouch went to agoura 
hills to find out more... angie! 

0:23 4/27/12 11:08p education 

statewide exams are ending up on social networking sites!... and 
that has school officials worried about cheating.  facebook and 
twitter are two of the sites.. where photos of test questions have 
been showing up. and yes... the answers too! the photos look like 
they were taken with cell-phones. the tests include the statewide 
exit exam... that high school seniors have to pass to graduate. 

0:48 5/14/12 11:18p education 

congratulations are in order... to university high in west l-a! its 
theater program won the grand prize in "nbc's smash: make a 
musical" contest. the project develops musical theater programs in 
20 standout schools nationwide.  money awarded to the school will 
help put on a musical next school year. the grand prize also 
includes master classes from new york-based theater "pros". 

1:49 5/17/12 11:07p education 

a pasadena school that sits on top of *four* earthquake faults may 
have to close its doors. parents from san rafael elementary school 
got a detailed report on the problem tonight.  nbc four's beverly 
white is live in pasadena with reaction!! 

1:56 5/23/12 11:03p education 

a scandal disrupts the l-a school district... after a sexual harassment 
claim is filed against former superintendent ramon cortines... the 
claim was filed by a male manager...and cortines has admitted to 
one incident... 2 years ago.  nbc-4's beverly white is live at school 
headquarters in downtown l-a. bev! 

2:21 5/24/12 6:46a education 

time now for the trend! trending this morning: a local high school 
graduates 100-percent of its students!  mekahlo medina is at 
"visionplus" with details!  [mac] we've all heard the bad news about 
schools in our community... how about some good news. one high 
school in cypress... yes, graduating 100-percent of their students... 
making them one of best schools of the country.... according to 
newsweek. we're talking about oxford academy... named the 19th 
best high in the country. 

2:06 5/29/12 11:08p education 

how does this sound?? a new high school that plans to graduate 
every one of its students... with top notch skills in the most modern 
technology. if this sounds good to you... you might want to look into 
the new u-s-c hybrid high school!!  nbc four's kim baldonado is live 
with all the details... kim! 

0:34 5/31/12 5:02a education teacher misconduct investigation 

0:32 5/31/12 6:04a education teacher misconduct investigation 
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0:20 6/1/12 11:03p education 

***sot*** new tonight... police arrested... at least a dozen students... 
at this protest at "u-c-l-a." a group called "by any means necessary" 
wants the university... to 'double' its minority student admissions. no 
comment... from "u-c-l-a" about the arrests. 

0:24 6/8/12 11:10p education 
LAUSD reach agreement. teachers lose 10 days of pay, students 
lose 5 days of school. funding in november ballot could restore days 
lost 

1:02 6/20/12 11:09p 
Elderly-Seniors-

Retirement 

a 'horrible' bus ride for one 'school bus' monitor... in "new york"... 
'tormented' by students... may have a pretty good ending.  the video 
is viral... "karen klein"... enduring a 'scathing' litany... of 'insults' and 
'threats'... for at least 10 minutes... which must have seemed like an 
eternity. when the video ened up on "youtube"... school officials 
launched an investigation... questioning the students involved. klein 
says she still can't believe it happened.  still... some 'good' has 
come of this... people... including 'total' strangers... have donated 
more than 105-thousand dollars to "klein" so far... hoping she might 
be able to quit... or at least take a bunch of well-deserved vacations. 

2:15 6/20/12 11:15p Elderly-Seniors-
Retirement 

do you think bikini fitness contests are reserved for young people... 
well think again. one "los angeles" woman is in her 60's... she's a 
great grandmother... and... she's competing... and 'winning.'  nbc 4's 
kim baldonado is live in "northridge." kim... 

2:36 6/21/12 11:07p Elderly-Seniors-
Retirement 

it is a story that made people take action! last night we showed you 
that school bus monitor... who was caught on video... being 
harrassed and bullied by kids.... students in middle school! tonight... 
her fortune has changed... in remarkable ways!  nbc4's kim 
baldonado is in the newsroom with the latest... kim... 

0:18 4/6/12 11:10p Employment/Labor 

disappointing economic news today... only 120-thousand jobs were 
added last month.... much fewer than experts had been expecting... 
the national unemployment is down a bit at 8.2 percent. but here in 
california the unemployment rate is still one of the highest in the 
country at just under 11%. 

1:55 4/10/12 11:06p Employment/Labor 

a popular "southern california" restaurant chain... is in a 'lot' of 
trouble... federal officials say... it failed to pay overtime to its 
workers... and did not keep proper records.  nbc four's angie crouch 
is live in "west l-a"... with more about the restaurant... and the 
violations... angie. 

0:20 4/10/12 11:08p Employment/Labor 

an l-a firefighter is facing four counts of insurance fraud. this is a 
training video of raphael davis... prosecutors say davis has been 
fighting in "mixed martial arts" matches... even though he allegedly 
filed workers' comp claims' more than a three year period. if 
convicted... davis could face five years in prison. 

0:29 5/4/12 11:09p Employment/Labor 

the monthly jobs report came out today and the numbers were not 
what the administration had hoped for. a anemic 115 thousand jobs 
new jobs opened up last month and that news sent stocks falling.  
the labor department says a disappointing 115 thousand jobs were 
added in april... and unemployment was 8.1 percent. according to 
the report, 340-thousand people, many frustrated they can't find a 
job, simply dropped out of the labor force. 

0:18 5/10/12 11:10p Employment/Labor 

this former houston newspaper reporter... who was fired for 
moonlighting as an exotic dancer... has filed a discrimination 
complaint with the equal employment opportunity commission. 
sarah tressler was a society reporter for the houston chronicle... 
until her employer found out about her night job. 
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0:23 5/21/12 11:25p Employment/Labor 

a new york woman says she lost her job because she's too hot.  
lauren odes says she lost her job at a lingerie warehouse because 
of her, quote, fierce physique... and wardrobe choices. the 29-year-
old says the company considered her form-fitting clothes were 
quote... too hot for the warehouse. gloria allred is her lawyer... and 
filed a discrimination complaint... 

0:33 5/24/12 6:35a Employment/Labor 

l-a unified will pay $200-thousand dollars to settle a sexual 
harrassment claim filed against retired superintendent ramon 
cortines.  cortines was named in a lawsuit last month, nearly a year 
after he stepped down. scot graham is a manager for the school 
district. he says cortines made unwanted sexual advances during a 
weekend at the superintendent's home in kern county back in july 
20-10. the school board decided to settle the case to avoid going to 
court. as part of the deal, graham will be leaving the district next 
week. cortines says the two had been friends for years. 

1:23 5/24/12 11:08p Employment/Labor 

tonight... some pilots for united airlines say they deserve a better 
deal... after years of sacrifice to keep their company in business 
following 9/11... and to make their point... they showed us what its 
come to for some pilots between shifts.    in a statement... united 
said that any reference to the r-v park as a quote "ghetto" was 
nothing but a p-r campaign by the pilot's union. 

0:26 6/1/12 11:07p Employment/Labor 

a new "rotten" jobs report paints an ugly picture... of the u-s 
economy. job growth has stalled... the stock market has dropped... 
significantly....and unemployment is back on the rise.  the labor 
department says... the u-s economy added only '69' thousand jobs 
in "may"... that's 'way' lower than expected. and... unemployment 
ticked 'up'... from 'eight-point-one' percent... to 'eight-point-two' 
percent... it's the 'first' increase in '11' months. 

0:21 6/6/12 11:09p Employment/Labor 

the company that operates albertsons has announced plans to lay-
off 25-hundred employees in california and nevada.  every store will 
get hit by these lay-off's. through july first. the company has already 
down-sized its fullerton support center... albertsons is not saying 
whether it plans to close any of its stores. 

1:33 6/26/12 6:06p Employment/Labor 
US trucking industry facing driver shortage. Driver shortage is over 
100,000 drivers nationwide; shortage blamed on tougher screening 
process, economy, higher fuel prices. 

2:35 4/2/12 11:15p entertainment 

here in los angeles... the 'blind' auditions... and the 'battle rounds' 
are over... and... for the 'final' contestants... on n-b-c's "the voice"... 
'this' was the night for them to show their stuff 'live.' the live 
performance showdown took place right here in burbank.  and that's 
where n-b-c-4's ted chen has been all night! ted! 

0:17 4/2/12 11:23p entertainment 

tonight... actor alec baldwin is engaged!  the 53 year-old star says 
he popped the question -- to 28 year-old yoga instructor hilaria 
thomas. they've been dating since last summer. baldwin credits 
thomas with helping him slim down. 

0:40 4/2/12 11:32p entertainment 

when we say anything that touches marilyn monroe's is hot... we're 
right. they used to call them...unmentionables... and even they 
turned a profit! yep... somebody bid '44-thousand' dollars... to own 
underwear... once worn... by the legendary siren.  marilyn monroe 
wore the underwear... in the 1954 movie "river of no return." they 
were part of a 'huge' lot of celebrity memorabilia... on the auction 
block... in beverly hills... over the weekend. allan "whitey" snyder... 
monroe's makeup artist for 15 years... put the items on the auction 
block. besides the undergarments... a tube of mascara owned by 
monroe sold for 56-hundred dollars. 
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1:06 4/3/12 11:13p entertainment 

tonight... a private investigator claims o-j simpson's son killed nicole 
brown simpson... and ron goldman... back in 19-94. in his new 
book... called "o-j is innocent and i can prove it"... william dear... 
says jason simpson is responsible.  william dear says he sifted 
through jason simpson's trash... and an abandoned storage locker 
to find a treasure trove of circumstantial evidence clearing o-j. o-j 
simpson has always vehemently denied the claims some people 
have made against him. 

2:03 4/3/12 11:16p entertainment 

tonight the voice had its first live elimination show of the season.... 
two singers from team blake... and two from team christina had to 
be sent home... so who survived to sing another day...  nbc4's ted 
chen is live in burbank... ted... 

2:10 4/4/12 11:03p entertainment 

widening the 101 freeway? tonight... we get our first look at a-e-g's 
big plans to ease traffic in downtown l-a... if the company does in 
fact... build an nfl stadium there!  nbc 4's robert kovacik is live in 
downtown l-a with the details. big plans... robert. 

1:40 4/4/12 11:06p entertainment 
the final autopsy report on whitney houston is out... and it reveals 
new details about the final hours of her life! nbc4's patrick healy has 
the story. 

0:36 4/4/12 11:22p entertainment 

we've all followed the ups and downs of lindsay lohan over the 
years... and now... a video' on-line... which shows how her looks 
have changed... the photos of the actress morphs over the two and 
a half decades of her lifetime...  it starts off as a baby... then her 
teen years... and then it shows all the changes leading up to today... 
you can see her familiar looks going through rapid change! the 
actress was just released from probation following almost five years 
of arrests... rehab and jail... it's a viral web hit... viewed so far... 
nearly three million times. 

2:01 4/6/12 11:04p entertainment 

and... it's the "walk of shame" for yet another young hollywood 
star... actress amanda bynes is facing d-u-i charges after allegedly 
hitting a sheriff's patrol car! n-b-c-4's gordon tokumatsu... is live in 
west hollywood! gordon! 

1:13 4/9/12 11:04p entertainment 

tomorrow is opening day at dodger stadium...and right now... there's 
added police presence and security....to insure there's not a repeat 
of last year.  l-a-p-d has extra patrols "in" and "around" the stadium 
before tomorrow's one o'clock game. the added security comes one 
year after bryan stow was attacked in the stadium parking lot... 
following the first game of the year. let's go to alex calder, live in 
newschopper 4... with the latest. 

1:54 4/9/12 11:09p entertainment 

it's "the voice" with a shot of adrenaline! tonight the hit singing 
competition held its second week of live performances-- team adam 
versus team cee-loo...and we could almost hear the fans ...from 
here!  live at 11... nbc4's ted chen is in burbank... where the 
contestants belted out the hits without a parachute! hi ted. 

2:04 4/10/12 11:09p entertainment 

four singers were given the boot tonight on the voice... coaches 
"adam levine" and "cee lo green" had to decide who would 'go' and 
who would 'survive' to sing another day...  [[lucy/s x s] nbc4's ted 
chen is live in burbank... ted... 

0:41 4/11/12 11:16p entertainment 

beverly hills police officially closed the whitney houston death 
investigation today. and they released the 9-1-1 calls made by 
security at the beverly hilton the day she died.  beverly hills police 
say there was no evidence to suggest her death was anything but 
an accident. the coroner concluded houston drowned in a bath tub 
at the hotel... and **that** was the official cause of death. 
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0:34 4/13/12 11:16p entertainment 

they've been together so long... it's sort of like angelina jolie and 
brad pitt are already married. but... they're not... and... tonight... the 
word is out... they are finally engaged.  here's the proof. quite the 
ring... designed by a beverly hills jeweler... apparently with input... 
from brad pitt... himself... clearly on display this week... when the 
couple visited the "l-a county museum of art". the hollywood 
reporter got the photo. pitt's manager confirms they're engaged. 
they've been together... seven years and have six children. 

2:04 4/16/12 11:17p entertainment 

a new twist on the voice tonight.. two singers sent home by their 
coaches... in the show's first instant elimination.  nbc 4's kim 
baldonado is live in burbank... where the voice just wrapped for the 
night. kim. 

0:26 4/17/12 11:08p entertainment 

how does mayor kim kardashian sound? it appears that... if the 
reality star has her way... that's what she'll be called. on the next 
episode of the reality show "khloe and lamar..." kim tells her sister 
that she wants to run for mayor of glendale in about five years. kim 
says she'll have to buy a house there first to establish full 
residency... and says she's choosing glendale because of it's large 
armenian population. 

0:46 4/17/12 11:08p entertainment 

the waiting is over for rocker tom petty... his band now has their 
stolen guitars back.. just in time for their next tour.  police in culver 
city recovered the guitars after one of them was pawned at a shop 
in hollywood. that led them to a private security guard who works at 
culver studios. tom petty and the heartbreakers have been 
rehearsing there.. and police say that where they were stolen last 
week.  police arrested the security guard -- 51-year-old daryl 
washington -- at his home.. and eventually found all of the guitars. 

1:44 4/17/12 11:09p entertainment 

the field got a little bit smaller tonight... as judges on "the voice" 
made some big decisions!! and there was a big surprise guest... 
who although young... provided huge inspiration for the singers... 
and the audience!!  nbc four's kim baldonado is live outside the 
studio! kim! 

0:27 4/17/12 11:33p entertainment 

lots of people are talking about this hologram of the late tupac 
shakur... it was used sunday at the coachella music festival. the 
company that created the image says it's hoping to do it again...with 
other deceased performers. on social media... people are 
suggesting the stars they'd like to see performing again... tupac's 
hologram performance will be reprised at the coachella festival 
again this weekend. 

0:27 4/18/12 11:23p entertainment 

let the games begin!... in just 100 days! that's how much time is left 
till the start of the 2012 london olympics.  there were ceremonies 
today across london to celebrate the 100-day mark. even the famed 
guards at buckingham palace got into the act. in new york, team u-
s-a members and those hoping to make the team - filled times 
square. the london olympics begin july 27th. 

0:30 4/20/12 11:14p entertainment 

the second weekend of coachella is now officially underway!  
***sot*** "the black keys" headlined tonight at the famed coachella 
music festival. for the first time, the festival is taking place on back-
to-back weekends! coachella saw records crowds last week... and 
cooler weather. this weekend... fans will see temperatures in the 
low 100s! 
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0:22 4/23/12 11:14p entertainment 

tonight we're learning more about dick clark's health in the hours 
before he died... according to his death certificate... dick clark had 
prostate surgery... the day before he suffered that massive heart 
attack...representatives for clark confirm that he has been 
cremated... and his ashes have been scattered at sea. plans for a 
memorial service are still being finalized 

2:07 4/23/12 11:15p entertainment 

tonight fans of "the voice" saw just how difficut it is for the coaches 
to send someone home - after working with them for mentoriing 
them for weeks. tonight it was "team cee lo" and "team adam!"  
nbc4's kim baldonado was backstage and she's over at warner 
brothers studio. hi kim. 

0:24 4/24/12 11:06p entertainment 

new at 11.. octomom nadia suleman... investigated at home after 
claims of child neglect.  this video posted on t-m-z shows la habra 
police... and child services showing up at nadya suleman's home. 
police say they received a complaint... that the kids were living in 
filthy conditions. investigators determined the children were not in 
any danger. and living conditions were quote "suitable." 

1:48 4/24/12 11:09p Entertainment 
and... on "the voice" tonight... it's all going down to the wire! there 
were tough decisions tonight for team cee-lo and team adam...  and 
nbc four's kim baldonado is there... live in burbank! kim! 

0:34 4/24/12 11:23p entertainment 

tonight... there's a bounty on tim tebow's virginity. an adult website 
is offering a big payout to any woman who can prove she had a 
"liaison"... with the jets quarterback.  ashley madison dot com... is 
offering one million dollars to any woman who can get tebow to 
break his vow of abstienence. something he says won't happen until 
marriage... a spokesperson for the website claims... there's no way 
he'll survive a year in new york without falling to temptation. 

0:44 4/26/12 11:05p entertainment 

it looks as if there is a new crisis ahead for "octomom" nadya 
suleman.. she could lose her home... on monday!  suleman lives in 
la habra with her 14 children... including the octuplets she had three 
years ago. the man who sold her the home kept the bank loan in his 
name... all she had to do was make the monthly payments to him. 
but she's hasn't for 11-months and suleman is owes 33-thousand 
dollars in missed payments. and the man with the loan can't pay the 
mortgage either. so, a bank foreclosure auction is now set for 
monday. earlier this week, police and welfare workers were at the 
house to check out a report unsanitory living conditions. but after 
checking the house... they dismissed that report. 

0:54 4/30/12 11:09p entertainment 

bobbiy brown is taling about his ex wife for the first time since her 
accidental death. in an exclusive interview with nbc... bobby brown 
opened up about the death of whitney houston. he denies ever 
introducing her to drugs... and says he thought she had stopped 
using.  you can see matt lauer's exclusive interview with bobby 
brown wednesday morning... on the today show. 

0:32 4/30/12 11:13p entertainment 

don't worry.... this jet was supposed to crash... the discovery 
channel totaled the old 7-2-7 on purpose friday as part of a scientific 
experiment... the only passengers were crash-test dummies... the 
pilot got out... just moments before the jet hit the ground on a 
remote part of mexico's desert... they're hoping to find out how to 
make plane crashes more survivable...  the test results will be 
shown later this year on the discovery channel. 
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2:54 4/30/12 11:15p entertainment 

by now you know the show that preceeds us, "smash"... is about 
getting a musical on the life of marilyn monroe... to the stage. so 
perhaps your wondering... about the "real" marilyn monroe... well, 
lucky for you... you're in l-a... and you can walk in her legendary 
footsteps! here's nbc4's kim baldonado... 

0:28 4/30/12 11:23p entertainment 

celebrity chef guy fieri had chalked it up as a huge loss... but police 
in the bay area have found his stolen 200-thousand dollar 
lamborghini. the 2008 lamborghini gallardo was stolen from a san 
francisco car dealership a year ago. sheriff's investigators were 
investigating another case when they found the car in a storage 
unit. the unit was registered to a 17 year-old boy... who is now 
wanted. 

0:10 5/1/12 11:00p entertainment 
we're following a developing story! a four-alarm fire... at tyler perry's 
production studio. we're getting reports... that part of a building has 
collapsed... we have the very latest.... 

1:29 5/1/12 11:03p entertainment 

now to our other big story... that fire tonight... at tyler perry's atlanta 
studio.  nbc4's robert kovacik is live in our newsroom with this 
developing story. robert.  tyler perry was there at his studios when 
the blaze started and battled by close to 100 firefighters. here's 
some video from our nbc affiliate in atlanta though tough to see 
from behind the fence of the 30 acre property..  but we are told at 
one point flames were shooting as high as nearby trees--that's 
about six stories high. a four alarm fire that took about an hour to 
put out...leaving considerable damage including the partial collapse 
of a building. this is a complex that includes a 200 thousand square 
foot studio...five sound stages. just this past march the tyler perry 
studios received national attention.  that's tyler perry introducing 
president obama at fundraiser held at the studios. tonight no injuries 
reported and now investigators are trying to determine the cause of 
the blaze. perry was seen being updated by the chief of the atlanta 
fire department.  forbes magazine named tyler perry the wealthiest 
man in entertainment. he has a home here in the hollywood hills... 
and performed just two weeks ago at the nokia theatre. tonight 
perry had no comment... and employees leaving the studio said 
they were instructed not to speak to the media. i'm robert kovacik. 

0:26 5/1/12 11:14p entertainment 

fashion star mentor jessica simpson gave birth to a baby girl today... 
and by most accounts... the delivery had just as much *style* as the 
pregnancy!!  t-m-z reports that simpson gave birth in one of these 
four thousand dollar a night suites at cedars sinai medical center. 
simpson and fiance eric johnson say the baby girl.. named maxwell 
drew johnson... weighed in at nine pounds 13 ounces... and 
everybody is doing well. 

0:56 5/1/12 11:23p Entertainment 
it's down to the final four on the voice. tonight was the last semi-final 
show... and each coach had to make some tough decisions.... so 
who's staying... and who's going? here's nbc4's kim baldonado. 
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2:06 5/2/12 11:12p entertainment 

an emotional magic johnson at today's big ceremony introducing the 
new owners of the dodgers!  this new group is promising big things 
not only for the team, but fans as well... and they started out with 
something that will make fans happy right away! a busy night for 
fred! hey there!  it's been just over a month since the guggenheim 
baseball management team bought the dodgers from frank mccourt 
for a record 2 point-15 billion dollars.. and today, the ownership 
group held their first news conference where they announced they 
have lowered parking prices from 15 to 10 dollars.. they also 
stressed a committment to the fans and bringing a winner to the 
field..  yes, they're committed, but the hot topic issue today was 
what involvement does frank mccourt have with the team, namely 
with the parking lots?  so there! the new owners also want to hear 
from you the fans so they have established a website to email them 
with questions, complaints and ideas.. the website is fanbox at la 
dodgers dot com.. 

0:42 5/3/12 11:32p Entertainment 

the big final showdown is looming on n-b-c's "the voice"... and fans 
got a bit of a preview today. the four finalists gave a special live 
concert performance this morning at universal citywalk.  in addition 
to mann, the other "voice" finalists are juliet simms, tony lucca and 
jermaine paul. the hit show wraps up its season next week... with 
the final live performances on monday night... and the results show 
on tuesday night. you can catch it all right here on n-b-c. 

1:01 5/7/12 11:04p Entertainment 

tonight... john travolta is being sued for assault and sexual 
battery.... and according to court documents....the alleged details... 
are shocking! a masseur claims the actor tried to have sex with him 
after hiring him for a massage.  the documents claim travolta 
touched the man's genital area... and continued to pursue the idea 
of sex with the man. that's after he allegedly picked up the 
massuer... in an suv.. littered with condoms and cake wrappers. the 
suit claims travolta apologized for his behavior. that massuer wants 
2-million dollars in damages. nbc4's legal analyst royal oakes says 
travolta can do one of two things.  ***sot*** ***sot*** travolta's 
attorney released a statement saying this lawsuit is complete fiction 
and fabrication... and that none of the events claimed in the suit 
*ever occured. 

2:10 5/7/12 11:08p Entertainment 

the southern california horse that won the kentucky derby winner.... 
is now in maryland preparing for the preakness! there's excitement 
there, and at the track at santa anita!  n-b-c-four's robert kovacik is 
live tonight at the track in arcadia. robert! 

2:40 5/7/12 11:15p Entertainment 

people are tuning in week after week to see what makes the 
characters tick on nbc's hit show smash... but in addition to talented 
actors... it's what surrounds the people on screen that often reveals 
the most about them... and that's the responsibility of the production 
designer - nbc4's lolita lopez, shows us how it's done. 

1:21 5/7/12 11:23p Entertainment 
they sang tonight like their lives depended on it! four finalists... one 
last shot to win over fans in "the voice" finals! nbc4's kim baldonado 
was there for the emotional, final performances. 

0:36 5/8/12 11:00p Entertainment 

it's a dream come true for jermaine paul of team blake... as season 
two of "the voice" comes to a dramatic conclusion.  nbc four's kim 
baldonado spoke to the winner tonight over at the warner brothers 
lot... kim... 

1:55 5/8/12 11:04p Entertainment 
more trouble for john travolta! a second male masseur has come 
forward... claiming the actor sexually assaulted him.  nbc4's robert 
kovacik is live in beverly hills with details, robert? 
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1:46 5/8/12 11:17p Entertainment 
there can be only one winner on "the voice" ... and tonight... singer 
jermaine paul won that honor. nbc four's kim baldonado is live in 
burbank... with the fairy tale story: 

0:32 5/9/12 11:14p Entertainment 

actor john travolta is said to have paparazzi photos and a restaurant 
receipt... that can prove he was in new york not los angeles when 
he was susposedly involved in a sexual assualt.  according to t-m-
z... these pictures show travolta was at a photo shoot in new york... 
on january 16th. that's the same day he's accused of assaulting a 
masseur in beverly hills. travolta's people also showed off a receipt 
from a new york restaurant from the same day. the alleged incident 
in beverly hills... is one of two sexual assault alligations. 

0:25 5/10/12 11:07p Entertainment 

a third man has come forward... accusing actor john travolta of 
sexual harassment.  according to "radar online"... a former royal 
caribbean employee says travolta offered him 12-thousand dollars 
for sex... during a cruise in 2009. the employee claims he told his 
supervisors... but they didn't believe him. earlier this week... two 
masseurs... one in beverly hills... and one in atlanta... also accused 
travolta of sexual harassment. 

1:17 5/10/12 11:08p Entertainment 

the latest chapter in "shock-jock" howard stern's career is about to 
hit nbc prime-time. some wonder if "america's got talent" is ready for 
stern's "rounchy" style - stern says monday night will be different.    
stern's salary is said to be somewhere between 10 and 20 million 
dollars. the show premieres this monday. 

0:30 5/11/12 11:03p Entertainment 

tonight... we're learning more about an alleged extortion plot against 
legendary entertainer, stevie wonder. one of the suspects is his 
nephew!  looking here at video of stevie wonder... according the d-
a's office... the nephew, alpha walker, and a woman,tamara diaz, 
threatened to reveal embarrassing information about stevie... if he 
didn't meet their demands. they're both being held on felony 
extortion charges. the two suspects have pleaded *not* guilty... and 
will be back in court next week. 

0:21 5/11/12 11:07p Entertainment 

the pasadena attorney representing two men suing john travolta for 
allegedly groping them.... has dropped one of his clients. the 
attorney says "john doe number one" as he calls him... was "wrong" 
about the date of the alleged attack. the attorney would not 
elaborate, except to say... he will no longer represent "john doe 
number one." 

2:11 5/14/12 11:00p Entertainment 

tonight.... the 17-year old son of angels' superstar torii hunter... has 
been arrested for sexual assault!  it's our top story. i'm chuck henry. 
and i'm colleen williams. the angels just wrapped up their game a 
litte while ago... *without* hunter in the line-up.  nbc4's beverly white 
is live at angels stadium... with the details... bev? 

3:11 5/14/12 11:14p Entertainment 

shock jock howard stern returned to broadcast televisiojn tonight as 
the newest judge on, "america's got talent." the show kicked off its 
seventh season tonight...  n-b-c-4's lolita lopez is here now to show 
us how... a-g-t is bringing out howard's sentimental side... lolita!  
frankly what we know about howard stern is he can be crude and 
crass but the 58-year old radio and tv giant is now the man who has 
shed a tear all in the name of talent.    the show is counting on 
howard stern to bring a lot to the table...it is why they moved the live 
shows from l-a to new york as part of his deal among the 
presumable other concessions to get the shock jock to press that 
buzzer. 
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0:15 5/16/12 11:07p Entertainment 

actor nick stahl... who played john connor in "terminator 3"... is 
missing. his wife told police... she hasn't seen him in a week. she 
says the actor had been going dow to skid row a lot recently... and 
she's worried his disappearance may have something to do with 
drugs. 

2:04 5/17/12 11:03p Entertainment 

tonight... staples center and the downtown area are in full playoff 
mode! the kings won tonight and they're now... only one win away 
from the stanley cup finals... next game is sunday at noon. and the 
clippers and the lakers are coming home... starting tomorrow 
night.... you might call it a full house.  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in 
downtown l-a. kim? 

0:38 5/18/12 11:08p Entertainment 

it's a sports fan's dream... and it could turn out to be a nightmare for 
drivers this weekend. staples center will host playoff games for the 
lakers, the clippers and the kings this weekend... all in the same 
place... home court and home ice. game 1 of 5... has already been 
played.  this was the scene just moments ago... as thousands of 
mostly happy fans left staples center after the lakers game with 
oklahoma city. tomorrow... the lakers and clippers both have games 
at staples. then on sunday... the clippers will share the venue with 
the kings. adding to all that...the "tour of california" bike race ends at 
staples on sunday morning... 11-45 while the kings begin at noon. 

0:33 5/18/12 11:15p Entertainment 

actor will smith... backhand slapped a male reporter who apparently 
tried to kiss him on the lips... during a red carpet even in moscow. 
take a look.  ***sot*** this happened during "men in black three" 
premier. according to tmz... the reporter often kisses celebrities as 
part of his shtick. smith wasn't having it. later he told some camera 
crews... that guys was lucky he didn't get sucker punched. 

1:25 5/22/12 11:00p Entertainment 

but first! huge breaking news in sports! the kings have won the 
western conference finals.... in an amazing game that went down to 
the final minutes of overtime. they beat phoenix tonight 4 to 3 in 
overtime! next stop the stanley cup finals.. for the first time since 
1993!!! fred roggin is live with the team in arizona! fred  live swoosh  
hello from glendale arizona.. it's been a remarkable run for the 
kings.. coming into the playoffs as the 8th seed, they knocked off 
the #1, #2 and now #3 seeded teams in the western conference.. 
they've punched their ticket to the stanley cup finals for the first time 
since 1993..  this game had a little bit of everything.. plenty of 
scoring and oh yeah, plenty of hitting.. colin fraser, up and over the 
boards.. down goes fraser.. down goes fraser.. game 5 would be 
decided in overtime.. tied at 3.. dustin penner who has provided 
more laughs than goals this season.. scored the biggest goal of his 
career.. the overtime winner and just like that the kings are going to 
the stanley cup finals.. they beat the coyotes 4-3 winning the 
western conference.. next stop.. new york or new jersey.. 

1:24 5/22/12 11:02p Entertainment 
tonight... funnyman and saturday night live...alum ...michael mckean 
is recovering after being hit by a car in manhattan.  nbc4's kim 
baldonado is live in the newsroom with details, kim? 
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0:40 5/22/12 11:23p Entertainment 

this week marks the 20th anniversary of johnny carson's last tonight 
show broadcast!! and to mark the occasion... a local auction house 
has put some fascinating carson memorabilia on the **online** 
auction block!!  among the items... a hand-written monologue that 
carson prepared when he hosted a friar's club dinner... then there's 
carson's four drawer makeup case... featuring his beloved 
lifesavers. there's also some art work that was used to bump into 
commercial breaks... and a carson coffee mug. you can find out 
more at nbc la dot com... click on carson auction. 

0:29 5/24/12 6:24a Entertainment 

many james bond fans are outraged that "double-oh-seven" is 
swapping his iconic vodka martini - shaken, not stirred - for a 
heineken beer in the upcoming film "skyfall!" heineken reportedly 
paid 45-million dollars for the movie's product placement. one-time 
"bond" actor george lazenby calls the new movie a sellout. but 
current "bond" daniel craig says his new drink of choice stays true 
to the character. 

0:21 5/24/12 11:23p Entertainment 

transformers the ride 3-d opens to the public tomorrow in hollywood. 
but we got a sneak peek today...  it's been three years in the 
making... the ride fuses 3-d and h-d media -- propelling riders along 
2-thousand feet of track surrounded by wind, smoke, water and 
gigantic screens. 

2:15 5/28/12 11:04p Entertainment 

the l-a county sheriff's tomorrow will be out looking for 
witnesses...may have seen pop star justin beier in a calabasas mall. 
a photographer who says that's were beiber alledgedly "roughed 
him up".  nbc4's patrick healy is live at the shopping center in 
calabasas... patrick! 

2:32 5/28/12 11:14p Entertainment 

elvis, once had it all to himself for two months - and now you can 
have it too, if your the winning bidder. we're talking about "the kings" 
temporary crypt where he was placed for a short time.  robert 
kovacik is live in beverly hills with details. robert. 

0:28 5/29/12 11:32p Entertainment 

you could call it a "birkin backlash." one of clint eastwood's 
daughters is being criticized for destroying an expensive handbag 
that few people could afford... francesca eastwood says people 
don't understand that what she did is a form of art.  if you're not 
familiar with the birkin bag... you might be surprised to learn that 
they can cost six figures!! so when 19 year old francesca eastwood 
cut one up with a chainsaw and set it on fire... a lot of people 
considered it wasteful. these photos were taken by eastwood's 
boyfriend... photographer tyler shields ... who documented the 
destruction for his new project... called... fashion kills. 

1:11 5/30/12 11:06p Entertainment 

kings-mania... alive and well tonight at l-a live!  the kings beating the 
new jersey devils in overtime... going up one-zip in the stanley cup 
final. the breakaway goal by kopitar... was a thing of beauty...fred 
roggin has the latest from the prudential center in newark, new 
jersey.    you can see game two of the stanley cup final... right here 
on nbc4... saturday starting at five o'clock. 

0:31 5/31/12 5:04a Entertainment Frank McCourt Probe- may have used team money wrongly 

0:20 5/31/12 5:05a Entertainment Kings Mania- fans celebrate victory 

0:13 5/31/12 5:16a Entertainment Top Stories- Kings win game one 

1:25 5/31/12 5:16a Entertainment sports- kings highlights, fred roggin 

2:07 5/31/12 5:23a Entertainment The Trend- fans reaction to kings win 

0:46 5/31/12 5:35a Entertainment kings win game one 

0:15 5/31/12 5:44a Entertainment kings win game one 
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0:30 5/31/12 6:05a Entertainment Frank McCourt probe- abusing team money 

0:32 5/31/12 6:05a Entertainment kings win game one 

0:16 5/31/12 6:16a Entertainment kings win game one 

1:44 5/31/12 6:25a Entertainment the trend- fans reaction to kings win 

1:33 5/31/12 6:41a Entertainment sports- fred roggin highlights of Kings game 

0:29 5/31/12 11:04p Entertainment 

the murder trial for bruce beresford-redman .... is now underway in 
mexico. the former survivor producer is accused of killing his wife, 
monica, while the couple vacationed with their kids in cancun, two 
years ago. during today's proceedings... beresford-redman listened 
to the prosecution's first witness... from a cage in the courtroom. he 
passed along a few questions to his attorney during cross-
examination. testimony is expected to continue for several months. 

1:25 6/4/12 11:05p Entertainment 

incredible.. almost some might say... supernatural... yes,the kings 
tonight are just 48 hours and one win away from taking the stanley 
cup... the kings... with simon gagne back on the ice tonight after 
almost 6 months... ran right through the devils tonight in game three 
of the stanley cup...!  fred roggin's here to talk about a remarkable 
night at staples center! fred... it was a game in the first period... and 
then!!!!  the kings are making all sorts of history this postseason.. 
perfect on the road and pretty much perfect tonight...  game 3 
started with wayne gretzky dropping the puck.. first stanley cup final 
game in l-a since '93, first ever inside staples.. a defensive battle in 
the opening period but in the second the kings struck twice, exerting 
their will and proving themselves dominant.. another pair of goals in 
the third and when all was said and done they scored four times to 
the devils zero.. jonathan quick with a shutout, denied everything in 
sight.. it is simply unbelievable but the kings are up 3-0 in the 
stanley cup final, just one win away from hockey's holy grail.. the 
kings now have a chance to sweep, they can wrap it up at home on 
wednesday...  should be quite the party at staples.. by the way, only 
one team has ever come back from a 3-0 deficit to win the stanley 
cup.. we'll hear from the victorious kings coming up in sports... 

0:26 6/4/12 11:32p Entertainment 

there were rumblings... but now we know for sure. sir paul 
mccartney confirmed today that he will close out the opening 
ceremony of the upcoming summer olympics. it's sure to be a 
spectacle... overseen by "slumdog millionaire" director danny boyle. 
the 2012 summer olympics kick off july 27th... right here on n-b-c4! 

0:22 6/5/12 11:08p Entertainment 

tommy lasorda, former manager and iconic image of the losangeles 
dogers is recovering from a mild heart attack. the team says lasorda 
is "resting comfortably and in stable condition" at a hospital in new 
york city.  lasorda joked that doctors confirmed he in fact does, 
bleeds dodger blue... and he's "looking forward to being back at the 
stadium to cheer on the dodgers." 

0:20 6/5/12 11:09p Entertainment 

sheryl crow says she has a benign brain tumor.  the grammy 
winning singer/songwriter says she has no symptoms... and is 
happy... and healthy. crow told the "las vegas review journal" she 
had been worrying about her memory... and that's what pushed her 
to get an m-r-i. in 2006... she successfully battled breast cancer. 
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0:34 6/5/12 11:16p Entertainment 

miss pennsylvania has some "ugly" things to say about the miss 
usa pageant - claiming the competition was rigged.  sheena monnin 
resigned as miss pennsylvania after claiming contestants saw a list 
of the top five miss usa finalists quote: "before the show ever 
started." monnin says she can no longer be associated with an 
organization she considers to be quote: "fraudulent... lacking in 
morals ... and in many ways trashy." unquote. she did not win the 
miss usa pageant... miss rhode island did. pageant organizers deny 
her allegations. 

2:39 6/6/12 11:00p Entertainment 

the rough stuff wasn't only on the ice with the kings tonight! as 
police made several arrests outside staples center during and after 
tonight's game four.  the kings had a chance to take the stanley cup 
tonight... but it wasn't to be... it's our top story. i'm chuck henry. and 
i'm colleen williams. now...game 5 on saturday...5 o'clock start in 
new jersey.  huge police presence near staples center 
tonight...police ...not taking any chances with rowdy fans! nbc4's 
robert kovacik is live in downtown l-a. robert? 

0:21 6/6/12 11:03p Entertainment 

there was alot of build-up and excitment going into tonight's game 
four - then reality kicked-in. and kings fans will have to wait a little 
longer to celebrate. it went right down to the final minutes...game 
tied...then the devils put one past jonathan quick... and finally one 
more in the empty net.  our fred roggin was there and now he's here 
to tell us what happened... fred! 

1:05 6/6/12 11:03p Entertainment 

well what happened is they lost.. we all know that but how and why? 
let's put it this way, the kings are really good.. and they've been on 
fire.. but the devils are pretty good too and they weren't ready to lay 
down...  that's what everyone in the building wanted to see.. the 
stanley cup on standby.. a defensive struggle for more than two 
periods but with the score tied late in the third, great play by jersey 
to take the puck.. devils rookie adam henrique beat jonathan quick 
for the decisive goal.. and just like that, the kings were defeated, 
their fans deflated, and their celebration delayed at least one more 
game...    and with the series 3-1, that next game will be saturday in 
new jersey.. coming up in sports, somebody made kings coach 
darryl sutter very angry tonight.. and that's one man you don't want 
to get angry..  i know you guys were ready to party.. just put it on 
hold a couple days...  

1:40 6/8/12 11:08p Entertainment "I'll have another" retired due to leg injury 

0:28 6/8/12 11:13p Entertainment Lohan Car Crash- drove rented car into dumb truck 

2:09 6/8/12 11:15p Entertainment game 5- kings vs devils different bars will show game 

3:37 6/11/12 11:00p Entertainment 

***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** it 'is' true. it's the kings' cup. after '45' 
long years... the "los angeles kings" are "stanley cup" champions... 
for the very first time.  and outside staples center! fans celebrate... 
as police stand-by in riot gear... just in case!  after nearly half a 
century the wait for the only "cup" that matters in hockey is over. i'm 
chuck henry. and... i'm lucy noland... in for "colleen williams."  nbc 
4's robert kovacik begins our coverage... live in "downtown l-a." 
what a night... robert. 

2:38 6/11/12 11:04p Entertainment 

now let's head to fred roggin who was at staples center tonight for 
the kings big win where somewhere in that building i'm sure there's 
still a party.. fred...    the stars have officially aligned...the kings did 
it, they've won the stanley cup...and maybe the best part, they gave 
the fans a reason to celebrate for practically the whole game. 
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2:09 6/11/12 11:07p Entertainment 

the kings victory... reverberated up the freeway to dodger stadium! 
the crowd watching the dodgers and angels game went wild... as 
final seconds of the stanley cup was put on the big screen!  now... 
that "the kings" are the "stanley cup" champions... it's time for a 'big' 
parade.  nbc 4's kim baldonado is live in "downtown l-a"... with 
'details' on the 'big' celebration... in the works. kim. 

0:30 6/11/12 11:32p Entertainment Recap of all goals scored by Kings 

2:38 6/12/12 11:00p Entertainment 

i'm chuck henry. and now let's get to the hottest ticket in town! 
tickets to the kings rally! i'm lucy noland... in for colleen williams. 
tickets for the "kings rally" are supposed to be 'free'... but... right 
now...they're selling for a 'lot' of money.  nbc 4's kim baldonado is 
live at "staples center." kim... that didn't take long. 

1:58 6/13/12 11:05p Entertainment 
rap star kanye west's home in the ... hollywood hills was hit by 
burglars! they broke into his house... while he was on tour!  nbc 
four's angie crouch is live in the hollywood hills... 

0:20 6/13/12 11:07p Entertainment 

cycling great "lance armstrong"... tonight faces 'new' doping 
charges. though... 'federal' prosecutors have just closed 'their' case 
against him... the "u-s anti doping agency" has just opened its. 
and... if he's found guilty... the agency could 'strip' "armstrong" of his 
seven "tour de france" titles. armstrong says... he hass 'never' used 
'performance-enhancing' drugs. 

0:15 6/14/12 11:06p Entertainment 

new developments in the "mexican" trial... of reality t-v producer 
"bruce beresford redman." he's accused of killing his wife 
"monica"... while on vacation... in "cancun." prosecutors say 
autopsy results show... it appears she was 'suffocated'... by a pillow 
in her hotel room. 

0:24 6/14/12 11:14p Entertainment 

former president "george w bush's" likeness... has made a 'very' un-
flattering cameo... to say the least... in the h-b-o show... "game of 
thrones".  the "severed head" is a prop... bearing a resemblance to 
the former president... it appears mounted on a stick... during the 
show's season finale. the head was covered with a wig and covered 
in mud. h-b-o has issued an apology. 

0:21 6/14/12 11:15p Entertainment 

entertainer chris brown is cooperating with new york city police 
tonight... after members of his entourage were involved in an early 
morning bar brawl... with the security team of rapper... "drake." 
brown tweeted this picture... showing a gash on his chin. drake is 
denying involvement. several witnesses say... the two started 
fighting over singer rihanna... whom they've both dated. 

0:19 6/14/12 11:32p Entertainment 

it's a big morning tomorrow on "the today show"! because "the 
beebs" will be performing live!  justin bieber fans have been 
camping out... for days... to make sure they get a chance... to see 
him perform on the "today" show. 

0:28 6/15/12 11:07p Entertainment 

what happened to lindsay lohan this morning? when she failed to 
show up on the set of her made-for-tv movie about elizabeth 
taylor... the producers sent paramedics to her hotel room.  lohan's 
publicist and her mother both said... her schedule has been 
grueling... and she was just exhausted... last week lohan was 
involved in an accident on p-c-h on her way to work on the same 
movie that time... she was sent to the hospital for a check up... but 
today that wasn't necessary. 

0:12 6/19/12 11:10p Entertainment 

the home of so-called "octomom"... "nadya suleman"... is officially 
'foreclosed.' at an auction this morning... 'nobody' bid on the 
property... so it went back to the bank. and... 'now'...the bank will 
have to initiate 'eviction' proceedings. 
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0:20 6/19/12 11:22p Entertainment 

a "new york daily news" photographer who claims "alec baldwin" 
punched him in the chin... has filed a police report.  the scuffle 
happened this morning... when "baldwin"... and his fiancee were 
leaving the "city marriage license bureau." the photographer says 
the actor started shoving... then planted a punch. but... baldwin 
says the photographer 'started' the fight... when a passerby 
'blocked' his camera shot. 

0:14 6/19/12 11:22p Entertainment 
and... actor johnny depp... and vanessa paradis are calling it quits. 
the couple says they've separated amicably after 14-years. the 
announcement follows reports their relationship was on the rocks. 

0:29 6/21/12 11:03p Entertainment 

and... you can probably guess why... there is breaking news out of 
miami.... right now!  this was the scene...outside american airlines 
arena... tonight...when the miami heat won the nba championship 
tonight over the oklahoma city thunder. at one point... some fans 
were reportedly hitting a bus... we *believe was carrying the 
oklahoma city team. no major problems reported. mario will have 
highlights of the game... and much more...later in sports. 

0:41 6/25/12 11:01p Entertainment 

it's video of bruce beresford-redman, pacing around in a courtroom 
cell in cancun, mexico . his attorney says he's becoming 
increasingly frustrated... by government delays... like a prosecution 
witness not showing up today... the former reality t-v producer stays 
in a cage during the trial... that's the way they do it in mexico... he's 
accused of murdering his wife two years ago.. while on vacation in 
cancun. 

0:22 6/25/12 11:23p Entertainment 

here's an opportunity to say... you stayed over at pamela 
anderson's house.  the former "baywatch" star is renting her malibu 
beach home for a "whopping" 50-thousand dollars a month! the 
three-bedroom... two and a half bath home features a swimming 
pool...and a wet bar! anderson reportedly hit some home-owner 
troubles while she was remodeling.. and was sued by contractors 
for payments. 

0:41 6/26/12 5:40p Entertainment new musical will be based on spice girls songs, will open in 
december 

0:22 6/26/12 5:41p Entertainment 50 Cent was taken to the hospital after car accident in NYC; he's 
fine now. 

0:29 6/26/12 5:41p Entertainment hats worn by Kate Middleton auctioned off for $11,000. 

0:25 6/26/12 6:15p Entertainment HBO alters scene from Game of Thrones that showed George W 
Bush's head on a pole. 

1:27 6/26/12 11:07p Entertainment 

performer katy perry stopped traffic in hollywood tonight! she 
surprised a lot of people... when she threw a street concert... but 
because of the heat there tody... several fans were over-come!  n-b-
c-4's kim baldonado reports tonight on hollywood boulevard. kim! 

0:18 6/27/12 11:13p Entertainment 
here it is! our new olympic countdown clock! we are exactly one 
month away from the start of the 20-12 olympic games. and tonight 
we debut our clock... ticking down to the opening ceremony.. 

0:12 6/28/12 11:14p Entertainment it's our olympic countdown clock... showing we now have just 28 
days... to go.. until the london olympics! here on nbc 4... 

2:18 6/28/12 11:15p Entertainment 

and the athletes are ready to go! including the u-s mens water polo 
team... which took silver in beijing!! and the current team is here in 
southern california this week... getting some last minute practice 
"in"...  nbc four's janet kwak caught up with the team tonight at 
pepperdine university in malibu! janet! 
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0:14 6/29/12 11:09p Entertainment 
now, to london 2012...  the opening ceremonyhere on n-b-c-4 is 
now less than 28 days away... this is our olympic countdown clock 
there. 

1:17 6/29/12 11:09p Entertainment 

and in tonight's u-s olympic team trials we had lots of excitement! 
fred's here now to show us some major highlights! fred!    nastia 
liukin won 5 medals at the 2008 bejing summer games, including 
the all-around gold...but that was 4 years ago...right now, she is 
starting from scratch trying to make team usa.  tonight in san 
jose...first of 2 rounds at the olympic trials...liukin trying to qualify for 
the team as a specialist in balance beam and the uneven bars...her 
first event was on the bars..and it all went horribly wrong...liukin has 
recently been trying to make a comeback...but her endurance is 
clearly not there yet...she got tired during her routine...knees 
buckled at the top...and then the dismount was even worse...there 
is still another day of trials...but that fall has most likely eliminated 
nastia liukin from making the london team...still a great 
champion...just not meant to be this time around.  but the story is 
completely different at the u.s. swim trials in omaha...huge 
underdog scott weltz won the 200-meter breaststroke with an 
amazing finish..he surged ahead in the final 20 meters to finish the 
race in 2 minutes and 9 seconds..clark burkle finished second...but 
the two favorites, eric shan-toe and brendan hanson finished 3rd 
and 4th..which means no 200 for them in london 

1:19 6/29/12 11:17p Entertainment 

tom cruise jumped over a couch on the "oprah show" just thinking 
about his future wife, katie holmes. tonight, six years later..the 
couch is gone and katie holmes has served tom cruise with divorce 
papers. 

0:20 6/29/12 11:34p Entertainment the opening ceremonyhere on n-b-c-4 is now less than 28 days 
away... this is our olympic countdown clock there. 

0:37 4/11/12 11:09p Environment 

rattled nerves tonight... after earthquake followed by earthquake... 
struck along the ring of fire today...  the quakes hit in "oregon"... 
"mexico"... and "indonesia"... a '5 point 9' struck about 160 miles off 
the oregon coast. no reports of damage.  a 'six-point-five'quake 
shook buildings in mexico city. no initial reports of casualties. and... 
this... was the third big earthquake... to hit mexico... in less than a 
month. but... the strongest quakes rattled indonesia... the worst 
one? an eight-point-six. it sent people running into the streets. but... 
so far... no reports of major damage... or casualties. and... tsunami 
alerts have been canceled. 

2:11 4/17/12 11:04p Environment 

tonight... another whale is tangled in some type of fishing net off the 
coast! it's a story we first told you about at five o'clock.  to find out 
whats happened since then let's go out to n-b-c-four's john cadiz 
klemack in malibu. john! 

0:27 4/23/12 11:14p Environment 

people in orange county were shaken up a little this morning... 
thanks to a magnitude 3-point-9 earthquake...  the quake hit around 
10-30... and was centered near san juan capistrano.... people in 
dana point... san clemente... and as far away as riverside and 
temecula all reported feeling the temblor. there have been no 
reports of damage or injuries.... and fortunately many of the adobe 
buildings at the mission at san juan capistrano have been retrofitted 
to withstand earthquakes like the one that hit the area today. 
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0:26 4/25/12 11:09p Environment 

a dana point fishing charter ran into a bigger fish than anyone on 
board was expecting!!  early this morning... 14 people encountered 
a very large and rare shark!! a 20 foot long, basking shark... with a 
mouth as big as a trash can. but this shark feeds on tiny fish... and 
plankton.. not humans. it swam around the boat for about 8-
minutes... giving everyone board a great fish story... and this one is 
true. 

0:45 5/7/12 11:13p Environment 

there now saying the shark bite in a young woman's paddleboard 
was probably a great white shark.  this photo shows the 15-year-old 
girl's board and you can see the "teeth" marks and the bite taken 
out of the board... it happend off catlaina. the paddle boarder wasn't 
bitten. one expert thinks the bite marks show this was sort of a taste 
test for the shark.  the attack occurred about a mile from the harbor 
at avalon. 

0:21 5/22/12 11:13p Environment 

a mountain lion that somehow found its way to the streets of santa 
monica was shot and killed this morning by wildlife officers. at first 
tried to tranquilize the big cat but that didn't work... concerned that it 
pose a threat to people they shot it.  many are asking it there wern't 
other options. 80 pound lion probably wandered down from the 
mountains overnight... 

0:21 5/24/12 6:12a Environment 

a large bear found roaming a residential neighborhood in hesperia 
has been tranquilized and returned to the forest. one of the local 
residents took these photos of the animal! california department of 
fish and game agents responded and tranquilized the bear. it was 
taken to the fawnskin area, near big bear. officials say no one, 
including the bear, was hurt. 

0:27 5/24/12 11:16p Environment 

just in time for the holiday weekend... "heal the bay" has released 
its annual rankings... of the state's dirtiest beaches.  seven of the 
top ten are in l-a county. the dirtiest beach on the list is "avalon 
harbor" on catalina island. that's a title it's held... four of the past five 
years. but the news isn't all bad. 92-percent of the beaches across 
the state received grades of "b" or higher. 

1:02 5/29/12 11:00p Environment 

we begin tonight at 11 with breaking news... an earthquake just off 
the coast of malibu...it hit about 10-15 it has now been 
downgreaded to a 4... from the initial report of 4.1... it was centered 
out in the ocean near the channel islands... in an earthquake of this 
size physical damage is not expected 

0:18 6/14/12 11:13p Environment 

yosemite national park is closing more cabins in its historic "curry 
village." the park just finished a study... into a rockslide in 2008... at 
the time... many cabins were fenced off. tonight... more cabins have 
been closed for good... because of the risk of falling rocks. 

1:38 6/26/12 5:19p environment black bear on the loose in San Dimas. captured and released back 
to angeles national forest 

0:28 6/26/12 6:10p environment bear loose in San Dimas; subdued with a tranquilzer dart. 

1:51 6/26/12 11:00p Environment 

it's a scene most visitor to the zoo will never forget. they 
watched...stunned... as an adult chimp... killed a baby chimp right 
before their eyes...  it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. and i'm 
chuck henry we're told that baby chimp was being gradually 
introduced to the adults chimps when it happened...  nbc4's beverly 
white is live in griffith park... beverly... 
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0:44 6/27/12 11:09p Environment 

health regulators met with residents tonight... to brief them on the 
condition of the tanks... and how they are regulated. those 
enormous tanks... which hold liquified petroleum gas... have been 
there for decades. and some people don't believe assurances that 
they are safe!!  the company that owns the tanks... rancho l-p-g 
holdings... says it's a proud member of the san pedro community... 
and it says it operates *responsibly* under strict oversight. 

0:24 4/5/12 11:15p foreign news 

the ghost ship is gone! just a few hours ago.... the coast guard sank 
that abandoned japanese fishing boat ..... its been adrift in the gulf 
of alaska... the rusted ship was pushed across the pacific by 
currents... it was one of many vessels carried out to sea in last 
year's tsunami.... . the coast guard sanks the ship so it wouldn't 
pose a hazard to other vessels and it made for great "target 
practice". 

0:23 4/11/12 11:07p foreign news 

new at 11... the world is waiting to see if "north korea" will launch a 
'long-range' rocket. photos taken... a few days ago... show 
increased activity... at the launch site. if it happes... a three-stage 
rocket's expected to soar over the "yellow sea"... before releasing a 
satellite into orbit. the "u-s" and other countries believe... the 
launch... is just a 'disguised'... 'ballistic' missile test. 

0:26 4/12/12 11:07p foreign news 

north korea defied international warnings today... and launched a 
rocket... but tonight... the country's state media acknowledged... it 
was a failure.  here's the rocket... earlier today on the launch pad. it 
was in the air for about a minute... but then it broke apart and fell 
into the sea. north korea said the rocket was carrying a civilian 
satellite. but the u-s and other countries felt it was actually a long-
range missile test. the white house called the launch a "provocative 
action." 

0:22 4/16/12 11:14p foreign news 

a magnitude six-point-five earthquake has rocked central chile. the 
quake hit just before 9 p-m our time-- that's about one o'clock 
tuesday morning in chile. the epicenter was about 72 miles 
northwest of the capital of santiago. so far... no reports of injuries or 
damage. 

0:29 5/9/12 11:06p foreign news 

a developing story out of indonesia tonight.. where the wreckage of 
a missing russian jet has been found.  it is now thursday morning in 
indonesia. authorities are racing to the remote area along the side 
of a volcano... where a russian superjet crashed. there were about 
50 people on board. no word yet if there are survivors. the plane 
was on a demonstration flight.. to drum up sales - one american 
was said to be on board. 

0:20 5/17/12 11:14p foreign news 

its one of the most famous tourist spots in paris... the cabaret 
nightclub, crazy horse. and for the first time since 1951... there was 
no performance tonight. all the exotic dancers walked off the stage 
and went on strike. the dancers are in a pay dispute.. they say they 
are overworked. 

0:26 5/31/12 5:33a foreign news americans kidnapped in egypt 

0:26 5/31/12 6:03a foreign news Americans Kidnapped in Egypt 

2:09 5/31/12 6:16a foreign news syrian atrocities- united nations demand syria to comply with peace 
plan 

0:28 5/31/12 6:56a foreign news BREAKING- americans released in Egypt 

1:20 6/11/12 11:16p foreign news 

in australia it a story people have been following for more than 3 
decades and most apparently didn't believe it. a mother who 
claimed a "dingo kidnapped her baby". after 32 year of suspicion a 
court in australia has settled the question!    the case became a 
best selling book... and a movie... and there were a total of four 
coroner's inquiries into the baby's disappearance. 
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0:43 6/19/12 11:05p foreign news 

right now... a 'large crowd' is outside a military hosptial... in 
"egypt"... where ousted "egyptian" president "hosni mubarak"... is 
reportedly on 'life support'... with some 'conflicting' reports... 
declaring him "clinically dead".  tonight... thousands of people have 
gathered in the streets of "cairo"... the country appears to be in 
'turmoil'... in the wake of its presidential election. the "muslim 
brotherhood" has declared itself... the winner... but the military has 
declared 'itself' the ruler. "egypt's" state-run news agency is 
reporting... former president "mubarak" is on 'life support'... after 
suffering a 'stroke.' "mubarak" was serving a 'life' sentence... in 
prison... for his role in the killings of demonstrators... who helped 
overthrow his government. 

0:19 4/4/12 11:14p Funerals and 
Memorials 

one of the last places doctor martin luther king, jr. marched before 
he was assassinated... has been renamed in his honor. people 
gathered in memphis today... for a ceremony re-naming linden 
avenue... as "dr. martin luther king, jr. avenue." today marks the 
44th anniversary of doctor king's assasination. 

2:05 4/18/12 11:07p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

breaking news from north hollywood... where police have arrested a 
maintenance man for video taping women in fitting rooms and at 
least one restroom..at this sears department store!! that worker...is 
identified as alejandro gamiz... detectives learned about the case 
last week... and now their trying to figure out how many victims 
there may have been!!  tonight... there was a memorial for two 
chinese grad students murdered last week near u-s-c.  nbc four's 
beverly white is live in exposition park... beverly... 

0:21 5/11/12 11:03p Funerals and 
Memorials 

tonight in san diego... thousands of people showed up to qualcomm 
stadium to pay their respects to former "charger" junior seau. the 
mayor of san diego... as well as several of seau's former team-
mates and coaches spoke at the public ceremony. seau committed 
suicide last week at his oceanside home. he was 43. 

1:49 5/21/12 11:09p Funerals and 
Memorials 

tonight... hundreds of people turned out to pay their respects to the 
m-t-a bus driver shot... and killed by a passenger.  nbc 4's beverly 
white was at the vigil... and is live with the latest. beverly. 

1:23 5/28/12 11:06p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

people came together in many cities and towns... across the country 
today... all with one purpose in mind...to remember and honor our 
military men and women who made the ultimate sacrafice. ...  a few 
examples of the many events today.... thousands gathered at green 
hills memorial park in rancho palos verdes for an event which 
included a 21-gun salute... and aerial flyovers. in canoga park.... 
crowds lined up to watch the annual "memorial day parade."... this 
year's theme... "all gave some... some gave all."  and in westwood 
this morning... the annual "walk for warriors" was held... it's a 5-k 
run and walk that raised money to help vets...  president obama 
placed a wreath at the tomb of the unknowns at arlington national 
cemetery. he said the sacrifice made by servicemen and women is 
a reminder that freedom is not free.  republican presidential 
candidate mitt romney was in san diego. where he called the u-s 
military the "best in the world" and said the nation must preserve the 
freedom our troops have fought and died for. 
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0:30 5/28/12 11:14p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

a story for memorial day... this week marks the 50th anniversary of 
the u-s-s arizona memorial at pearl harbor in hawaii.... the memorial 
is one of the most visited sites from world war two... it straddles the 
sunken u-s-s arizona like a bridge.. with a wall at one end listing the 
names those who died...  more than 11-hundred men were killed 
aboard the u-s-s arizona in the surprise attack on december 
seventh 1941. 

0:22 6/12/12 11:05p Funerals and 
Memorials 

tonight... signs in memory of teacher "tamara joyce dawe" hang 
outside "mesa linda middle school" in "victorville." parents and 
students put them up today... after a security guard found the 
teacher 'dead'... inside her classroom... this morning. an autopsy is 
pending... but the "san bernardino county" sheriff's department 
says... "dawe" most likely died of natural causes. 

1:52 4/2/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

the latest now... on an 'exclusive' story... we first brought you last 
week... about "u-s" stimulus money... going to a 'foreign' country. a 
'local' company was passed over... for the money... so... it filed a 
letter of protest... with the city of "santa clarita."  nbc 4's ana garcia 
shows us... how 'that' turned out. 

1:00 4/3/12 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012! tonight... mitt romney added more delegates to his 
lead... sweeping republican presidential primaries in maryland, 
wisconsin and the district of columbia...  according to the associated 
press: mitt romney won 74-delegates so far tonight... with 21 yet to 
be decided from the primaries tonight.... while his opponents say 
they'll continue to fight... romney has opened up a large lead... with 
646-delegates. analysts say he is on pace to land 1 thousand 1-
hundred 44... that;s the number needed to clinch the g-o-p 
nomination... perhaps by early june. 

2:01 4/4/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

tonight...the l-a city council is considering a proposal to ban all 
paper and plastic bags at stores in the *city* of los angeles.  nbc4's 
ted chen is live at park la brea with details... ted! 

0:24 4/4/12 11:15p Government and 
Politics 

next time you go to "arizona"... try not to be annoying... fairly soon... 
it may be 'illegal' to be annoying in there. if a new law passes... as 
written... 'words' that someone could view as "annoying" or 
"offensive" posted on-line... could be deemed a criminal offense... 
supporters say the measure would help victims of on-line stalking. 

1:17 4/5/12 11:15p Government and 
Politics 

as a member of the secert service he had a front row seat to 
history. agent clint hill was assigned to first lady jackie kennedy. for 
50 years he vowed never to write about the day the president was 
gunned down by an assassin in dallas. until tonight, when he spoke 
exclusively with nbc's savanha guthrie. 

0:15 4/6/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

and... "rick santorum's" 'three-year' old daughter... is in the 
hospital... again. "bella" santorum has a 'rare' genetic condition... 
which results in 'abnormal' development of the 'brain' and other 
'organs.' the republican presidential candidate and his family are 
asking for 'prayers' and 'privacy.' 

0:57 4/10/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

the november presidential showdown seems to be set now... with 
word today that republican candidate rick santorum is ending his 
campaign for the white house:  the move seems to guarantee 
former massachusetts governor mitt romney the g-o-p nomination... 
although newt gingrich and ron paul are still in the race. romney 
said he would welcome santorum's support... but the santorum 
camp says there's no word on that yet.  actor george clooney will 
help president obama build up his campaign war chest... by hosting 
a hollywood fund-raiser. the may tenth event will take place at 
clooney's home... with 150 guests paying 40 thousand dollars each 
to be there... along with the president. 
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0:26 4/10/12 11:24p 
Government and 

Politics 

forget the saying... "out with the old... in with the new"... one state 
lawmaker wants to do the exact opposite. a new bill in 
sacramento... would let people buy vintage license plates for their 
cars.  the bill would revive the "black-on-yellow" look from the 50s... 
as well as other retro looks from the 60s and 70s. the bill's 
sponsor... assemblyman mike gatto of los angeles... wants to sell 
the vintage plates for $50-dollars. 

1:38 4/12/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

tonight... a democratic strategist has apologized for remarks... about 
"ann romney"... remarks... that re-kindled a debate... about 
american women... working 'in'... and 'outside' the home.  rosen... 
reignited a debate that's been around as as long as women have 
been working... 'in' and 'outside' the home. this latest chapter... 
shows how important 'both' political camps believe 'women' are... in 
"decision 20-12." 

0:43 4/12/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

and a new audit says l-a memorial coliseum officials wasted millions 
of taxpayer dollars. the audit by city controller wendy greuel found 
coliseum executives made non-refundable cash payments... for 
events that never happened. this comes just two weeks after 
several former coliseum officials and contractors were charged with 
embezzlement, bribery and conflict of interest.  greuel... who is 
running for mayor... recommended shifting some of the financial 
authority... from coliseum managers to the coliseum commission. 

0:37 4/13/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

scandal tonight in "colombia"... involving several "u-s secret service" 
agents... who were protecting "president obama"... at the start of a 
"south american" summit.  the president arrived in colombia today... 
for the "summit of the americas." the "associated press"... citing 
'anonymous' sources... is reporting that a dozen secret service 
agents who arrived before the president are now... relieved of 
duty... sent home... for alleged involvement with 'prostitutes.' the 
white house... is 'not' commenting. the "a-p" reports... a "secret 
service" spokesperson did not dispute the allegations. and... says... 
the agents have been replaced with others. 

1:36 4/13/12 11:14p Government and 
Politics 

cory booker... the mayor of newark, new jersey... is being compared 
to superman on social media sites! he risked his own life to run into 
a burning house... and save the life of his neighbor. 

0:21 4/16/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the term "cyber-bullying" wasn't even something we understood... 
until just recently... now california lawmakers want to make it 
punishable by law. the state assembly has passed a bill mandating 
that students face suspension or expulsion from school-- if they use 
social networking sites to harass classmates. the bill now moves to 
the state senate for a vote. 

0:23 4/16/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

and... the so-called "buffett tax bill" has been blocked by the senate.  
senate republicans voted against the democratic bill that would 
force the nation's top earners to pay at least 30-percent of their 
income in taxes. lawmakers voted 51 to 45 to keep the bill alive... 
but it wasn't enough to keep the debate going... president obama 
says he'll keep pressing congress to help the middle class. 

1:23 4/16/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

the pentagon is now investigating that scandal with the president's 
security detail. and tonight nbc news is reporting all of the secret 
service agents involved have had their security clearences pulled.  
president obama says he expects the investigation into the 
allegations to be thorough and he's withholding judgment until it's 
complete. 
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1:01 4/18/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

president obama wants a full investigation.. into a new scandal 
involving u-s troops and photograph's taken two years ago in 
afganistan we've "cropped" the photograph because of the graphic 
subject matter.  the pictures were puboished today by the l-a times. 
it shows smiling u-s soldiers in the background and afghan police.. 
standing over the dis-membered legs of a suicide bomber. the times 
published a second photo as well.. and they say there are more 
than a dozen more showing soldiers with the remains of dead 
insurgents. senior u-s officials quickly apologized for their actions.  
the times says they got the photos from a soldier who served in 
afghanistan. the pictures were taken two years ago. 

0:27 4/18/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

and more fallout tonight from that secret service scandal in which 
memberds of a presidential advance team, brought prostitues back 
to their hotel rooms in colombia! three of the agents agents involved 
have been let go...two of them supervisors.... eleven agents are 
under investigation. and according to a "person familiar with the 
investigation"... hotel workers have denied reports... that drugs were 
found in the agents'rooms. 

1:22 4/20/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the head of the secret service today personally briefed president 
obama on the prostitution scandal. three more agents resigned 
today... and two more people have been implicated!  a lawyer for 
chaney and stokes says his clients are leaving the secret service 
voluntarily... and that stokes is planning to defend himself...against 
any and all charges. 

0:23 4/23/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

and the debate over the death penalty here in california is about to 
heat up. a measure to abolish capital punishment has now qualified 
for the november ballot. if it passes, all 725 inmates currently on 
death row would have their sentences converted to life in prison 
without parole. ... and that would be the toughest sentence 
prosecutors could seek in future cases. 

0:25 4/24/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

now to decision 2012...  mitt romney is declaring victory tonight -- 
following a clean sweep of primaries tonight in the northeast.  
romney won primaries tonight in connecticut, delaware, new york, 
pennsylvania and rhode island. the former massachusetts governor 
needs "11-hundred and 44" delegates to secure the g-o-p 
nomination. he started the night off with almost seven-hundred. 

0:21 4/24/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

and tonight.... three more secret service employees are out of a 
job... in the wake of the prostitution scandal in colombia. two of the 
employees resigned... a third has had his national security 
clearance revoked. president obama says secret service employees 
do incredible work but says those caught in the scandal are quote... 
"knuckleheads." 

0:28 4/25/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

with his presidential campaign more than 4 million dollars in debt - 
newt gingrich.. tonight is "working out the details" as he prepares to 
suspend his campaign.  a spokesman says the formal 
announcement will likely come next week. last night mitt romney 
scored big primary victories.. in the five states. gingrich says it's 
now clear to him... that romney will be the nominee...and the two 
campaign will announce an endosement soon. 

0:22 4/26/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

the secret service scandal continues to grow. it all started with 
president obama's recent visit to colombia. now, the secret service 
is confirming... that it's investigating.. whether agents hired 
prostitutes and strippers last year in el salvador... again, reportedly 
in advance of a presidential trip. eight agents who were in colombia 
have already lost their jobs. 
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0:32 5/1/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

one year ago... navy seal team 6... conducted a raid... under cover 
of night... and killed the world's number 1 terrorist... osama bin 
laden. tonight... president obama addressed america...from 
afghanistan... and his message... we are close to defeating al 
qaeda... once and for all.  the president made that speech... during 
a surprise visit to afghanistan. he was there to sign a new treaty 
with afghan president hamid karzai. 

1:40 5/2/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

skateboarding... until now boarders have been free to go as fast as 
they want... even if that meant swooping down a hill at high 
speeds... a practice known as hill bombing.... but that might all 
come to an end...  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in sunland... kim... 

0:31 5/2/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

newt gingrich took himself out of the g-o-p presidential race today.  
after losing five states last week... gingrich said it was clear mitt 
romney would be the republican nominee. by "suspending"... rather 
than formally terminating his campaign... gingrich can continue 
raising money... to pay-off his 4-million dollar debt. 

0:25 5/2/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

cate edwards... the daughter of former presidential candidate john 
edwards... left her fathers trial today in tears it happened during 
testimony from a former aid who testifying about an agrument 
edwards had with his wife elizabeth... when news came out about 
his affair with rielle hunter. edwards is accused of using campaign 
money and submitting flase campaign finance reports to cover it all 
up. 

0:41 5/3/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

secrets spilled out in court today... during another day of revealing 
testimony in the john edwards corruption trial.  prosecutors 
produced a parade of former aides... who said edwards repeatedly 
lied to them about his affair with rielle hunter. one aide even testified 
edwards called rielle hunter... crazy.... and then he overheard 
edwards ask her over the phone if she was, quote, "showing yet". 
but then a former press aide said edwards would not sign a sworn 
statement denying the affair. the 'defense' says... that's important 
because it shows edwards was not willing to break the law. edwards 
is accused of illegally using campaign funds to cover up the affair. 

0:11 5/4/12 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

g-o-p candidate mitt romney said, because of his background in 
business, he's the man who can create jobs. president obama 
admitted that quote:"we gotta do more." 

0:24 5/7/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

the focus at john edwards' corruption trial is still the money trail. this 
is the former senator and 2004 vice presidential candidate arriving 
at court today with his daughter. edwards is accused of diverting 
campaign money to help hide his pregnant mistress. today, a lawyer 
for an heiress who gave edwards 725-thousand dollars.. testified 
the woman considered the money a gift, not a campaign 
contribution. 

1:52 5/8/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

a controversial type of therapy... may be restricted in california. it's 
called gay to straight conversion... and it's aimed at teens.  nbc 
four's patrick healy is live in burbank with details on how this law 
would work: 

2:46 5/9/12 11:00p Government and 
Politics 

***sot**** ***sot*** it's being called a watershed momement. 
president obama....goes on record.... endorsing gay marriage.  it's 
our top story. i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams. with 
president obama's announcement.... many wonder what will be the 
reaction from the religious african american community... will they 
reconsider their endorsement of the president?  nbc4's beverly 
white is live in south l-a with more, bev? 
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2:06 5/9/12 11:02p Government and 
Politics 

are you ready for something called...starmegeddon... george 
clooney is hosting a huge, star-studded fundraiser for president 
obama tomorrow -- in studio city and if you're not on the invite list... 
you're one of the many who will be facing traffic problems!  nbc4's 
robert kovick is live in studio city..... robert... 

1:18 5/9/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

it's a classic case of, "do what i say - not what i do." a state senator 
who pushed for heavy fines for talking or texting while driving on a 
handheld device - is caught doing just that....    senator liu 
represents the 21st district... which includes glendale, burbank and 
pasadena. she called this... a real "gotcha moment." 

1:51 5/10/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

it's been the talk of the town all day...starmageddon. the fundraiser 
for president obama... with the who's who in hollywood... all at 
george clooney's home in studio city ...  nbc4's conan nolan is live 
in studio city with the latest... conan.... 

0:48 5/14/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

a few months ago we were telling you about a nine billion dollar 
budget deficit in california - now we have the real numbers and it 
turns out... it's much worse... 16 billion dollars! that's why governor 
jerry brown tonight is calling for sweeping new budget cuts... more 
than eight billion dollars worth!  the fact is california has been living 
beyond its means. the usa in the federal government has been 
living beyond its means. the governor wants state employees to 
take a five percent pay cut. schools, prisons and public health 
services could also be facing additional cutbacks.  with the state in 
such "red ink" the governor once again called on voters.. to pass a 
november ballot measure that would raise taxes. 

0:28 5/14/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

... and ...the image... the headline... the message-- all fueling 
controversy tonight. the latest "newsweek" cover features "president 
obama" with a rainbow halo over his head. the headline reads 
quote: "america's first gay president." the article details the 
president's decision to announce his support of same-sex marriage. 
it's written by conservative and openly gay writer "andrew sullivan"... 
who supported president obama's election. 

0:35 5/14/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

new at 11... it's the cooks versus the animal activists in a battle over 
"foie gras"... a controversial delicacy made from duck or goose liver.  
this was the scene tonight outside "melisse" in santa monica. 
restaurant taking part in the protest tonight... want to overturn a 
statewide ban . the ban was approved in 2004... but it's been 
delayed to give the industry time to find more humane methods... 
but protestors say there's no humane way to make it... since it 
involves force feeding birds to make their livers swell up to ten times 
their normal size. 

1:46 5/16/12 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

tragedy rocks the kennedy family once again... mary kennedy the 
wife robert kennedy jr. and mother of four, was found dead... and 
some wonder if it's the return of "the kennedy curse".  lets go to the 
newsroom... with the latest here at 11... with patrick healy.  local 
police in bedford, new york are providing no details of the death. but 
the new york times tonight is reporting that mary kennedy was 
found hanging in the barn behind the family mansion... and that she 
had left a note.    the children were not at home at the time of mary 
kennedy's apparent suicide. the older two at boarding school. the 
younger two with their father robert f kennedy jr... who tonight 
returned to the estate to come to terms once again with untimely 
death in his famous family. live in the newsroom, ph,,nbc4news. 
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0:15 5/16/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

the defense team has rested in the john edwards trial... without 
calling the former senator ... his oldest daughter... or the woman at 
the center of the case, rielle hunter. closing arguments are expected 
tomorrow.. and the jury could begin deliberations on friday. 

0:22 5/21/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

going to a strip club in california could get more expensive. 
lawmakers are considering a bill that would that impose an 
additional ten dollar per patron strip clubs tax - on establishments 
that serve alcohol. the measure would generate 35 million dollars a 
year. we're told the money will go toward services for victims of rape 
and sex trafficking. 

0:16 5/22/12 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

we learned tonight that former first lady nancy reagan has been 
recovering slowly from broken ribs she suffered when she fell at her 
home. the accident happened six weeks ago... but it was just 
announced tonight during an event at the reagan library. the former 
first lady is 90 years old. 

1:05 5/22/12 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

we don't know how much nancy reagan knows about this next 
story... but officials at the reagan library know all about it... and they 
are condemning it!! it's an on-line auction... supposedly offering 
president reagan's blood!!    unless someone finds a way to stop the 
auction... it will continue until thursday. 

0:20 5/23/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

attention shoppers... l-a will now become the largest city in america 
to ban "single use" plastic bags at grocery stores. the city council 
voted to phase-out the plastic bags over the next 16-months. by 
september of next year... shoppers will have to bring their 
own...reusable bags... or buy paper bags for ten-cents a piece. 

1:47 5/24/12 11:14p Government and 
Politics 

tonight... a popular nightclub in west hollywood says it will no longer 
allow bachelorette parties for straight brides to be. operators of "the 
abbey" say... it's their way of making a political statement!  nbc 
four's angie crouch is live in west hollywood... angie! 

0:40 5/25/12 11:23p 
Government and 

Politics 

rush limbaugh often talks about out-of-control government 
spending, but what about when it's to protect a statue of himself? 
there's a "big government" controversy brewing tonight in missouri...  
...and it involves this new bust of limbaugh -- a native missourian -- 
inside the capitol building. the missouri house of representatives 
spent eleven-hundred dollars of taxpayer money.. for a security 
camera to watch over the limbaugh statue. there were fears it might 
be vandalized. critics are blasting the expenditure... but we haven't 
yet heard from limbaugh himself. 

0:26 5/29/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

now to decision 2012! mitt romney says he's "honored and 
humbled" to be the republican presidential nominee. romney sealed 
the deal tonight... by winning the texas primary.  the victory puts him 
over the delegate count needed to clinch the nomination. it ends a 
race that was basically decided last month... when rick santorum 
dropped out. republicans will make the nomination official in 
august... at their convention in tampa. 

0:21 5/29/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

a new "l-a times" poll shows president obama with a wide lead over 
romney in california. the poll gives the president 56-percent of the 
vote... romney 37-percent.  california's primary is next tuesday. we'll 
have complete live coverage here on nbc4... and our website... nbc 
l-a dot-com. 
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0:37 5/29/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

they were created to help the victims of 9-11.... but there are 
questions tonight in sacramento... over some of the money raised 
by those9/11 specialty license plates.  tonight... governor brown is 
asking the state department of finance to audit the "specialty license 
plate program"... which he claims has had very little oversight. and 
not just the 9-11 plates... brown says... but all specialty designs. 
both governor brown and former governor schwarzenegger 
reportedly both used money from the fund to help with the state 
budget. governor brown says has no plans of returning three million 
dollars borrowed during his administration... 

2:01 5/30/12 11:02p Government and 
Politics 

the l-a memorial coliseum home for two olympic games is dealing 
with a new scandal tonight... officials are trying to figure out... how 
an adult movie... was shot inside this historic landmark.  nbc4's 
robert kovacik is in the newsroom... robert...  tonight a lawyer tells 
nbc 4 he is confident whoever allowed this to happen will soon be 
exposed. at a time when stadiums across the country should have 
been silent...someone unlocked the gates to the tax-payer owned 
coliseum an added an unfortunate chapter to it's storied history.    
one of the films stars told the la times he was in awe that they were 
filming in the coliseum. scenes from the movie were shot not only 
on the field...but the locker room as well. i'm robert kovacik 

0:12 5/31/12 5:16a Government and 
Politics 

Top Stories- Romney campaigns in beverly hills 

0:34 5/31/12 5:33a Government and 
Politics coliseum scandal- adult film filmed in coliseum 

0:16 5/31/12 5:34a 
Government and 

Politics romney visits beverly hills 

0:18 5/31/12 5:35a Government and 
Politics 

president congratulates romney on nomination 

0:26 5/31/12 5:35a Government and 
Politics pay cut for california politicians 

1:25 5/31/12 5:45a 
Government and 

Politics teen laws- tougher laws for teens trying to get license 

0:26 5/31/12 5:54a Government and 
Politics 

supersized sodas may be banned in NY 

0:16 5/31/12 5:55a Government and 
Politics FDA rejects request to rename corn syrup to corn sugar 

0:28 5/31/12 6:18a 
Government and 

Politics teen driving laws 

0:36 5/31/12 6:35a Government and 
Politics 

coliseum scandal- adult movie filmed inside 

0:16 5/31/12 6:37a Government and 
Politics romney visits beverly hills 

0:19 5/31/12 6:37a 
Government and 

Politics obama congratulates romney on nomination 

0:23 5/31/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

republican presidential candidate... mitt romney... was in los 
angeles tonight for a big ticket fund-raiser.  supporters reportedly 
paid 50 thousand dollars per couple to attend the affair at the 
beverly crest home of hyatt heir anthony pritzker. the former 
massachusetts governor will remain in southern california tomorrow 
for two more fund-raisers... one in riverside... and another in 
newport beach. 
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0:17 5/31/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

earlier tonight, governor romney and his wife met with former first 
lady nancy reagan... who gave the candidate her endorsement. 
mrs. reagan said... she believes her husband would have liked 
romney's business background... and his strong principles. 

1:25 5/31/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

after nearly six-weeks of testimony that included the most intimate 
details of john edwards life... it's over... the federal government 
failed to convince a jury of any of the six corruption charges against 
him.    a law enforcement official tonight says it's unlikely that the 
justice department will retry john edwards. 

2:06 5/31/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

cracked and uneven and sometimes... dangerous sidewalks... like 
this... are all over l-a. now... all of a sudden...the city doesnt want to 
pay for the repairs. so who will end up footing the bill?  nbc four's 
beverly white is live in studio city... beverly... 

0:19 5/31/12 11:15p Government and 
Politics 

imagine this... the government wants to tell you how much soda you 
can have... that could soon be reality... in "new york city." mayor 
michael bloomberg wants to 'combat' obesity... and he's proposing 
a '16' ounce limit on soda... and other sugary drinks... sold at 
restaurants... movie theatres... ball parks... and other public places. 

0:29 6/1/12 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

embattled "l-a county tax assessor"... "john noguez" is taking a 
"leave of absence"... while prosecutors investigate the 'pay-to-play 
allegations' against him.  noguez is suspected... of 'lowering' tax 
assessments for 'wealthy' donors... saving them 'millions' on 
property tax bills. prosecutors have already charged one of his 
former employees... with '60' felonies. 'noguez" says he's done 
'nothing' wrong... and he is 'not' resigning. he says he's stepping 
down 'voluntarily'... in the 'interest' of the office. 

1:37 6/1/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

some of the jurors in the john edwards case are now speaking 
publicly about their deliberations... and what went on in the jury 
room.... what do they think of edwards... and why were they 
deadlocked on most of the charges?. here's nbc's lisa myers. 

0:18 6/1/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

as for reille hunter... she's got a new book coming out at the end of 
the month! the book titled: "what really happened: john edwards, our 
daughter, and me"... is billed as a tell-all about the events that 
destroyed edwards' political career. hunter's memoir comes on june 
26-th. 

1:27 6/4/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

tomorrow.... it's our turn to participate in decision 2012... it's the 
california primary and a number of key items are on the ballot. and 
a lot of money is being spent to convince you to vote yes. nbc4's 
conan nolan has a preview... 

2:01 6/5/12 11:00p Government and 
Politics 

primary night in california! we're looking live here at san pedro 
where supporters have gathered for carmen trutanich... candidate 
for l-a district attorney.. one of the hotter races tonight...  it's 11 
o'clock... on election night... i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck 
henry... and we have the latest the numbers for you...  and... here 
are the latest numbers in the race for l-a county district attorney. 
jackie lacy with a 9-point lead nbc4's patrick healy is live in san 
pedro with the trutanich camp. patrick? 

0:25 6/5/12 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

two controversial statewide measures are on the ballot. and the 
first... prop 29... is a tight one... this is the one that would add a 
dollar to the tobacco tax to fund cancer research...  here are the 
results... the tobacco tax... would add 5 cents for each cigarette... 
dollar for a pack. lance armstrong very vocal about yes on 29 

0:15 6/5/12 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

and this one has been declared a winner! prop 28... term limits... 
this would reduce the time in office from 14 to 12 years... but all the 
time could be spent in either the assembly or the state senate. 
again... we've declared it a winner. 
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0:24 6/5/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

and now... lets look at the democratic and republican presidential 
candidates... these races of course were settled before tonight!  
even though he had enough deligates coming into the califonria 
primary... tonight mitt romney added to his deligate count.  and 
president obama . who'll be in town tomorrow for more fundraising... 
is the un-challenged democratic nominee. 

1:52 6/5/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

and in a race with national implications in the november general 
election... the wisconsin recall... incumbant republican governor 
scott walker was the clear winner. nbc four's conan nolan is live in 
the newsroom to tell us about those implications...  this was a very 
bad night for public employee unions... and it started with the recall 
vote of republican governor scott walker in wisconsin.  walker was 
targeted for re-call by organized labor and the democratic party 
after he forced state labor unions... including the teachers union... to 
pay more for their own health care and pensions... and reduced 
their power at the collective bargaining table. walker easily beat 
back the recall... and democrat tom barrett the mayor of milwaukee. 
the attempted recall of six republican lawmakers in the state also 
failed.  the bad news for labor was felt here as well. voters in 
conservative san diego... and liberal san jose... both 
overwhelmingly backed measures which cut back on public 
employee pensions. these votes... and what happened in 
wisconsin... could pave the way for more efforts as cities struggle 
with budget deficits and bankruptcy. 

0:39 6/5/12 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

now to fullerton... where three members of the city council are on 
the verge of being recalled... as fallout from the death of kelly 
thomas... this is surveillance video showing homeless man kelly 
thomas... being beaten by police... within days... he was dead. an 
issue on today's ballot... askedg fullerton voters if they want those 
three council members recalled...  and now tonight... it looks like the 
three council members... richard jones, pat mckinley and don 
bankhead are going to be recalled... many people feel they failed to 
act aggressively or communicate to the public in the aftermath of 
the thomas death. 

1:19 6/5/12 11:13p Government and 
Politics 

redistricting in california has put two veteran democrats in a closely 
watched race for the 30th congressional district.  it is berman versus 
sherman in the san fernado valley. our kim baldonado is in encino 
with the sherman folks. 

1:01 6/5/12 11:15p Government and 
Politics 

the berman-sherman race among the top races trending on social 
media. lets go live to mekahlo medina... live at vision plus.    the 
berman-sherman showdown in the valley is what it's being called. 
all agree... we've just got a taste of the drama... the big fight comes 
in november. where users say they will see more of these flyers... 
more of these mudslinging youtube videos... and of course, more 
millions spent. the other race being talked about... the d-a's race. a 
surprise... trutanich's not steller outcome. and the rise of alan 
jackson... it may have to do with the medical marijuana vote... they 
blased social media supporting jackson because he supports the 
medical marijuana law. in a low turnout election... that burst could 
have really made a difference. 

0:29 6/5/12 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

here are the latest numbers in the race for l-a county district 
attorney.  prop 29... a close call tonight... the tobacco tax... would 
add 5 cents for each cigarette... dollar for a pack. lance armstrong 
very vocal about yes on 29 
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2:16 6/6/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

the president overnighting in beverly hills tonight after two more 
campaign fundraisers... and when a small plane ventured into the 
15 miles no-fly zone that extends around and above president.. the 
pilot apparently got more than he bargained for...  nbc4's conan 
nolan is live in beverly hills.... conan... 

0:41 6/8/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

Obamas comments on economy controversial. Republicans say he 
is out of touch 

0:43 6/11/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

new at 11... "commerce secretary" john bryson... will take a 'medical 
leave of absense'... following 'two' car accidents... over the 
weekend... in the "san gabriel valley." "bryson" left the scene of the 
first accident... and authorities are now looking into 'possible' felony 
hit-and-run charge. police found him 'unconscience' behind the 
wheel. the commerce department says... bryson suffered a seizure.  
investigators say it does 'not' appear... drugs or alcohol played a 
role... in the crash. 

0:12 6/13/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

meanwhile... federal prosecutors will 'not' retry "john edwards"... on 
the remaining 'five counts' of his campaign finance case. a jury 
found him 'not guilty' on one count... but failed to reach a verdict... 
on the others. 

0:12 6/14/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

'cash is key' in the race for the 'white house'... and... "president 
obama" is once again turning to celebrities. tonight... saw him at the 
"new york city" home of "sarah jessica parker". the dinner raised 
about 'two-million' dollars. 

0:08 6/14/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

earlier... the president visited the "world trade center" site. he and 
the first lady... 'signed' the steel beams... that will make up the 'new' 
skyscraper... 

0:23 6/14/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

the president... and 'republican' rival "mitt romney"... are both 
focusing on battleground states. in their sites today? "ohio"... where 
"romney" spoke to workers at this manufacturing plant... in 
"cincinnati." he called the president's administration... an "enemy" to 
job creation. meanwhile... in "cleveland"... the president said a 
"romney" win... would mean 'more' political gridlock and fewer jobs. 

0:19 6/15/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

they got quite a surprise at redondo union high school today... when 
bill and hillary clinton showed up at their graduation!  turns out one 
of the graduates... was nephew, tyler clinton... then... the former 
president became a surprise speaker... as he urged the class "not 
to be afraid of failure... and to get out and live your dreams." 

0:20 6/19/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

first new york tried to regulate soda sizes... now an l-a city 
councilman is targeting those sugary drinks. councilman mitch eng-
lander is pushing for a measure that would limit soda sales at city 
libraries and parks and require vending machines have healthier 
options. the full council will take a closer look later this summer. 

0:20 6/19/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

and... bigger may be better for hollywood. the l-a city council 
approved a new zoning plan today... that will make it easier for 
developers to build taller buildings in hollywood. opponents predict 
skyscrapers will soon dominate the landscape... and traffic will get 
worse. the plan was passed on a 13... to zero vote. 

1:32 6/20/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

an explosive battle on capitol hill...over an operation dubbed... fast 
and furious the president invoked executive privilege... to keep 
congress from getting access to subpoened documents from the 
botched gun operation. now some republicans want to cite the 
attorney general with contempt! here's nbc kelly o'donnell:    the full 
house could vote next week on whether to hold attorney general 
holder in contempt of congress. 
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1:41 6/22/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

a political 'corruption scandal' in the city of "cudahy."... several top 
city officials... arrested by the fbi...  cudahy is tucked between 
huntington park... bell gardens and south gate. now three city 
officials... have been arrested on 'bribery' charges... one of them... 
after a 'five hour' stand-off with the "f-b-i"... this morning. nbc4's ana 
garcia has the story. 

0:28 6/26/12 5:08p Government and 
Politics 

City of Stockton on the verge of becoming the largest US state to 
declare bankruptcy 

0:25 6/26/12 11:04p Government and 
Politics 

also breaking news in central california... where time has run out for 
the city of stockton! unless something unexpected happens 
stockton is about to become... the largest city in the u-s... to declare 
bankruptcy. tonight... city officials say talks with creditors didn't work 
out and they're now prepared to go ahead with the bankruptcy filing. 
also tonight: the council adopted a "day-to-day survival budget." 

0:15 6/27/12 11:02p Government and 
Politics 

and breaking news... governor jerry brown just signed the state 
budget... which chips away at our 15-point-seven *billion* dollar 
deficit. the budget relies heavily on voters passing eight-billion 
dollars in temproary taxes. 

1:56 4/12/12 11:13p Health and 
Medical 

in an exciting new medical breakthrough... ucla scientists say they 
have found a way to turn stem cells... into a powerful weapon 
against aids! is it the discovery we've been hoping for all these 
years?  nbc4's angie crouch has the story from westwood. 

1:22 4/16/12 11:15p Health and 
Medical 

it's definitely one of the most "extreme" diets ever! but some 
women... especially brides-to-be, we're told... are turning to a 
controversial procedure where you eat through a feeding tube.. to 
lose weight quickly! 

0:19 4/17/12 11:14p Health and 
Medical 

doctors say they may be able to detect people at risk for depression 
from a simple blood test. canadian researchers say they've 
discovered biological markers that appeared in the bloodstream of 
depression patients. doctors who did the study say hope the testing 
can be especially helpful with younger people... 

0:37 4/20/12 11:22p 
Health and 

Medical 

can't find your keys? try talking to yourself! a new study shows 
talking yourself through your search may help you find them faster.  
researchers at the university of wisconsin-madison had adults first 
look at pictures of objects... and then find them. they found the 
participants were able to find things more quickly when they were 
told to repeat the name of the object as they searched. so... walk 
and talk your way... right to those missing keys and socks... 

0:31 4/23/12 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

one of the 'greatest' mysteries... solved. researchers at "harvard 
university" say... they now know what causes "brain freeze." that's 
the temporary headache... you get... after eating something 'very' 
cold... like ice cream. researchers monitored the brains of 13 
adults... who drank ice water... until they started to feel the 
sensation.  they found... blood flow to the brain increased rapidly... 
once the so-called "brain freeze" started. the change in blood flow... 
is behind the pain. 

0:13 4/27/12 11:23p Health and 
Medical 

viagra has a new competitor... today the f-d-a approved a drug 
called sten-dra. unlike viagra... which typically takes about an hour 
to start working.... stendra can start working in 30 minutes or less... 
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0:34 4/27/12 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

many doctors are apparently having second thoughts about their 
career choice... despite the perception they've got it made!! and a 
new study has found that a lot of their dissatisfaction has to do with 
money!!  the survey... by medscape and web m-d... found that only 
about half of all doctors are happy with their jobs. that's down from a 
70 percent satisfaction rate last year. many of those responding 
said that while they make good money... they also have so many 
expenses that they do not consider themselves wealthy. 

0:17 5/4/12 11:23p Health and 
Medical 

if you want less stress in your life.. avoid email at work. researchers, 
from u-s irvine monitored office workers who did not use email for 
five days. they found they had lower heart rates... and did their jobs 
better. 

0:20 5/10/12 11:09p Health and 
Medical 

big breakthrough in medicine... it's the first drug designed to prevent 
h-i-v infection... and it was just approved by a government health 
panel. in fact....it's the first time in 30 years...since aids research 
began.... that a preventive drug has shown so much promise. final 
approval for "tru-vada" could come next month. 

1:54 5/11/12 11:01p 
Health and 

Medical 

now to a story you'll see only on nbc-4. it's eleven o'clock... i'm 
colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  and it's a plastic surgery 
nightmare... a woman... turns to a so called "back alley" doctor for 
injections to enhance her body... and the result... was devastating.  
now that woman is sending a warning to others... tonight she talked 
exclusively with nbc4's beverly white... 

0:30 5/14/12 11:09p Health and 
Medical 

tonight a warning from doctors... about a "risky" trend in lap-band 
surgery. they say their seeing more and more patients coming back 
from mexico needing corrective surgery..  although the cost in 
mexico is about half of what you'd pay here.. things can and go 
wrong! our dr. bruce hensel says... lap band surgery, no matter 
where it's done, should always have follow-ups visits. and patients 
should check the doctor's credentials... especially if the surgery is 
done out-of-the-country. 

0:27 5/14/12 11:24p Health and 
Medical 

could there really be a pill that could keep people from getting 
drunk? we'll that's what researchers at the yale school of medicine... 
are trying to find out....  they're testing a drug... that taken before 
drinking... might negate some of alcohol's effects on the brain. they 
plan to give the drug to dozens of men... then have them drink... 
and drive in a simulator... to see if the drug has any effect... 

3:49 5/17/12 11:14p 
Health and 

Medical 

its one of the most famous tourist spots in paris... the cabaret 
nightclub, crazy horse. and for the first time since 1951... there was 
no performance tonight. all the exotic dancers walked off the stage 
and went on strike. the dancers are in a pay dispute.. they say they 
are overworked.  now to teen's and transgender surgeries. research 
shows... they are becoming more of an option... with teens.  dr. 
bruce is here with the story of a local teen who wants the change.  
some people's first reaction to the fact that teens are choosing this 
is shock and concern; thinking how could someone so young do 
this. the fact is the teen years may be the best time to do this; 
medically and emotionally-as one local teen learned.    it's important 
to realize that; and to understand this is not about sexuality or who 
a person is attracted to; it's about who they are. you can find out 
more about this subject and the children's hospital l-a clinic by going 
to our website at nbcla.com. 
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0:39 5/21/12 11:14p Health and 
Medical 

there's a game-changing recommendation tonight on how doctors 
and patients should approach the second most common form of 
cancer in men... prostate cancer.  a government panel is advising 
men *not* undergo the widely-used p-s-a screening test because 
what happens next often does more harm than good. the resason 
they say is that prostate cancers is different from other cancers - in 
one form it can be a killer - but more commonly it poses no threat to 
a man's life.. and doctors can't tell the differnece in the two forms. 
an treatmen often comes with serious side effects. as always you 
should consult your doctor. 

1:09 5/23/12 11:05p 
Health and 

Medical 

it's called "shower disease." a lung disorder that apparently comes 
from the steamy air and bacteria found in showers... but it doesn't 
affect everyone.. for the most part, just women.    experts say the 
shower disease is more likely to be found in a humid climate - like in 
the deep south. 

0:30 5/24/12 6:42a Health and 
Medical 

warning. a hot shower could make some people desperately ill.  a u-
c-l-a doctor says he's seen several cases in california. some shower 
heads can breed a bacteria that's a distant cousin of leprosy. and 
the steamy air can help that bacteria get into your lungs. the doctor 
says the disease usally hits thin women in their 50's, and causes 
severe coughing and fatigue. experts say you can reduce the 
bacteria you get in the shower by soaking your showerhead in a 
bacteria killing agent regularly. 

0:35 6/4/12 11:14p Health and 
Medical 

and tonight... a new study says extreme exercise... like many 
marathons in one year... can actually cause long term harm... to 
your heart!  contrary to many other reports... that say running is 
great for your heart.. this one by the mayo clinic says... activities 
such as marathons... triathlons... and long bicycle races may cause 
structural changes to the heart... and large arteries... leading to 
lasting injury. the study says the safe upper limit for heart health is a 
maximum of an hour of intense exercise a day... and after that 

1:48 6/4/12 11:15p 
Health and 

Medical 

we've heard about eating disorders like bulimia and anorexia where 
people go to extreme measures to lose weight... but how about 
gaining weight... or gaining size... turns out there are people 
obsessed with packing on muscle and increasing size... no matter 
how big they get. it's called "big-or-exia." nbc4's robert kovacik 
reports.. 

1:08 6/13/12 11:08p Health and 
Medical 

you can't see them... but a new report says... thousands of germs 
are crawling all over your body! it might make you cringe... but 
doctors say... this can actually be a good thing!    researchers say 
the next step is to explore why the bad germs harm some people... 
and not others. 

2:07 6/18/12 11:14p Health and 
Medical 

call it a killer tan. an underground drug known as "the barbie drug" 
is said to enhance skin color, shed pounds and even boost your 
libido. but health officials say it's illegal and very dangerous!  kim 
baldonado is live in studio city with details. kim. 

0:18 6/19/12 11:13p Health and 
Medical 

that... is 'not' a tattoo... on this pregnant woman's belly. it's her 
'sonogram' that's been 'photo-shopped' onto her tummy. 'fetal' photo 
art's a trend... that actually began... three years ago. but... it's 
suddenly becoming more and more popular. some people think it's 
a little creepy... others say it's artistic and beautiful. 
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0:28 6/20/12 11:14p 
Health and 

Medical 

it's a simple joy of summer... taking a cold drink from a garden hose 
on a hot day.... but turns out... that drink could be hazardous to your 
health!  a recent study by an environmental group... has found 
chemicals inside hoses... that could cause asthma or even cancer... 
especially in children... the study says the chemicals in the hoses 
included several that are banned in all products made for children. 
and they say... this was true of *100 percent* of the hoses they 
tested! 

0:33 6/20/12 11:14p Health and 
Medical 

and a warning about baby soap... a new study has found that 
certain soaps could cause a baby to test positive for marijuana... 
some urine samples that had small amounts of soap... also gave off 
a positive drug result. but researchers want to stress... this *doesn't* 
mean the babies have ingested marijuana in any way. 

1:57 6/25/12 11:06p Health and 
Medical 

in a breakthrough.... a doctor here in southern california helped find 
a cure for the double chin!  nbc four's kim baldonado is live in 
torrance... kim you talked with that doctor? 

3:17 6/26/12 5:47p Health and 
Medical 

4 your health- new California law may require a doctor's signature to 
exempt children from vaccines. 

0:26 6/26/12 6:05p Health and 
Medical 

first signs of west nile virus found in Orange County. 

1:06 6/27/12 11:07p Health and 
Medical 

the f-d-a has just approved a new diet pill...    and... there are still a 
few more trials before its available... 

0:24 6/28/12 11:14p Health and 
Medical 

giving birth... now doctors have discovered with a way to see inside 
a woman's body while she is in active labor.  these are m-r-i images 
of an actual baby being born... the research was published in the 
"american journal of obstetrics and gynecology" doctors hope the 
images will give them clues about the labor process that may help 
in a difficult delivery. 

2:46 6/26/12 5:23p housing Home sales up- California and US housing markets improving. 

0:37 4/23/12 11:06p immigration 

it had been the biggest migration flow in modern history.... but 
now... a new report says the migration wave from mexico to the u-
s... has apparently reached a virtual standstill.  the pew hispanic 
center says the sharp drop... started about five years ago. during 
that period... the number of illegal immigrants from mexico living in 
the u-s fell from seven...to about six million. the number of legal 
mexican immigrants in the u-s increased only slightly to almost six 
million. the report cites several reasons.... including the weak u-s 
economy... increased border enforcement... and changing 
demographics on both sides of the border.... 

0:26 4/25/12 11:08p immigration 

proterstors gathered outside the u.s. supreme court considers the 
legality of arizona's new immigration law. it requires state law 
enforcement to check the immigration status of people they believe 
are in the country illegally. the federal government says immigration 
policy cannot be set by state governments. many experts say after 
today's oral arguements... it looks like arizona will come out with at 
least a partial victory. 

2:05 4/30/12 11:05p immigration 

tomorrow is may first... may day... and thousands of people are 
expected to take to the streets... in and around los angeles... and 
tonight we have the latest information on possible traffic problems....  
nbc4's robert kovacik is live in downtown la.... to tell us what to 
expect... robert... 

0:22 5/23/12 11:07p immigration 

it looks just like the real thing... but border patrol agents say this u-
p-s van is a fake! they say a u-s citizen behind the wheel... used the 
van to smuggle 13 illegal immigrants in from mexico. agents made 
the bust last friday... when the driver tried to avoid a highway 
checkpoint near niland... about 40-miles north of the border. 
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1:22 6/15/12 11:05p immigration 
the president... who sent a lot of people back across the border... is 
now declaring a moratorium on the deportation of young people 
whose parents brought them here illegaly. 

1:22 6/25/12 11:03p immigration 

the u-s supreme court today had a little something for everybody in 
arizona's attempt to crack down on illegal immigration.    the 
immigration debate was viewed as the second most important case 
for the supreme court this year... just behind the historic legal battle 
over president obama's healthcare overhaul law. a ruling on that is 
expected on thursday. 

0:42 4/2/12 11:08p lifestyle 

in "maryland"... one woman who claims 'she' holds... a 'winning' 
ticket in "friday's" giant "mega million lottery jackpot"... may be in for 
a 'nasty' fight with her co-workers.  mirlande wilson claims she 
bought the winning ticket... at this "seven-eleven." she also buys the 
"pool" tickets... for her co-workers at "mcdonalds." and... she 
insists... the winning ticket she bought... is 'not' part of the pool... but 
her co-workers are 'demanding' a cut of the giant action. maryland 
lottery officials say... "wilson" still hasn't come forward... with the 
winning ticket... and the 'whole' story might be a hoax. so far... none 
of the three big winners... have actually identified themselves. 
they're probably still in shock. 

0:30 4/2/12 11:15p lifestyle 

'amazing' video from "western norway"... where a tractor-trailer was 
getting hauled up a mountain. a rescue worker was pulling the truck 
to safety... when suddenly it careened over the side... dragging the 
rescue vehicle... along with it. the driver of that vehicle managed to 
'jump out' in time... but... the truck driver wasn't so lucky. he did 
survive that 200 foot fall... but... he broke a bunch of bones. he's 
hospitalized in 'stable' condition. 

1:32 4/3/12 11:14p lifestyle 
women know, high heels can hurt. now one company is turning that 
pain intro profit -- selling shoes... in unlikely places around los 
angeles... 

0:41 4/3/12 11:24p lifestyle 

'till death us do part... goes the wedding vow... but for those who 
don't want to make that life-long commitment... there's a new 
website that will "rent" you a husband.  a start-up company in serbia 
is calling itself "rent-a-husband"... and it is getting a huge response. 
the agency offers seven types of what's described as.... well-trained 
"husbands" .. they include "a handyman"... "a cook"... and a 
"conversationalist." the cheapest husband rents for seven bucks an 
hour... but if you want the "fisherman-husband".. he's 53 dollars an 
hour. and they say business is booming. 

0:27 4/5/12 11:23p lifestyle 

a waitress in minnesota will get to keep her 12-thousand dollar tip 
after all... the tip was left on one of her tables at the restaurant 
where she works.  she took the cash from the restaurant to police... 
who told her she could have it back if no one claimed it in 60 days. 
but then police said it was part of a drug investigation.. and they 
wern't going to give it back. the waitress sued... and today her 
lawyer announced that she will be getting the money.  she believes 
the money was an anonymous gift from someone who knew her 
family had money troubles. 

0:43 4/6/12 11:24p lifestyle 

a week ago... millions were glued to their t-v's...waiting for the mega 
millions numbers! tonight.. a winner has come forward.  kansas 
lottery officials had the giant novelty check ready to go today.... but 
the winner decided to remain anonymous! so lottery officials let a 
big "smiley face" stand-in... and accept the 218-million dollar check. 
we're told the winner didn't find out until monday that "he or she" 
had won...  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** the winner will share that 
record jackpot with the two other winners. 
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3:22 4/9/12 11:15p lifestyle 

it was the big weekend... the one when we were asked to stay off 
the roads.... carmageddon! well.... that was nine months ago.... and 
that got us thinking.... could we see a spike in the local birth rate?  
nbc4's robert kovacik has this exclusive report. 

0:28 4/9/12 11:24p lifestyle 

she ignored the warning signs... and took a 'nasty blow' to the head. 
the scene... a beach... next to an airport... on a caribbean island. 
keep an eye... on the woman... trying to hold onto the fence... as a 
jetblue plane... powers up for takeoff. the woman loses her grip... 
and goes tumbling into a cement wall... head first. she was treated 
on the spot. that airport has a very short runway... which is why 
people can get so close. 

0:32 4/10/12 11:04p lifestyle 

the man... once called the 'only' suspect... in the 'near-fatal' beating 
of "giants" fan "bryan stow"... made it "the dodgers" home opener.  
giovanni ramirez posed for pictures... and signed autographs... at 
today's game. police chief "charlie beck" once called "ramirez"... the 
'only' suspect in the "stow beating"... which happened in the parking 
lot... after 'last' year's home opener. "ramarez" was eventually 
cleared... and two 'other' men arrested. however... "ramirez" ended 
up in jail... for '10 months'... because of a parole violation. he got out 
last month... just in time... for today's game. 

4:22 4/10/12 11:14p lifestyle 

southern california is defined by its diversity. different ethnicities, 
different parts of town, even different languages. it's those 
differences... that make the "southland" so rich... it's those 
differences that can... in fact... bring us together... and make our 
lives connect.  that's at the heart... of a special series of reports.... 
we call life connected... tonight... we look at three people... from 
different backgrounds... who found volunteer work in a kitchen... 
connected their lives in ways... they never could have imagined. 
lolita lopez joins us with their story.  project angel food relies on the 
54-thousand hours volunteers put in each year to feed those in 
need. one of the volunteers we spoke with says in a city like l-a 
where everyone is rushing around... its hard to meet people... its 
great to come in the kitchen and feel grounded.  and there's also a 
connection to those they serve. goddess tells us she was wearing 
her project angel food t-shirt at the doctors once... and a man 
kneeled in front of her and said thank you for keeping me alive for 
two years. volunteers aren't the only ways coming together. find the 
story of daniel and john, two of the organization's chefs one from el 
salvador... the other from the west adams section of la... who have 
also connected. only at nbc la.com 

0:25 4/10/12 11:24p lifestyle 

nothing like catching a 400-pound black bear... wandering through 
the neighborhood... to get your blood pumping. residents in the 
"montrose-la crescenta" area... spotted a somewhat regular visiter 
this morning... a bear they call "meatball"... hopping over fences... 
jumping on top of car. wildlife officials had to use three tranquilizer 
darts... to subdue him... then released him... deep inside the 
"angeles national forest." 

0:27 4/12/12 11:16p lifestyle 

in los angeles... we're unfortunatly familiar with road rage... but... 
'nothing' like what happened saturday... at a 'car dealership'... in 
moscow. a doctor who was unhappy... after waiting '20' minutes to 
get his vehicle... got into his "loaner" vehicle... and drove right into 
the showroom. then... he put it in reverse... he drove forward... total 
damage? about 33-thousand dollars. 
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0:22 4/12/12 11:16p lifestyle 

a winter that seemed like it never quite got started... can't seem to 
finish now!! people were out skiing and snow boarding today at the 
southern california winter playgrounds. this is snow valley. and as 
fritz mentioned earlier... there's more on the way. 

1:16 4/12/12 11:17p lifestyle 

the thought of actual rain in southern california often takes some 
people by surprise...not necessarily people who live here... one of 
our viewers posted a great video on my facebook page... poking 
fun... at how the 'mere mention' of rain... can vastly change our 
plans here in "socal." the video's also on our main "nbc l-a" 
facebook page... but.. here's a couple of highlights... and... fritz... 
you'd better pay attention... 

0:44 4/12/12 11:24p lifestyle 

who would abandon these puppies? and not just abandon them... 
but leave them stuffed in a zipped-up suitcase... don't worry they're 
okay now!  somebody put six bulldog puppies in a suitcase... and 
left it by a dumpster... in toledo, ohio. the owner abandoned the 
mother of those puppies nearby as well. but get this... the man left 
his luggage tags... with his address... on the suitcase!!! and so 
thanks to that brilliant move... he now faces charges of animal 
abandonment. the good news is... all six puppies and their mother 
are together again... doing just fine. and soon to go up for adoption! 

0:20 4/12/12 11:33p lifestyle 

van gogh... yeah... he's good... but check this out... cats in a local 
shelter... created these masterpieces... using an app... called "paint 
for cats"... the s-p-c-a let four cats... go crazy... on i-pads. the 
results... 'so' interesting... the "s-p-c-a" turned the art into note 
cards. want to buy them? we have a link on our website... "nbc l-a 
com." 

0:21 4/13/12 11:14p lifestyle 

before today's storm hit us... it hit "san francisco"... at least 'nine' 
bolts of lightning... struck the famous "bay bridge" as the storm 
rumbled through... photographer phil mcgrew... set up his camera in 
his office... pointed it out the window... and set the lens for a long 
exposure. what he got... some say... is the picture of a lifetime. look 
at that. 

0:27 4/13/12 11:22p lifestyle 

police chases go extreme... in vietnam. a traffic officer... in hanoi... 
ordered the driver of this bus... to pull over... so he could check his 
paperwork. the driver clearly had other ideas. he took off... trying to 
avoid a ticket. but the officer wouldn't give up without a fight. the bus 
hit speeds up to 30-miles an hour... before the driver finally 
relented. 

0:44 4/13/12 11:23p lifestyle 

the "san francisco giants" fan... nearly beaten to death last year... at 
"dodger stadium"... attended the giants home opener... virtually. 
thanks to the jumbo-tron board at san francisco's a-t and t park... 
bryan stow made it... and fired up his favorite ball-club!!  stow's 
son... "tyler"... took a 'virtual' hand-off from his dad... and threw out 
the ceremonial first pitch. the "giants" went on to win the game... 
over the "pirates"... and all things considered... it was a pretty 
remarkable day for the "stow" family. 

0:16 4/13/12 11:32p lifestyle double rainbow in chino hills 
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0:55 4/16/12 11:05p lifestyle 

that loyal labrador retriever... that kept watch over a dog killed by a 
hit-and-run driver...is going home tomorrow!  her owners say her 
name is "maggie"... and they've been looking for her for days. and 
she's been in the news alot since wednesday... when she was 
found keeping watch over a canine companion... hit by a car in la 
puente. maggie saw her owners again today... she was just coming 
out of anesthesia after being spayed... but witnesses say... it was 
pretty obvious she knew them... and she was thrilled...  even though 
their dog has become a symbol of loyality - her owners will be cited 
for not giving "maggie" proper vaccines, violating the leash law... 
and not having her microchipped. they'll also have to pay fees 
related to her stay at the animal shelter. 

0:29 4/17/12 11:06p lifestyle 

that loyal black lab that won the hearts of so many viewers when 
she stood watch over a dog that had been hit and killed by a car... is 
back home tonight...  maggie was picked up tonight from the 
baldwin park shelter that has been caring for her... her owners 
came forward yesterday just as maggie was about to be adopted by 
someone else. yesterday, animal control officials inspected the 
owner's home... they found that it was a safe environment for 
maggie to return. 

3:12 4/17/12 11:15p lifestyle 

in one of the most diverse cities in the world... we are all 
connected... we come together... and support each other. case in 
point... a south los angeles center that's making a difference in 
children's lives. it's what we call "life connected". and n-b-c-four's 
cary berglund reports. 

1:36 4/18/12 11:16p lifestyle 

people in the small town of red bud, illinois no longer have to 
wonder which of their neighbors won part of last month's giant mega 
millions jackpot!! today a retired couple stepped forward to claim 
their share of the 656-million dollar prize. 

0:37 4/19/12 11:14p lifestyle 

it had been six years since a little dog named "princess" 
disappeared... but now thanks to a good samaritan and a micro 
chip... "princess" has been reunited with her owner....  six years ago 
this dog.. princess... dug a hole in the backyard of her pomona 
home and vanished... fast forward to april 2012 when a good 
samaritan found her wandering around riverside. animal services 
were called... princess' micro chip checked out... and the rightful 
owner was found.. princess is now groomed and fluffed up a bit... 
and her owner is just amazed! 

1:55 4/19/12 11:15p lifestyle 

tonight a new restaurant opened for business in an historic old 
building in downtown l-a... it's all part of a ten year plan to revitalize 
the historic broadway corridor...  and nbc4's kim baldonado is there 
live! kim!! 

0:37 4/19/12 11:23p lifestyle 
now here's one of those viral videos that you just have to see!... it's 
an oscar worthy perfomance... of a girl who can't lift her bowl to the 
sink. 

1:56 4/20/12 11:15p lifestyle the second weekend of coachella is now officially underway! 

0:28 4/24/12 11:08p lifestyle 

thousands of protesters marched down hollywood boulevard 
today... to mark the 97th anniversary of what is often referred to 
as... genocide... against the armenians .. by the turks.  the march... 
led by congressman adam schiff... passed through hollywood's 
"little armenia." an estimated one million people or more... mostly 
armenians.. died during the violent period just before the start of 
world war one. the government of turkey denies that the events 
constituted a genocide. 
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3:13 4/24/12 11:14p lifestyle 

20 years ago... as parts of los angeles burned... three people... from 
three communities... who loved this city... stepped up to begin the 
healing... one took to the pulpit... one began building bridges... 
and… one picked up a broom. nbc4's lucy noland… has tonight's 
story of "life connected." 

3:18 4/25/12 11:13p lifestyle 

now: the l-a riots... 20 years later! many people killed or injured in 
19-92... but the youngest victim of all hadn't even been born yet. 
jessica evers was still in her mother's womb during the riots... when 
her mother was shot in the stomach! how did they survive? nbc4's 
john cádiz klemack has their amazing story... 

0:46 4/25/12 11:23p lifestyle 

would you like to travel the world for free? if you meet the criteria... 
you can... but there's a big controversial catch! a new website... let's 
you explore the world.... and claims you don't need money.... 
because quote: "beautiful people can travel for free!"  the website is 
called "miss travel". here's how it works: women who want to 
travel... but can't afford it... fill out a dating profile... and a list of 
places they'd like to go. then... wealthy men who are looking for 
travel buddies... browse the profiles... select a woman... and the 
men pick up the travel bills. and... so you can see the catch. 

3:55 4/26/12 11:13p lifestyle 

and now: we continue or week long look at the l-a riots 20 years 
later! colleen...... for rodney king... the turmoil of the past 20 years 
never really goes away. he was 27 years old and unprepared for 
what happened. he's very candid about that in his new book... and 
he speaks candidly ...in our conversation.  king suffered. .. a broken 
eye socket and jaw... fractured ribs... a broken leg... contusions... 
and abrasions... all from the beating. his eye socket... and check 
bone are now held together now with a metal plate. today he suffers 
from migraines... and memory loss.\ 

0:29 4/26/12 11:17p lifestyle 

this next story starts off a little rough, but has a happy ending... it's 
about a puppy in arizona... named "cactus jack.."  the 8-week-old 
terrier mix got caught up in cactus last sunday. he had enough 
cactus spines in him to fill a bucket! cactus jack was taken to an 
animal hospital... where they fixed him up... and now the happy 
ending... dozens of people showed up today for a lottery to adopt 
jack...into a loving home! 

0:32 4/27/12 11:04p lifestyle 

tonight... a dolphin remains trapped in shallow water....in the bolsa 
chica wetlands... but a marine animal rescue team hopes that high 
tide tomorrow morning...will change all that... and sent the dolphin 
back out to sea.  we got this video of the dolphin late this afternoon. 
a swimmer and two lifeguards.... got in the water to try and get 
some sort of reaction out of the dolphin... but no go... it wouldn't 
allow them to get close. the dolphin is not hurt... just a little lost... so 
the decision was made to let it try and find its way out tomorrow 
during high tide. 

0:23 4/27/12 11:13p lifestyle 

and they're living on skid row... fifty cats and kittens... desperately in 
need of new homes...  so... the l-a-p-d... and a animal rescue group 
are stepping in to help. for years a skid row church has been 
feeding the cats... but now the church is closed... and the new 
owner wants the cats gone... several off-duty police officers will hit 
the streets tomorrow to try and trap the cats... and place them in no-
kill shelters. 
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3:59 4/27/12 11:13p lifestyle 

so... the l-a-p-d... and a animal rescue group are stepping in to help. 
for years a skid row church has been feeding the cats... but now the 
church is closed... and the new owner wants the cats gone... 
several off-duty police officers will hit the streets tomorrow to try and 
trap the cats... and place them in no-kill shelters.  now to the l.a. 
riots.... 20 years later. within hours of the acquittal of 4 lapd officers 
in simi valley... parts of the city erupted ... arson... looting and 
chaos. initially... rodney king says he felt vindicated...felt like it was 
pay back for the beating he received...the year before... .. until he 
saw the pictures on television... and heard about people loosing 
their lives.  sergeant stacey koon and officer laurence powell were 
convicted of violating king's civil rights... and served time in federal 
prison. king has been arrested several times since 1992... some of 
those arrests...fueled by his well-known battle with addiction. he 
says his fiance cynthia...has helped him curb that problem. she was 
a juror in his civil rights case... and they connected after the trial. 
king no longer lives in l-a... but in a nearby community in the inland 
empire. 

0:22 4/27/12 11:33p lifestyle 

take a look at this video from downtown l-a earlier tonight... these 
cyclists took the streets of l-a with police escort! it's all part of the 
monthy ride around the city... called "critical mass"... riders gather 
on the corner of wilshire and western... every last friday of the 
month! it's free and anyone can get in there and ride with them! 

0:15 4/30/12 11:07p lifestyle 

and that dolphin trapped in the bolsa chica wetlands will be left 
alone a while longer. a pod of other dolphins tried to attack the 
wayward dolphin this weekend... when it tried to make it out to sea. 
the dolphin is eating and breathing normally. 

0:31 4/30/12 11:14p lifestyle 

the new world trade center building in new york reached a milestone 
today! it's now taller than the empire state building...  with the 
attachment of this 12-ton steel column... the building reached a 
height just past 12 hundred and 70 feet.... that makes it new york 
city's tallest skyscraper. the empire state building now comes in 
second. the world trade center tower isn't done yet... there's still 
another 500 feet to go before construction is finished some time 
next year. 

0:22 4/30/12 11:14p lifestyle 

and... the century long fascination with titanic continues... today an 
australian billionaire announced plans to build a replica of the titanic 
that will be called... the titanic ii. it's scheduled to re-create titanic's 
maiden voyage in late 2016..... and this new ship will, of course, 
have state-of-the-art navigation and safety systems. 

0:33 4/30/12 11:33p lifestyle 

and... something to give you a laugh. one family singing queen's 
"bohemian rhapsody" on the way to school every day. take a listen.  
the family says it's become a morning habit.. they start singing the 
song as soon as they pull out of the driveway... and depending on 
traffic... the song often ends just as they're pulling into school. 

3:21 5/1/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

a chino couple has practically spent a lifetime... offered a safe place 
to stay for dozens of kids... who were in pretty bad situations. not 
only have they offered a save place to stay... they've helped shape 
the lives of these kids...  ....as you're about to see in tonight's "life 
connected." 
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0:34 5/2/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

video of a very big kitty and a very small human visiting a zoo in 
oregon has gotten a lot of attention online... it shows an encounter 
between a lioness and a small boy... that must have looked like a 
zebra... take a look...  as a child sat against a thick glass wall 
wearing a black and white jacket.... the lioness tried everything she 
could to get to that striped creature... zoo keepers say it's not 
uncommon for lions to interact with little kids peering through the 
glass. they say the boy was never in any danger. 

2:02 5/3/12 11:04p Lifestyle 
tonight... a wayward bear and her two cubs are headed for the hills 
after spending the day in the trees of a foothill neighborhood.  nbc 
four's angie crouch is keeping watch for us.. angie.. 

0:49 5/3/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

it seems there's an app for anything these days... including keeping 
track of your pet. now you can monitor the location of your cat or 
dog... anywhere in the world... by using g-p-s.  clydesdale the great 
dane... loves to run. his human owner has attached a "garmin pet 
tracker" to clyde's collar... and can now keep track of his 
movements on a smart phone.  free tracking service for one year 
from at&amp;t is included in the cost of the device... and there's no 
activation fee. 

0:34 5/4/12 11:05p Lifestyle 

people in and around trabuco canyon ... had to be captivated by 
what they saw today... 2 horses...stranded in a ravine... had to be 
air evac'd out by chopper.  the pictures are pretty amazing... there 
were 4 horses and riders...trapped... rescuers cut a trail down to 
one horse... and were able to walk it back to the main trail... the two 
other horses were sedated.... then airlifted out...to a nearby 
campground. the 4th horse didn't make it. their riders were also 
hoisted up from the bottom of the ravine... they all made it out.... is 
good shape. 

0:53 5/4/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

it's a exclusive club that's about to take in new members for the first 
time in a decade. disneylands club 33 at disneyland has had a 
waiting list for nearly a decade. now a few of those on the waiting 
list may actually have the chance to become a member of the most 
exclusive club at disneyland...  this is what the club looks like - in a 
video taken by one of those lucky members. new memberships are 
being offered as part of the club's 45th anniversary... in addition to 
gourmet food and drinks... members will also have access to a new 
lounge at disney's california adventure. but if you want to join... be 
prepared to pay... an individual membership has an initiation fee of 
25-thousand dollars... and costs and additional 10-thousand dollars 
a year in dues. you'd have to make alot of visit to the magic 
kindgom to make that work out. 

0:54 5/4/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

it's a mystery that's lasted generations and across two countries... it 
involves a wallet... a thrift store... an old cabinet... and the kindness 
of strangers...  in 1949 burbank resident donald townsend slipped 
his wallet into a drawer inside a cabinet and forgot about it. the 
cabinet was sold... then re-sold.... eventually winding up in a shop in 
canada. fast forward to now where workers found the wallet... they 
were unable to return the wallet to it's owner... unfortunately donald 
townsend passed away in 2005... but to his son the wallet is a 
treasure trove of family mementos.  a cherished glimpse of the 
parents dale townsend loved dearly. 

0:12 5/7/12 11:07p Lifestyle 

this was a huge night in new york... it's known as the oscars for 
fashion... the met gala was held tonight with the likes of 
beyonce...rihanna...scarlette johansenn... and cate blanchett... to 
name a few... 
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0:40 5/7/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

as promised... we have a look at the head-turning haute couture on 
the red carpet for tonight's met gala!  billed as the oscars of fashion-
- the metropolitan museum of art costume gala -- never disappoints 
when it comes to dramatic, whimsical gowns. new mom, beyonce, 
showed up in a curve-hugging, sheer lace givenchy gown. model 
karolina kurkova sparkled in a rachel zoe design. and actress chloe 
sevigny and ivanka trump-- also wearing eye-popping dresses for 
the event. 

3:20 5/8/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

... now the story of a man by the of name...john nikkas he has set 
out on a journey he knows will be full of hope and heartbreak . it's a 
-cross country... 50-state ... 50- thousand mile trip... to "drive away 
cancer."  the story of john and his constant companion grace … is 
tonight's "life connected."    john told us earlier tonight he is "slightly 
brokendown" in shamrock texas...(which is the norm) we will 
continue to follow john and grace as they make way around the 
country... meeting people... whose lives connect through the 
struggle of cancer.  for more on "drive away cancer" go to our 
website and search "life connected" 

0:27 5/8/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

sexting scandals have taken down celebrities... and politicians... 
now... a new app allows people to send self-destructing photos!  the 
app... called "snapchat"... lets users set a time... between one and 
ten-seconds... before the photo deletes itself. of course... recipients 
can always take a screenshot if they're quick enough... although... 
the app will notify the sender if that happens. 

0:29 5/9/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

a candidate for congress in mexico has made an international name 
for herself by taking off her shirt in a campaign poster.  natallia 
juarez... and some of her supporters... are seen topless in the ad. 
they did cover most of their private parts with their arms... which you 
can't quite see here. juarez... who teaches philosophy at a local 
university... said she did it to show that she wants to fight 
prejudices... and to run... quote... a fun and innovative campaign. 

3:40 5/9/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

a recent poll found nearly 15-percent of people believe the world will 
end during their lifetime. some people with deep pockets plan to be 
safely ridding out the distruction in style. nbc4's john cadiz klemack 
is here... with these secret shelters.  what you're about to see 
tonight, could very well be the talk of the earth tomorrow. the 
question is this: what if the end was near? what if an earth-
extinction event was about to happen? would you have all you 
needed to survive? *could* you survive? a southern california man 
says - yes: and he has the way to do it.    i know some of you 
watching think, "this is crazy." well, before anyone jumps to buy one 
of these, i do want to point out again, the vivos group would *not* 
allow us access to the indiana shelter which they claim is finished. 
and as for other shelters still in the works: if you believe he has 
them, they're supposedly in wyoming, nebraska, somwehre in the 
rockies, new york and the carolinas. 

0:22 5/10/12 11:19p Lifestyle 

it's not uncommon to see people throwing a frisbee at the beach... 
but the middle of a freeway??  someone posted this video on 
youtube of an impromptu game of frisbee... on the 405 in fountain 
valley today. the lanes were empty... because workers were picking 
up a power line that had fallen across the freeway. 

0:28 5/10/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

we're seen a lot of things on our freeways... but nothing like this!  
this man decided to try and cross a busy bridge... riding his 
unicycle... naked! police were able to nab him near the middle of the 
bridge. he reportedly told officers he just likes the feeling of naked 
cycling. 
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0:27 5/11/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

tonight our own vikki vargas gave out... for the first time... a 
scholarship in her name... called the vikki vargas/nbc 4 broadcast 
journalism scholarship. tonights recipient is cal state fullerton 
student... stephanie mercado . the scholarship established by vikki 
and nbc4.... honors broadcast journalism students. 

1:12 5/14/12 11:13p Lifestyle 

in london they're saying "pudsey" will soon become the most 
famous dog in the world! while the u-s is just begining a new season 
of "america's got talent"... "britain's got talent" just finished its 
season.. with a "dog" taking home the grand prize of $750-thousand 
dollars!  pudsey... and trainer ashleigh butler... danced... and twirled 
their way to winning "britain's got talent" pudsey is enjoying his new 
found fame... dining on steak after last night's victory.. and now that 
they've conquered great britain... they've set their sights on 
hollywood!  butler says pudsey is a big fan of "uggie"... the dog in 
the movie "the artist". people are calling him "the canine susan 
boyle"... boyle of course... also took britain by a storm with her 
talent! 

0:34 5/15/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

a bay area woman got an unexpected surprise saturday... when a 
tiny puppy literally fell onto her property... straight out of the sky...  
turns out a hawk had been carrying-off the puppy but luckily 
dropped him... amazing unhurt... right onto elaine bouschard's 
property... he was first found by a seven-year year boy... who called 
for help. bouschard figures the puppy is around a month old... and 
she says quote "when god drops a puppy on you... you keep it!" she 
named the puppy... tj heavenly... after the boy who found him and... 
the place where he came from. 

3:13 5/15/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

and now... the story of a young man who formed a charity for kidney 
patients while awaiting a transplant of his own.. fred roggin has 
that... fred??  he was a high school baseball player but sports took 
a back seat for chad eaton.. a family member stepped up when he 
needed it most and now chad is stepping forward to help others just 
like him...  the remarkable story of a transplant recipient who 
donates all he can.. it's tonight's life connected...    and a great 
moment for chad today.. his first day back at campbell hall since the 
transplant, and he graduates in just a few weeks.. for more on chad 
eaton, go to our website and search "life connected"... 

1:31 5/16/12 11:09p Lifestyle 

nobel prize winner desmond tutu was in los angeles tonight... 
bringing a message of peace... in a time of trouble. nbc four's 
beverly white was in lacma... where tutu took part in a panel 
discussion.  nbc four's beverly white is live at lacma... where tutu 
took part in a panel discussion. 

0:31 5/16/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

if you've ever wondered how long a horse can tred water... take a 
look at this...  this arabian horse nick-named william... swam two 
miles out into the santa barbara channel. william was being used in 
a photo shoot on the beach... but something scared him and he 
took off into the water. an oil rig crew spotted the horse and called 
in the harbor patrol.. and guided william as he swam back another 
two miles to shore - despite the lenghtly swim wer're told the animal 
is doing fine. 

0:27 5/16/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

a custody battle over a dog named "knuckles" was the focus of a 
hearing in san pedro today.  right now sarah brega has custody of 
the pug-beagle mix. she's trying to fend-off a challenge by her ex-
boyfriend in new york. today the judge said brega can keep custody 
of the dog until at least next month. that's when a judge in new york 
will decide which court has jurisdiction. 
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0:28 5/17/12 11:24p Lifestyle 

for decades climbing mountains was an extreme sport... but for a 
new generation... reaching the summit is only the beginning.  they're 
called speed-flyers.... after long climb up the slopes they combining 
paragliding and skiing to fly back down reaching speeds of 60 miles 
per hour... this group is the first to successfully speed-fly down 
italy's mount etna... mount etna is an active volcano... its erupted 
four times since the beginning of this year. 

2:13 5/18/12 11:05p Lifestyle 

a rare event in the heavens this weekend... a total eclipse of the 
sun... that will be visible here on the west coast. but... you have to 
be very careful how you observe it!!  nbc four's angie crouch is live 
at griffith observatory... with important viewing advice: 

0:43 5/18/12 11:07p Lifestyle fritz coleman reporting 

2:57 5/22/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

in the lotto of life... one albuquerque firefighter got a raw deal: a 
brain tumor that nearly killed him. tonight... in our continuing "life 
connected" series... nbc4's john cadiz klemack explains how the 
tumor connected the firefighter with a world-renowned doctor here 
in l-a. 

0:25 5/23/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

new at eleven... the controversy over a former marine who named 
his new pub after his old battalion.... the second battalion... fourth 
marines... is known to many as "the magnificent bastards"... and 
that's what nick vel-ez named his bar. but city officials in downey 
say they've been getting a stream of complaints about the name 
from residents... even so, the city says it has no plans to get 
involved. 

0:42 5/24/12 6:17a Lifestyle 

a dog demonstration for a new pet program spiraled out of control. 
check out what happened when an enthusiastic corgi got a little too 
close to the cleaning products.  the owner of yogi quickly moved the 
dog out of the blast area. but it's not over yet. while she was 
checking to make sure yogi wasn't injured, another crisis in the 
kitchen.  thankfully, they were able to put the fire out. and most 
importantly, the dog and its human companions were not hurt. 

0:50 5/24/12 6:51a Lifestyle 

it is a lesson one high-school graduate learned the hard way. that 
lesson? - that there's a time and place for "tebowing."  high school 
graduation probably isn't the time or the place... c-j shriner was 
punished the night of graduation for tebowing on stage ...and did 
not receive his diploma with his classmates. his mom, who is a 
teacher at the school.. made him clean the high school gym before 
he got his diploma.  some criticized c-j's mother for his 
punishment... but the important thing is that c-j has his diploma and 
is a high school graduate. 

0:29 5/25/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

a small t-v station in nebraska is being invaded! not by people... by 
*moths!*  they're called miller moths... and outside the n-b-c station 
in north platte... they gather by the thousands around the lights. the 
moths made their way inside.. crawling all over the windows... 
desks... and t-v monitors... and some of them even made an 
appearances on the air.. flying in front of the cameras during live 
broadcasts. 

0:40 5/25/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

and... talk about "party animals!" a bunch of cows left their pasture... 
and crashed a backyard party near-by! it happened in boxford... 
massachusetts... this week. six cows got loose... and wandered 
aimlessly through the streets. then they seemed to make a b-line for 
a backyard party where there were plenty of women... and beer.  
police helped the owner steer the cows back to their beerless 
garden. the owner say he's putting up an electric fence... meaning... 
for these cows... the party's over! 
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1:00 5/28/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

laverne everett... the 80 year old woman who wanted to try sky-
diving... has quite a story to tell... maybe you've seen the viral video 
of her harrowing experience... and now she's talking about it!  
everett was harnessed to her instructor and they're preparing to 
jump.seconds later they're airborne and something goes terribly 
wrong! she slips out of her harness and clings to her instructor... 
apparently not realizing that they're plunging to the ground!  
everette says she "just held on" until the instructor got them both 
down safely. you can hear a full interview with the now 81 year-old 
daredevil... tomorrow morning on the today show! 

0:25 5/28/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

two teenage sisters were surprised this morning in monrovia... to 
find a bear taking a dip in their pool! so... of course.... they took 
video of it! they say the bear just took its time... and never seem to 
threaten anybody. they called their parents... but not 9-1-1. 

3:19 5/29/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

and now... life connected....think about that teacher in your life who 
really made a difference...because we all have one... 60-years ago, 
an elementary school teacher in hollywood really made a 
connection with his students... one that shaped them as adults...  
nbc4's lolita lopez is here to show us some remarkable reunions... 
that happen... no matter the distance! lolita?  88-year old carlo 
sparti spent three decades as an educator, but it's that first year that 
made the biggest impression on him... and his students.    another 
reunion is already in the works! we have even more stories on mr. 
sparti's impact and what the other "kids" are doing now ... plus you 
can share your own story... go to our website... n-b-c l-a dot-com... 
and search "life connected." 

0:28 5/30/12 11:06p Lifestyle 

that former high school football star... who spent five years in prison 
for a crime he did *not* commit... is getting a chance to try-out for 
an n-f-l team!  brian banks was exonerated last week after a judge 
threw out his conviction. he had served five years in prison... and 
then five years on probation. banks was a nationally ranked high 
school recruit when a classmate falsely accused him of raping her 
on campus. now... he'll get the chance to try-out for the seattle 
seahawks.... and their head coach... pete carroll is the man who 
orginally wanted banks for u-s-c. 

0:21 5/30/12 11:12p Lifestyle 

the u-s-s iowa arrived today!  the famed world war two battleship is 
now anchored eight miles off the port of los angeles. crews will 
spend the next several weeks cleaning it... before it opens as a 
museum in july... although if needed... it could be called back into 
action. 

2:21 5/30/12 11:13p Lifestyle 

it's one of the most interesting... pranks... we've seen in a long time! 
four guys from utah drove to venice beach... to pull off the perfect 
prank... but it took some planning!    the pranksters are back home 
in utah. where we spoke with them on the phone about the advice 
their parents gave... and what's next.    the video already has gone 
viral with more than a half million views on youtube. with an instant 
success like that... the guys got on a plane earler tonight and flew 
back to l-a... to meet with people regarding *future videos*! 
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0:54 5/30/12 11:21p Lifestyle 

the national spelling bee championship is going on this week in 
maryland... and although she won't win... a six year old from virginia 
is getting all the attention!! lore anne madison is the youngest child 
ever to advance this far in the competition... but today... she met her 
match:  so close!! in-glue-vee-e's starts with an "i" and not an "e"... 
who knew?? earlier... lori anne correctly spelled "dirigible".. much to 
the delight of the crowd. the final rounds ...featuring much older 
kids... will be tomorrow. in-gloo-vee-e's, by the way, is an 
anatomical term for part of a bird. 

0:26 5/31/12 5:04a Lifestyle Bryan Banks gets NFL tryout 

0:21 5/31/12 5:12a Lifestyle USS Iowa arrives in southern ca 

0:34 5/31/12 5:20a Lifestyle super lotto winning ticket 

1:44 5/31/12 5:39a Lifestyle buried treasure prank- men bury fake treasure at Venice beach 

0:53 5/31/12 5:47a Lifestyle boy gets stumped at spelling bee , offers comic relief 

0:25 5/31/12 5:55a Lifestyle detective trys to break ferris wheel record to raise money special 
olympics 

0:28 5/31/12 6:12a Lifestyle Banks gets NFL tryout 

0:30 5/31/12 6:45a Lifestyle 10 year old driver joy ride accident 

0:55 5/31/12 6:49a Lifestyle youngest speller to compete 

0:36 5/31/12 11:22p Lifestyle 

there is a new national spelling bee champion tonight... and she 
calls san diego home...  and with that... this 14 year old 8th grader 
just won the scripps national spelling bee. guetapens is a french-
derived word for ambush or trap. 

0:28 5/31/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

bakersfield middle school got a surprise guest today when this 
young black bear crashed their graduation... the 200-pound bear 
first approached an elementary school... then surprised students 
and parents attending the graduation ceremony at a middle school 
next door. the bear was captured... then released back into the 
wild... 

2:15 6/1/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

that's the 1998 movie called "the truman show" with "jim carrey." 
carrey plays a man... who comes to realize... his 'whole' life is being 
secretly televised.  but now... there's a 'real-life' problem... the 
experts are calling "the truman show syndrome." as more and more 
people think they're being watched by cameras all the time. 

0:27 6/1/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

a quick thinking truck driver... helped save a baby in a runaway 
stroller! it's all 'caught on camera'... "jeff blackburn" was on his 
route... driving through a "seattle" neighborhood... when he saw a 
'stroller'... 'suddenly' rolling into the 'street.' blackburn used his 
'truck' to block traffic... and quickly ran to 'save' the baby. the 
mother says she "locked" the stroller... but apparently... it wasn't 
locked. the baby's okay... and according to blackburn was even 
'giggling.' 

0:18 6/1/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

a tourist in "argentina" has captured a 'incredible' moment on video. 
a chunk of a glacier broke away... the iceberg then flipped over. it's 
not uncommon for this to happen... but people rarely see it... let 
alone record it. 

0:28 6/4/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

the kings are one game away from clinching the stanley cup.. and 
people are wishing them luck in all sorts of ways.  in fact... we've 
been getting calls about this green light show in griffith park... 
staged apparently by a random but very excited king's fan! it's a 
little hard to read... but we think it says one more to the cup. 
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4:49 6/7/12 11:00p Lifestyle 

**he's** brian banks... the high school football star whose life was 
derailed... when he was convicted of a rape he didn't commit!  and... 
'this'... is the 'private eye' who helped him get a 'second' chance... 
by 'getting' the 'confession'... that 'exonerated' him... setting him 
free. it's an "i-team" exclusive interview.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm lucy 
noland... in for colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  and tongiht... 
the inside story of how brian banks got his accuser to admit, on 
hidden camera, that she lied about being raped by him...  tonight... 
the "i-team's" joel grover joins us... with this 'exclusive' story. joel... 
just remarkable.  (joel / sm4) the man you're about to meet has so 
far, stayed out of the limelight. but tonight, that's about to change. 
now private eye freddie parish is telling the nbc4 i-team, how this 
amazing undercover sting went down, that helped make brian 
banks a free man. 

1:50 6/7/12 11:05p Lifestyle 

and there's more..... brian banks... now a free man... today got a 
second chance at his n-f-l dreams! he tried out for the "seattle 
seahawks." our beverly white, flew up to renton, washington to bring 
us the story. 

0:49 6/8/12 11:14p Lifestyle Banks trys out for second NFL team San Diego Chargers 

0:18 6/8/12 11:23p Lifestyle survelliance video-sinkhole swallows up mini bus 

2:46 6/12/12 11:13p Lifestyle 

connecting with others often span's generations and geography. 
many have 'never' been to skid row... and probably never want to 
go. but... you're about to meet some volunteers... who go there 
'every' single chance they get.  here's robert kovacik... with tonight's 
"life connected." 

0:19 6/12/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

cute time... take a look at this 'adorable' kitten... trying 'really' hard 
to wake up his buddy. first... the kitten tries 'licking' his friend's face. 
then... comes ear biting... and 'tail' and 'leg' pulling. 'nothing' 
worked. it's hazardous duty. finally... 'success'... for a moment... 
but... man is that tiring. you can find kittens like these... and 
thousands of other animals... available for adoption at "l-a animal 
services." 

0:47 6/14/12 11:09p Lifestyle 

to the story now... that topped off an 'amazing' week... for the "l-a 
kings" and their fans... the 'big' parade and rally... celebrating that 
"stanley cup" victory.  an estimated quarter of a million people 
converged downtown. the parade traveled down "figueroa"... with 
"the kings"... and that "cup"... on six 'double-decker' buses and a 
'semi-truck.' of course... "lord stanley's cup"... was a 'huge' draw.  
then... 18-thousand people headed inside "staples" for a standing 
room only rally. and... everyone we talk with... said it was a blast. 

0:20 6/14/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

tomorrow... the guy in the purple shirt will attempt a feat... that 
hasn't been done in more than 100 years! nick wallenda... of the 
famous "flying wallenda" family... will try to walk over niagara falls 
on a tightrope. wallenda will be required to wear a safety harness. 
but he says... he would actually prefer not to wear one! 

1:13 6/14/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

we've seen the l-a kings make history... winning the stanley cup... 
and now you're going to meet a woman with the l-a dodgers who is 
making also history.    you can hear more of kristin's interview with 
sue at nbc nightly news dot com. 
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0:31 6/14/12 11:22p Lifestyle 

vending machines have almost everything...chips, prezels, cookies. 
now...pizza!  let's pizza is a vending machine... that promises to 
deliver a hot pie... made from scratch... in less than three minutes. 
the concept started in "the netherlands." it's expected to hit our 
shores... later this year. you'll have more than 200 toppings to 
choose from. the machine takes cash and credit... a ten-inch 
pizza... sells for about six-bucks. 

0:44 6/15/12 11:03p Lifestyle 

daredevil nik wallenda has done it - tonight he walked a tightrope 
from the u-s to canada over niagara falls.  a huge crowd watched as 
wallenda stepped out onto a two-inch wide... 18-hundred foot-long 
cable. he slowly.. carefully.. crossed above the famous "horseshoe" 
falls... it took him less than 30 minutes to reach the other side..  
wallenda actually ran the last few feet along the wire. at no time, did 
he ever appear close to falling... but he was tethered to a harness... 
just in case... 

0:30 6/15/12 11:22p Lifestyle 

a homeowner in portland, oregon doesn't need to water his front 
lawn... he's already got plenty of water under it!!.  this video... it 
shows a water bubble pushing up the grass... it's kind of like having 
a waterbed in your front yard. it can happen when underground 
sprinklers don't pop up... instead of watering the lawn, they flood an 
area beneath the sod. 

0:23 6/15/12 11:31p Lifestyle 

a los angeles landmark is celebrating its 65-th anniversary tonight! 
langer's deli is marking the occasion by giving away free pastrami 
sandwiches! we're told so many people lined up for them today... 
the city had to close part of seventh street... in front of the deli. that 
free sandwich giveaway runs until nine p-m tomorrow night. 

0:52 6/18/12 11:07p Lifestyle 

tonight... the autopsy is done... but we're still waiting for toxicology 
results in the death of rodney king.... king was found yesterday... at 
the bottom of his backyard swimming pool in rialto.  tonight.... 
people came to leimert park... to remember rodney king... they 
continued the discussion about his legacy... that began yesterday 
when we first got word of his death... n-b-c-4 inland empire reporter 
craig fiegener spoke to police tonight to get the latest on the 
investigation...    king's family tonight tells us... they are still working 
to finalize funeral arrangements. 

0:22 6/18/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

the olympic torch relay took an unusual detour today...  one torch 
bearer suddenly handed the torch to a security guard... got downon 
his knees and proposed to his girlfriend! she nodded yes... the 
crowd cheered... then.... it was back to work! getting the torch to it's 
final destination... the olympic games 

2:37 6/19/12 11:13p Lifestyle 

connecting with others... often creates 'new' opportunites where 
none existed before... this is especially true for kids ... who are 
challenged by circumstances... yet... they manage to overcome with 
a little help from those who have already made it.  here's vikki 
vargas... with tonight's "life connected." 

0:21 6/20/12 11:10p Lifestyle 

and here they are... america's newest millionaires. they call them 
the quaker oats... shipping twenty... because they all work in the 
shipping department at quaker... or they used to anyway. all 20 are 
splitting up a 241 million dollar powerball jackpot. they took the lump 
sum option.  it's not the lotto... but you can win a free i-pad... the 
giveaway is next... plus this... 

0:27 6/20/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

rodeos are full of 'roping' and 'riding'... and... have you heard of... 
"mutton bustin"... take a look...  the scene... north platte nebraska... 
tonight... these "mutton bustin"... 'little cowboys and cowgirls"... ride 
sheep... hanging on... however they can. so... they're decked out in 
safety gear... at rodeos and fairs... across the country... mutton 
bustin... is one of the most popular events. 
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0:40 6/21/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

check out the latest hit online... it's a quack up  that's charley... a 
little duckling frantically trying to keep up with his human friend... 
maybe he thinks that human is really his mom? fortunately charlie 
catches up with his friend in the end. this video was recently posted 
on-line... and of course... it's gone viral... with people all over the 
world saying "awwwwwwwww." 

0:29 6/22/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

what do you get... when you put a car on top of the tallest building in 
california?? you get one exciting commercial!  b-m-w went to great 
heights for this ad. it shows someone doing donuts on top of the u-s 
bank tower in downtown l-a. but don't worry... as real as this looks... 
it was all done with computers! 

0:17 6/25/12 11:15p Lifestyle 
and... the last piece of steel was hoisted into place today on one of 
the four, new, world trade center towers. construction crews signed 
the beam before it was placed on top of the 799 foot building. 

2:06 6/25/12 11:15p Lifestyle 

maybe you've noticed something new and interesting at l-a live... 
and wondered what is it... and maybe it reminded you of your 
childhood! well... there's a good reason for that!  nbc4's janet kwak 
is live in downtown l-a... with some **extreme** answers! janet... 

3:30 6/26/12 11:14p Lifestyle 

and now: life connected! n-b-c four first introduced caine monroy 
and his cardboard arcade to you back in april... but, what began as 
a simple idea... is now a global money-making movement!  n-b-c 
four's lolita lopez is here to explain. lolita?  its huge-in fact, the 
people behind the arcade are planning a "global day of play"... you 
will be able to sign up to build a game out of cardboard, invite 
people to play and raise money to help build a permanent workshop 
for kids right where it all started...boyle heights.    amid all the 
excitement, dad- george- had a major heart attack. he is fine now 
and has changed his diet. he created the facebook page "smart 
hearts aftermarket" to post his recipes and connect with people from 
as far as australia. it's like all things associated with caine's 
arcade...a coming together to work towards a greater good. 

0:39 6/27/12 11:22p Lifestyle 

great scott!! it was just a hoax! there's a "back to the future" prank 
on the web right now... hitting twitter and facebook pages faster 
than a delorean going 88-miles an hour!  a blogger posted this 
doctored photo from "back to the future two"... showing *today* as 
the day... doc and marty were set to arrive from "the past". well... 
the date in the movie is actually "october 21-st, 2015"... so we still 
have a few years to go. this is not the first time internet users has 
been fooled... a few years ago, a photo-shopped image with "july 5, 
2010" as the date... went viral! 

0:27 6/27/12 11:32p Lifestyle 

for those who want to be faithful... but need a little help... check out 
the new anti-adultery ring!! it leaves an imprint on the wearer's 
finger that says... i'm married. the web site... the cheeky dot com... 
sells the titanium ring for 500 dollars. the seller says the troubles of 
our former governor... and golf great tiger woods... inspired the 
idea. 

0:28 6/28/12 11:17p Lifestyle 

96 year old julian grembla isn't going to the olympics... but this 
orange county man showed some olympic spirit earlier this month... 
when he went skydiving for the very first time!! the people at 
"skydive elsinore" put this video on you-tube. grembla... and other 
family members... made the jump. now... for his 97th birthday.. he 
wants to take a bungee jump. oh... and by the way... mister grembla 
is legally blind!! 
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0:33 6/28/12 11:23p Lifestyle 

the power of viral video! a stair-case in new york city... kept tripping 
people up! commuters climbing up from the subway... kept falling... 
so one guy decided to videotape it all...  and apparently... it was 
because one of these steps was higher than the others... a half-inch 
higher but when this video went viral... t-v stations in new york 
picked up on the story... and transit crews spent the day replacing 
the entire stairway. 

0:27 6/29/12 11:33p Lifestyle 

for the person who has money to burn... how about this? a million-
dollar... 24-karat... gold-plated vacuum. it's not a joke... "go-vacuum 
dot-com" swears it's real. and they hope someone will purchase this 
beauty - however the usual 60-day in-home trial is *not* available 
on this model. 

0:17 4/6/12 11:15p religion 

this is a weekend of reflection and celebration for millions of people. 
christians... marked the beginning of easter today with "good friday" 
services.  and... "passover" began at sundown. so... there were 
celebrations and jewish families all over southern california sat 
down to the ritual meal called a "seder". 

3:21 5/23/12 11:16p religion 

what's going on behind closed doors at a hollywood storefront? a 
spiritual connection with a higher being? or as some claim 
something else. it's something called "santa muerte." and it's a 
taboo subject in the catholic church. nbc4's john cadiz klemack is 
here tonight with details! john?  she is considered a saint to her 
devoted followers. satanic to many more. even bringing up the topic 
in some mexican homes brings fears of curses and voodoo. we 
wanted to find out what santa muerte was all about. and in so doing, 
found her fans...and her fanatics.  the truth and fiction of santa 
muerte has long been debated. it continues to be a topic of 
discussion for those on both sides of the border. in mexico, 
president felipe calderon has gone as far as to dismantle roadside 
shrines to santa muerte because of the connections to the drug 
gangs. 

1:01 5/25/12 11:14p religion 

the man closest to pope benedict the 16th is under arrest tonight.... 
with total access to the pope's private living quarters, he's accused 
of breaking one of the ten commandments... the one about stealing.  
(-- pkg --)+-  the pope has ordered several investigations including 
one headed by vatican police and one by a commission of 
cardinals. 

0:28 5/28/12 11:10p religion 

tonight... pope benedict's butler is reportedly cooperating with 
investigators in the vatican "leaks" scandal.  the butler, paolo 
gabriele was arrested last week for allegedly leaking dozens of 
confidential vatican documents... including the pope's own personal 
correspondence. the scandal has now become known as quote 
"vati-leaks". there are reports out of rome that a cardinal may also 
be suspected in the scandal. but the vatican is denying that. 

0:22 6/7/12 11:10p religion 

the congregation that once called the "crystal cathedral" home is on 
the move.  it was announced today that members along with their 
'trademark' show... the "hour of power" are relocating to a church... 
about a mile away in... "garden grove." the move should become 
'official'... by "june" of next year. until then... the "catholic church" 
which has bought the property... is giving the "crystal cathedral"... 
'free' rent. 
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0:57 4/6/12 11:08p safety 

now... to the "power" struggle at the san onofre nuclear plant! 
tonight... some lawmakers are demanding... that the plant be up 
and running before summer, when energy demands spike!  for that 
to happend the nuclear regulatory commission has to sign off on it. 
today the chairman got a look at the reactors. afterwards he said 
san onofre plant ill *not* go back on line until eison can figure out 
why reactor tubes been leaking radioactive steam. for two months 
both reactors have been shut down and the nrc says they're not 
going back on line until the problem is fixed and understood.  
***sot*** ***sot*** on a near by bluff - protesters gathered asking 
lawmakers to keep the plant shut down until *all* doubts have been 
resolved. 

0:29 4/13/12 11:09p safety 

a california company is recalling a batch of yellow fin tuna... linked 
to a nationwide salmonella outbreak.  moon marine u-s-a of 
cupertino is recalling 58-thousand pounds of frozen raw yellowfin 
tuna. it was shipped to grocery stores and restaurants... to be used 
in sushi and sashimi dishes. the f-d-a says 116 illnesses have been 
reported... in 20 states and the district of columbia. so far... no 
cases here in california. 

0:19 4/17/12 11:07p safety 

u-c san diego engineers caused a few fake quakes today. the 
quake simulations happened at this five story building outfitted with 
70-cameras... and 500 sensors. the five million dollar project is 
supposed to help engineers design buildings that are better able to 
make it through a major quake... 

1:59 4/23/12 11:00p safety 

right now... at 11. it's a new trend and it's going to shock a lot of 
parents! teenagers drinking... hand sanitizer... and ending up in the 
hospital with alcohol poisoning.  health officials trying to get the 
word out **don't** do this! it's 11pm...i'm chuck henry.. and... i'm 
colleen williams..  health experts say... despite the obvious danger... 
it has happened at least six times already in the san fernando 
valley... nbc 4's robert kovacik... is live in hollywood... at children's 
hospital with more on this disturbing trend... robert. 

2:06 4/24/12 11:03p safety 

mad cow disease has been discovered in a dairy cow in central 
california... it's the first case years... anywhere in the states... and it 
has people asking... is there a problem with our food supply?  
nbc4's beverly white is live in downtown l-a with that answer. 
beverly... 

0:19 4/26/12 11:06p safety 

also... federal officials say the mad cow recently discovered here in 
california was been euthanized after it became lame. the u-s 
department of agriculture says the cow was about 10 years old and 
came from a dairy farm in tulare county... health officials have said 
there is no risk to the food supply. 

1:04 4/30/12 11:04p safety 

it was a year ago tomorrow that navy seals stormed osama bin 
laden's compound in pakistan... the anniversary of his death means 
heightened secuirity at l-a-x and other airports. but are there any 
specific threats? let's go to alex calder in newschopper 4... with the 
alerts... and what you can expect if you plan to travel. 

0:26 5/2/12 11:08p safety 

now the latest on mad cow disease... two california dairy farms are 
being quarantined... and a ranch is being investigated....  u-s-d-a 
officials say it's standard procedure to search for other cattle that 
might be exposed... a calf born to the infected cow was found in 
another state... and has tested negative for mad cow disease. 
government officials insist there is no threat to our food supply. 
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0:32 5/3/12 11:09p safety 

al-qaida is encouraging followers in the united states to set 
wildfires... as a new form of terrorism.  an online newsletter... linked 
to al-qaida... calls for western muslims to wage war on the u-s. the 
newsletter provides a step-by-step guide... on how to start wildfires. 
it even highlights the american southwest as a prime target. there's 
no specific threat... but a cal-fire battalion chief says the idea is not 
that far-fetched... since fires can cause extensive damage. 

0:31 5/4/12 11:13p safety 

health officials say fourteen people have been sickened by dog food 
tainted by salmonella. the food originated at this "diamond pet food" 
plant in south carolina. it's the same plant that produced dog food 
tainted by toxic mold back in 2005. that incident killed dozens of 
dogs. the salmonella outbreak has not taken any lives... and so far.. 
the sickness has only struck people... and not dogs. none of the 
incidents was in california. 

1:15 5/7/12 11:05p safety 

tonight... we're learning how the c-i-a broke up a terrorist plot to 
bomb a u-s bound airliner...with a new type of underware bomb.    
president obama was told abou the plot last month...the f.b.i now 
has the device and the suspect is no longer a threat - whether that 
means he was killed or captured no one is saying. 

0:26 5/8/12 11:03p safety 

these southwest threats comes just one day after the c-i-a stopped 
a potential terrorist bombing aboard a u-s bound plane! and 
tonight... we've learned that that would-be suicide bomber... was 
actually an informant for the c-i-a!  the c-i-a isn't releasing many 
details on the operation. that double-agent was given an under-
wear bomb.... which is said to be a more sophisticated device than 
the type used in a bombing attempt in detroit in 2009. 

0:23 5/24/12 6:36a safety 

a new review of the best and worst beaches in california is due out 
later this morning.  heal the bay will release its 2012 beach report 
card. the environmental group grades 441 beaches throughout the 
state. the rankings are based on the levels of harmful bacteria 
levels found in the water. the locations on this year's "beach 
bummers" list will be revealed at a 10:30 am news conference at 
will rogers beach, near santa monica. 

0:25 5/24/12 6:41a safety 

costco is recalling dried mushroom slices sold at west coast stores. 
there are concerns the mushrooms may have been contaminated 
with chemicals. the voluntary recall affects the shitake-ya brand 
gourmet shitake mushroom slices with a sell-by date of april 16, 20-
13. the company says it discovered the mushrooms may have been 
contaminated with carbendazim and other chemicals. 

2:12 5/28/12 11:00p safety 

tonight: food safety concerns! radiation... apparently from those 
earthquake damaged nuclar reactors in japan... is showing up in 
some fish caught off the coast of california!  it's our top story. i'm 
chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams the extra radiation is being 
found in tuna caught off the california coast... the question tonight... 
is it safe to eat?  nbc4's beverly white is live in studio city... 
beverly... 

0:24 5/29/12 11:14p safety 

now to orange county... and efforts to stop the spread of potentially 
dangerous typhus disease!  health officials in santa ana fear 
"typhus" may be spread by fleas on feral cats. thats why traps have 
been set out near two schools. so far, two cases of typhus have 
been reported in orange county this year. animal control officers will 
round up cats found without tags... and they will test their fleas for 
typhus. 
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0:29 6/7/12 11:07p safety 

tonight... a warning about the dangers of something called "bath 
salts"... but 'these' salts are 'not' the ones for your tub. they're 
'synthetic' drugs... psychiatrists say... can turn a person into a 'wild' 
beast... and kill you. "miami police" blame the salts... for a 'viscious' 
assault... in which a "user" attacked a homeless man... biting off 
part of his face. the drugs are banned for sale in stores in 'many' 
parts of the u-s... but they are still available online. 

0:21 6/11/12 11:14p safety 

new at eleven... a warning tonight... about 'two' brands of soup... 
sold at 'local' farmers markets. health officials say... they may 
contain the bacteria... that causes botulism. the "pacific palisades 
farmer market" sold the brand "one gun ranch" out of "malibu." 
and... farmers markets in "calabasas" and "studio city" sold the 
brand "organic soup kitchen" out of santa barbara. 

1:50 6/14/12 11:04p safety 

if you like 'shellfish'... beware... tonight... the "f-d-a" wants shellfish 
from "south korea"... taken 'off' our dinner plates immediately.  nbc 
4's michelle valles has been looking into where this seafood is being 
sold. michelle...? 

0:22 6/14/12 11:07p safety 

new at 11! regulators have uncovered security problems at the 
troubled san onofre nuclear plant... according to the nuclear 
regulatory commission... an inspection in may found apparent 
violations... edison, operators of the plant... says it treats any such 
reports seriously.... san onofre has been closed for more than four 
months because of equipment problems. 

0:22 6/18/12 11:06p safety 

also new tonight... southern california edison says the san onofre 
nuclear power plant will remain closed indefinitely. edison joined 
nuclear regulatory commission representatives tonight for a public 
forum on the troubled plant. regulators say a design problem is 
making tubes wear out faster than they should... and both parties 
agree... san onofre can't re-open until that problem can be 
addressed. 

0:23 6/25/12 11:05p safety 

and we've learned san francisco police officers went undercover 
tonight! dressing up as dodger fans... at the dodgers-giants game.  
they said they're trying to minimize potential problems between 
fans... like last year's beating of giants fan bryan stow at dodger 
stadium. san francisco police will have those undercover officers at 
the ballpark for the remainder of the series. 

2:14 6/26/12 5:33p safety 4 your health-water safety-two kids almost drowned over the 
weekend; drowning accidents more common in summer. 

1:18 4/3/12 11:05p severe weather 

unbelievable images from northern texas... when the sky turned 
dark at mid-day and a half dozen toradoes moved across dallas fort 
worth. and the damage they caused was as unusual... as it was 
sporatic.  after looking at the damage... you might say it's nothing 
short of a miracle that no one was killed and only a dozen people 
were hurt. 

0:52 4/9/12 11:00p severe weather 

we start tonight with a storm alert...in the middle of april...rain and 
possibly snow. i'm colleen williams, and i'm lucy noland. it's a one-
two punch -- and we're tracking the trouble on the radar. let's get 
right to fritz in the weather center. 

1:03 4/10/12 11:00p severe weather 

the storm is about to hit southern california.... good evening... it's 11 
o'clock. i'm colleen williams . and... i'm lucy noland... in for chuck 
henry.  newschopper 4 over .... "port hueneme" (y- nee' mee) in 
"ventura county." rain... expected to hit our area... in the next few 
hours. fritz coleman ... what do you think... a wednesday wash-out?  
fritz does weather 
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0:16 4/11/12 11:06p severe weather 

to the weather now... round one is done... round two... on the way... 
and... look at this...  fantastic news for 'skiers' and 'snowboarders.' 
this video... from "mount baldy"... tonight. several inches of snow... 
piling up... in the area. 

0:58 4/12/12 11:00p severe weather 

looking live... here comes the rain and round two -- of spring storms. 
the slow, and cold system already rolling in ahead of schedule.  
here comes the rain and round two -- of spring storms. the slow, 
and cold system already rolling in ahead of schedule.  we are on 
storm alert. i'm collen williams. and... i'm lucy noland... in for chuck 
henry. you can see the trouble... we're tracking... on the radar... let's 
go to fritz... in the weather center. 

0:44 4/13/12 11:00p severe weather 

we begin with breaking news... interstate 5 through the grapevine 
has just been closed -- blowing snow... mixed with ice... causing 
dangerous conditions for drivers. a live report, coming up.  in 
orange county... four people 'trapped'... in rising waters. a flooded 
creek... threatens to wash away this truck...and its passengers. only 
"newschopper 4" captured the rescue.  and along with the hail and 
high water... we saw lightning. one house... hit by lightning...catches 
fire... we've on scene with this ... and the damage caused by from 
the storm.  we're watching the storm tonight! i'm colleen williams. 
and... i'm lucy noland in for chuck henry. to that breaking news... 
now...  nbc4's john cadiz klemack... is live near "pyramid lake"... 
dramatic view of the traffic back-up on the grapevine...john. 

2:24 4/13/12 11:01p severe weather nbc4's john cadiz klemack... is live near "pyramid lake"... dramatic 
view of the traffic back-up on the grapevine...john. 

1:50 4/13/12 11:03p severe weather 
thank you john... now to patrick healy... in orange county, where 
they seemed to feel the brunt of this storm! patrick... 

1:02 4/13/12 11:05p severe weather we broke rain records today... and it's not over yet. the radar is still 
showing trouble... let's go to fritz... with more... 

2:05 4/13/12 11:06p severe weather 

lightning blasting through our skies... quite possibly behind a 'house 
fire'... in "ventura county." the residents say they felt... the 
'unmistakable' power... of a 'lightning strike'... the next thing they 
knew... fire was raging.  nbc four's lolita lopez reports from "oxnard." 

1:02 4/25/12 11:00p severe weather 

the storm arives... it hit some parts of our area in a big way... and ... 
the first wave of rain is coming down.  the storm arives... the first 
wave of rain is hitting some parts of our area in a big way... you're 
looking live in long beach.  but, the worst is yet to come. i'm colleen 
williams. and i'm chuck henry. let's get right to fritz coleman who is 
tracking this storm! fritz! 

1:34 4/25/12 11:01p severe weather 

downed powerlines... trees snapped in half... you name it! all sorts 
of weather-related problems across the area... since the trouble 
started earlier today!  nbc4's beverly white... live in brea tonight with 
the video... bev? 

0:15 4/25/12 11:03p severe weather 
the wind was also causing problems tonight! the c-h-p issued wind 
alerts for anyone driving campers or high-profile vehicles on the 
"118 freeway" from the "five" to the ventura county line. 

0:08 4/25/12 11:03p severe weather 
and, then there was this! in the middle of your screen.... it's a water 
spout. one of our viewers from long beach took this picture.... 
around redondo and 7th street. 

0:17 5/22/12 11:05p severe weather 

and strong winds knocked down more than four dozen power poles 
in lancaster tonight. this happened around seven p-m on north 
110th street. no one was hurt... but some homes lost power... so-cal 
edison tells us... the repairs could take several days. for more on 
the winds... let's go to fritz! 
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1:07 5/23/12 11:19p severe weather 
we're under another high wind warning... following a day of damage 
in the antelope valley.  nbc four's kim baldonado is live in lancaster! 
kim! 

0:21 5/24/12 6:32a severe weather 

high winds in the antelope valley helped fuel a huge fire in 
palmdale.  a backyard shed behind a home in the 1200 block of 
east avenue "r" was completely engulfed in flames when firefighters 
arrived around 10-30 p-m. crews were able to knock down the fire in 
about 30 minutes. no injuries were reported. the cause of the fire is 
still under investigation. 

0:08 6/5/12 11:07p severe weather 
the flags... whipping in simi valley! a high wind warning in effect 
tonight... especially in the higher elevations.  not only wind 
problems... but high surf too... here's fritz with the alerts! 

0:45 6/18/12 11:05p severe weather a red flag warning is in effect... as stiff winds begin to kick up in 
riverside county...  fritz has an eye on the trouble! fritz 

1:01 6/19/12 11:06p severe weather 

back here at home... 'wicked winds' are hitting "southern 
california"... and that has a lot of people on alert...  and afraid of fire 
and red flag warnings... strong gusts are whipping through 
palmdale.. but conditions aren't as bad as they have been this 
week... fritz is keeping an eye on all this... fritz! 

0:25 6/26/12 5:15p severe weather 
Florida gets 20 inches of rain thanks to hurricane Debbie, could get 
up to 3 feet. 

1:16 6/26/12 5:50p severe weather breaking news- haboob in Arizona-huge dust storm--dust cloud 10 
miles wide, goes up 2,000 feet. 

1:10 6/26/12 6:00p severe weather breaking news- huge dust storm (haboob) near phoenix. 10 miles 
wide, 2,000 feet high. 

0:27 6/26/12 6:05p severe weather 
Tropical storm Debbie leads to flooding across Florida; sections of I-
10 closed. 

1:14 4/4/12 11:16p technology 

first... a self driving car... now... glasses that could duplicate your 
smart phone. and there was speculation that like the new iphone, 
these glasses could talk back when asked a question. tonight 
"project glass" as google calls it, is a reality. 

0:14 4/5/12 11:16p technology 

you're looking tonight at a dust storm on mars! it may resemble a 
tornado.. but scientists say it's actually more like what's called a 
dust devil here on earth. these images -- from nasa -- were taken by 
a camera that's orbiting the red planet. 

0:44 4/11/12 11:24p technology 

a lot of people are glued to their i-phones every waking hour.. and 
now there's a way you can use the popular device while you sleep, 
too. it's a brand new app... called "dream on"... and the inventor is 
hoping... it improves your dreams.  the "dream on" app... developed 
by a british professor... is supposed to help you create perfect 
dreams by playing what the inventor calls soundscapes. some of 
those audio tracks include a peaceful garden... or a trip to tokyo. the 
inventor wants those who use the app to tell him how it works... so 
he can tweak it. he calls it... the world's largest dream experiment. 

0:30 4/16/12 11:24p technology 

the computer battle could be heating up again soon! because... if 
you believe the technology rumor mill... the i-pad mini is coming!  
this is the hot-selling i-pad three. but there are persistent reports... 
that apple is planning to come out with a new "i-pad mini"... with a 
five or seven inch screen. according to one report, the i-pad mini's 
will hit the market later this year... the rumored price?... 249 to 299 
dollars. we'll see!!! 
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0:27 4/30/12 11:10p technology 

it's a "scientific goldrush"-- a rock older than the sun impacted 
somewhere in the gold country of northern california and nevada... 
and even a small piece is extremely valuable!  it seems to have set 
off an all-out meteor rush! science buffs and treasure seekers are 
descending on gold rush towns of the eastern sierra's... to find even 
the smallest piece that can sell for at least a thousand bucks per 
gram. 

0:21 5/4/12 11:33p technology 

it's not a bird up in the sky... or a plane... it's a super moon... 
according to nasa's calculations... at around 8:30 tomorrow night... 
the full moon will be at it's closest point to earth the moon will 
appear 14% larger than normal... and 30% brighter... a super moon 
indeed... 

0:40 5/16/12 11:08p technology 

saturday could be a history day for the u-s space flight and this time 
its has nothing to the nasa and everything to do with a private 
company based in hawthorn. this weekend "space x" will launch an 
unmanned space ship and dock with the international space station.  
the spacecraft will lift off from cape canaveral in florida. on top of the 
rocket is an un-manned "appolo" like capsule that will dock with the 
space station a few days later... it will be carrying just cargo on this 
test run - and if all goes, well future flights will shuttle humans to 
and from the space station. as the first u-s made replacement for 
the retired shuttles fleet. 

0:28 5/24/12 6:17a technology 

is siri really a "hi tech" spy? the voice activated digital assistant, is 
not welcomed at a major corporation.  i-b-m employees can bring 
their i-phones to work, but they can't use "siri" the reason: siri ships 
everything you say to her to a big data center in maiden, north 
carolina. and no one's sure what really happens to all your siri-
launched searches and e-mail messages. a top i-b-m executive said 
the company banned siri outright because, it worries that --quote-- 
"the spoken queries might be stored somewhere." 

2:17 5/24/12 11:05p technology 

right now... a local company is on the verge of making history in 
space!  hawthorne-based "space-x" is sending a supply ship to the 
international space station... (you're looking here at live pictures 
from space!) and tonight the shuttle... it's just hours away from 
docking.  so... the "dragon capsule" is about to score a major first 
for the space industry!  nbc4's kim baldonado is live outside "space-
x" headquarters... kim! 

0:32 5/25/12 11:07p technology 

tomorrow... the astronauts at the international space station...will 
start unloading the supplies they received today... curtesy of a local 
company...in a delivery that made history!  the capsule known as 
"dragon" was captured by the space station's robotic arm this 
morning... while controllers in hawthorne cheered. it marked the first 
time that a private company has delivered a supply ship to the 
space station. this test flight is being run jointly by the space-x 
company... out of hawthorne... and nasa. 

0:25 5/30/12 11:09p technology 

after its history-making mission... the "space-x dragon capsule" will 
splash down in the pacific tomorrow morning!  early tomorrow 
morning...the capsule loaded with 14-hundred pounds of 
experiments and equipment will begin its fight home! it's expected to 
splash down about 500 miles off the coast of southern california 
shortly before nine a-m... space-x is a local company... based in 
hawthorne. 

1:30 5/31/12 5:05a technology Space-X will return home 

1:25 5/31/12 5:29a technology space-x "dragon"  is headed home 

0:14 5/31/12 5:44a technology space-x dragon leaves space station 
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0:27 5/31/12 5:45a technology driverless car 

1:34 5/31/12 6:01a technology space x dragon headed back to earth 

0:16 5/31/12 6:16a technology space x dragon leaves space station 

1:34 5/31/12 6:31a technology space x dragon back to earth 

0:22 5/31/12 6:48a technology dragon leaves space station 

0:56 5/31/12 6:58a technology space x dragon heading back to earth 

1:34 6/5/12 11:16p technology 

free wi-fi is coming to l-a-x! starting this summer... travelers will get 
45-minutes... to surf the web for free. they can pay a fee... if they 
need more time. the service is part of the mayor's push... to offer 
more free wi-fi hot spots across the city.  the guys who invented 
"napster" back in the 90s... are back with a new project. it's called 
"airtime"... and it's a new video chat app for facebook.  nbc4's angie 
crouch has more on today's launch. 

0:25 6/26/12 5:08p technology facebook app for finding friends nearby discontinued only hours 
after its release. 

0:37 6/27/12 11:13p technology 

man versus machine... they've faced off before over a chess 
board... but who will be victorious when it comes to rock... paper... 
scissors...  the machine of course... researchers in japan have 
created a robot that wins every time... the robot's super-fast vision 
analyzes the position of the human hand... and in one-millisecond 
counters the move... not exactly a fair fight... or at least thats how 
us humans may see it! 

0:44 4/2/12 11:09p transportation 

supporters of california's proposed bullet train are trying to get the 
project back on track.  they unveiled a new, less expensive plan 
today... it comes amid declining public enthusiasm for the project. 
the new price tag is still huge... around 68 billion dollars... but that's 
about 30-billion less than it was before! if approved... the initial leg 
would connect central california to the san fernando valley...  the 
new plan would save money by merging the bullet train.. with 
existing commuter rail lines, including l-a's metrolink. this latest plan 
could happen within the next ten years.  backers say this latest plan 
could bring high speed rail to southern california within the next ten 
years. 

1:19 4/5/12 11:17p transportation 
it's the most non-traditional car at the new york auto show.. and it 
comes from an idea that goes back 60 years.. then as now, stuck in 
traffic? why not drive above it! 

0:24 4/6/12 11:14p transportation 

gas prices on santa catalina island are among the highest in the 
nation. this photo sent to us from a viewer ... gas there has topped 
7- dollars per gallon.... so next time you're unhappy about five 
dollars a gallon... think of the people on catalina! 

0:39 4/6/12 11:14p transportation 

because of rising fuel costs... one airline plans to, quite literally, slim 
down. european carrier, ryan-air, is allegedly asking their flight crew 
to lose weight... to make the plane lighter and burn less fuel. they 
also plan to use lighter seats and bring less ice on board for your 
drinks.  the low-cost airline is also, and this is no joke, looking at 
charging heavier passengers a so-called "fat tax"... it's also 
considering charging more for removing the arm rest between 
seats.. and for using the restroom. 

0:22 4/9/12 11:01p transportation 

right now... "caltrans" is working on "the 134"... in glendale... 
replacing a 'thousand' feet of metal guardrail. the 'west-bound' 
direction is now down... to two lanes. a 'tanker crash' late saturday 
night... forced the closure of 'all' lanes on the connector... until this 
morning. police say a suspected 'drunk driver'... hit the 'big rig'... 
igniting an inferno. 
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0:35 4/10/12 11:01p transportation 

a bomb threat called-in to the l-a office of korean airlines... led to 
this emergency landing in canada tonight. the caller told the airline... 
a bomb was on board a plane on its way from vancouver to south 
korea. two u-s fighter jets escorted the plane to a canadian air 
base... about 70-miles outside vancouver. an airline spokeswoman 
says all passengers and crew members got off the plane safely... 
and inspectors are now examining the plane. 

0:26 4/17/12 11:06p transportation 

right now and new at eleven... a total closure late tonight on the 
golden state freeway!!!  here's a live view from santa fe springs 
area. the closure stretches from valley view avenue to carmenita 
road... in both directions. the entire freeway will be closed from 
11:45 tonight... until four o-clock tomorrow morning. it's just tonight. 
and it's all part of an ongoing, 1-hundred -10 million dollar widening 
project. 

0:38 4/17/12 11:23p transportation 

canadian officials have just released details about a scare in the 
air... after one of the pilots woke up from a nap in the cockpit. the 
wild incident happened on an air canada flight back in january.  the 
flight was heading from toronto... to zurich. the first officer took a 
nap and woke up feeling disoriented. the pilot then sent the plane 
into a dive... after mistaking the planet venus for another plane. 
luckily...the captain was able to pull back the controls... and 
increase altitude... but the dive slammed passengers into the 
ceiling... and floor. 14-passengers... and two flight attendants were 
hurt.  14-passengers... and two flight attendants were hurt. 

2:10 4/19/12 11:00p transportation 

a delta flight to l-a ... makes an emergency landing on just one 
engine after a bird strike!  it happened during the most critical part 
of the flight - during take off! i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen 
williams. passengers from that flight have just landed at l-a-x!  and 
that's where we find nbc4's beverly white... live... bev? 

0:19 4/20/12 11:02p transportation 

breaking news at l-a-x!  a commuter plane bound for palm springs 
.... clipped another airplane ... waiting on the tarmac at l-a-x. this 
happened just a few hours ago. we're told 25-people were on that 
aircraft... no one was hurt. the second plane was empty. the f-a-a is 
investigating. 

1:14 4/20/12 11:07p transportation 

we've seen the video... a flock of birds... flying right into the engine 
of delta jet... bound for l-a. now... word that a similar situation may 
have happened yesterday to vice president joe biden and secretary 
of state, hillary clinton. 

0:31 4/26/12 11:06p transportation 

passengers on a plane in chicago got quite a scare today... when 
they were told by the c-d-c that they were being quarantined...  here 
are some pictures taken from inside the plane... emergency medical 
personnel examined a woman and her son who recently arrived 
from uganda.... officials were afraid...that a rash found on them... 
was related to monkey-pox... but that was not the case.... turns out 
they were bug bites. the passengers were kept in quarantine for 
about three hours.. before finally being allowed off of the plane... 

0:30 4/26/12 11:24p transportation 

a new survey claims to have pinpointed the perfect seat on an 
airplane. the study by the flight comparison website... skyscanner... 
says passengers prefer a window seat towards the front of the 
plane.  skyscanner concluded the most sought-after spot is... seat 
6-a... a window seat! 

0:26 4/27/12 11:09p transportation 

this is l-a's newest light rail line... "the expo line" a train carrying v-i-
p's rolled into the exposition park u-s-c station today... for the official 
dedication. the line opens to the public tomorrow... and it's free all 
weekend long. the expo line runs from downtown l-a to u-s-c.. then 
west to la cienega... 
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0:18 5/2/12 11:16p transportation 

there was sort of a "fender bender" today at john wayne airport. 
authorities say.. a pilot lost control of his twin-engine plane this 
afternoon while doing a pre-flight check... his plane then drifted into 
two other parked aircraft. the damage was minor... and nobody was 
hurt. 

0:29 5/3/12 11:14p transportation 

low cost carrier spirit airlines says it will hike its baggage fees 
starting in november... and if you don't plan your trip carefully... the 
fees could cost you more than the ticket!! the most dramatic jump is 
for carry-on bags.. when arrangements are made at the gate. that 
cost will jump from 45 to 100 dollars per bag!! the cost for checked 
bags will start at 20 dollars per bag. 

2:29 5/3/12 11:14p transportation 

a new airline promises never to charge a baggage fee.... some 
might say they are "crazy" to start up an airline in this economy - but 
that hasn't stopped two brothers with a unique idea. if you'd like to 
fly through out california, as-much-as -you-want...for one price..this 
might just be your ticket.    pending faa approval, surf air should 
take off later this summer. 

0:51 5/4/12 11:02p transportation 
right now... a huge traffic warning -- if you are heading out of town 
this weekend... a major freeway is shutting down. alex calder is live 
above the freeway construction project in newschopper 4. alex! 

1:55 5/4/12 11:03p transportation 

it's called "lane splitting" -- that's when motorcycles cut through 
traffic on the freeway. although it's dangerous... it is legal. and some 
drivers try to stop it from happening.  nbc4's angie crouch is live in 
hollywood to explain. angie? 

1:06 5/8/12 11:01p transportation 
breaking news!  we're monitoring reports of a bomb threat... 
involving a plane at john wayne airport in orange county. alex calder 
is live overhead in newschopper four... alex. 

0:57 5/8/12 11:02p transportation now let's head to the ground... vikki vargas... live at john wayne 
airport... vikki. 

0:27 5/11/12 11:15p transportation 

santa monica is installing some new parking meters... with some 
"interesting" new features......  the new meters allow you to use 
credit cards and mobile phones to pay... you'll even get a text 
message when your time runs out. but there are sensors on the 
spaces... so every time a car drives away... *that* resets the 
meter... so in other words... you **can't use another persons unused 
time**!! the meters roll out, monday.. 

0:18 5/15/12 11:23p transportation 

you'll soon be able to call and text while *flying* on virgin atlantic! 
the airline introduced its new in-flight calling service today on a flight 
from london to new york. virgin hopes to have twenty phone friendly 
planes in service by the end of the year. 

1:42 5/21/12 11:07p transportation 

there is a stretch of local highway called the snake... it's a winding 
section of mulholland... in malibu... popular for drivers looking for 
danger. but after so many spin outs and smash-ups... the c-h-p is 
now cracking down. we sent n-b-c-4's kim baldonado to check it out. 

0:47 5/23/12 11:06p transportation breaking news... an unruly passenger on a flight 

2:29 5/24/12 6:00a transportation 

we're follwing breaking news this morning!  that big mess on the 2-
10 in sylmar! crews are cleaning-up charred metal and packages 
from this u-p-s big-rig that was hit by a wrong way driver.. flipped, 
and burst into flames!  it happened early this morning, near the 
"roxford street" exit. annette arreola is there, with the latest. annette! 
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1:45 5/24/12 6:04a transportation 

the controversial vote on that westside, "subway to the sea" goes to 
the m-t-a board this morning. the big question is whether or not it's 
safe to tunnel under beverly hills high.  more on today's 
controversial meeting from toni guinyard, live at beverly hills high 
school. 

1:37 5/24/12 6:30a transportation 

we're following breaking news this morning!  we're watching that 
closure on the 210-freeway in sylmar! right now, a u-p-s crew is 
picking-up packages that spilled from this big-rig that collided with a 
wrong-way driver!  it happened early this morning, near the "roxford 
street" exit. annette arreola is there, with the latest. annette! 

0:51 5/24/12 6:31a transportation there's another big traffic problem, this one of the five! will 
kohlschreiber is live in newschopper 4 with details. 

1:01 5/24/12 6:57a transportation 

c-h-p says its almost ready to re-open a stretch of the 210 freeway 
in sylmar.. where a fatal crash left a big mess on the road. an 18-
wheeler collided with a wrong-way driver and flipped over the center 
divide.  annette arreola is live in sylmar, with the latest. annette! 

0:56 5/24/12 6:58a transportation 

the controversy continues this morning ...over the subway to the 
sea. the m-t-a will address criticism over plans to tunnel under 
beverly hills high school.  toni guinyard is live in beverly hills...with 
more. toni... 

0:24 5/24/12 11:07p transportation 

the metro transit board today approved a subway under beverly hills 
high school... despite lots of opposition. one man was even thrown 
out of the meeting. opponents claim the tunnel will endanger 
students... even creating the potential for a gas explosion. the 
transit authority rejected that argument... now, opponents say they'll 
fight it in court. 

0:53 5/25/12 11:05p transportation 

and... switching now the big holiday weekend... which is now 
officially underway!  at lax tonight... they say that before the 
memorial day weekend ends on monday... more than 760-thousand 
passengers are expected to pass through the terminals. that may 
seem like a lot but it's actually... down...7 and a half percent... 
compared to last year. a problem that has everything to do with 
rising air fares.  triple-a says an estimated 2.6-*million* people in 
southern california will be driving over the three day weekend on a 
trip of at least 50 miles.  and... we're seeing a small break in gas 
prices this weekend. prices dropped today for the ninth straight day. 
triple-a says the average for regular in l-a county is now $4.32 a 
gallon... and... slightly lower in orange county... 4-29. 

0:18 5/28/12 11:09p transportation 

a southwest flight that left bob hope airport this afternoon for las 
vegas was forced to return to burbank... because passengers said 
they smelled smoke and heard an unusual noise.... coming from the 
back of the plane. no word on ...what the problem was.... the 
passengers were put on another plane to las vegas. 

1:25 5/28/12 11:09p transportation 

in toronto.... an air canada jet... lost power in one of it's two engines 
after take-off... and at the same time... metal parts started raining 
down on cars at a gas station near the airport!    the boeing built 
777 - is designed to fly and land on just one of it's two engines. 

1:24 5/29/12 11:03p transportation 

a flight risk that "slipped" right through tsa! a man just released from 
a san diego jail... was able to board a plane bound for l-a... 
*without* a ticket..    there will be an investigation to determine how 
he got so far.. and why no one responded to the emergency door 
alarm. 
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0:29 5/31/12 6:38a transportation Beverly hills subway lawsuit- putting metro underneath school 

0:41 6/4/12 11:08p transportation 

there been a house cleaning of tsa agents at a major florida airport. 
five front-line security officers were fired and 38 others suspended 
at the fort myers international airport.  the tsa says they "violated 
safety procedures." according to nbc news... tduring a two month 
period last year... several t-s-a employees at southwest florida 
airport... chose not to conduct random checks. luggage was 
screened... but more in-depth random searches were not done. the 
transportation security administration contends safety was never 
compromised... but those random searches are supposed to be 
done... as a critical part of protecting the public. 

2:07 6/8/12 11:00p transportation fire stops traffic on the 5- Fire along the free way 7 hour shutdown. 

0:26 6/8/12 11:14p transportation Gay Pride festival this weekend, road closures 

0:18 6/12/12 11:22p transportation 

another big sale by "southwest airlines". it's offering some round-trip 
flights for less than '100' bucks. these fares are for certain flights... 
from august to november. they start at '49' dollars each way... on 
flights of '500' miles or less. but... you've got to act quickly... the sale 
runs through thursday. 

0:34 6/12/12 11:22p transportation 

instead of flying in 'cramped coach'... one airline has an alternative. 
singapore airlines is now offering luxury suites on some of its 
aircraft.... but they don't come cheap.  the private cabins have 
sliding doors... seats that turn into beds... and you can watch a 23-
inch tv. passengers even have their own air hostess to wait on 
them... all this luxury comes with a hefty price... a suite on a round 
trip flight from new york to singapore will set you back nearly 16-
thousand dollars per person. 

0:17 6/20/12 11:08p transportation 

on 'the westside'... your commute just got a bit easier...  the "metro 
expo line"... just added two 'new' stops today. it's all part of the 
metro's 'multi' million dollar expansion project. the new "culver city" 
stop... is near "washington" and "national" boulevards. the second 
station is on "farmdale avenue"... near "dorsey high school." 

0:19 6/20/12 11:08p transportation 

l-a-x is getting free wi-fi! the "l-a city council" voted today to go 
ahead with the plan. "advanced wireless group" will be the wi-fi 
host. the miami-based company runs a similar wi-fi set up.... at 
s.f.o...san francisco international airport. the new service at l-a-x 
starts... july 16-th. 

0:47 6/21/12 11:06p transportation 

crews are beginning to close... the "westbound wilshire" on-ramp... 
to the "northbound 405"... and the "northbound 405" off-ramp... to 
"westbound wilshire."  alex calder's pulling night duty... live in 
newschopper 4... alex... how goes it? 

0:15 6/21/12 11:10p transportation 

the "f-a-a" is investigating... why two tires blew... on this "alaska 
airlines" plane... that landed at "orange county's"... "john wayne 
airport." it happened this afternoon. the plane was 'already' safely 
on the ground... when 'air traffic controllers' noticed the flat tires. 

2:30 6/22/12 11:05p transportation 

it's here. the big "ramp-jam" or ramp sure... what ever you call 
it...it"s now underway on the 405! it all started... about an hour ago!  
two major ramps connecting wilshire to the 405 are closed right 
now... and this is just the beginning.  nbc4's john cadiz klemack is 
live in westwood.... john... 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD , Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, repeated 
the next morning 11:30-12:00N effective 
12/28/98 is an entertainment news-
magazine which discusses the current 
news and issues in the entertainment 
business.  The program also profiles 
current stars as well as behind-the-
camera personalities.   

NBC 4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC 4 NEWS, Local, News, various 
times and lengths, Monday through 
Sunday, includes concise reports from 
authorities on a variety of subjects as well 
as comprehensive coverage of fast 
breaking stories in Southern California, 
the nation, the world. 

CHRIS MATTHEWS SHOW, Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, 6:30PM-7:00PM 
Saturday, the weekly program brings 
viewers up close and behind-the-scenes 
with the nation’s most powerful and 
influential newsmakers. 

DATELINE NBC , Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA! , Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday effective 9/5/94 
and for an hour various times on the 
weekend effective 9/11/94 is a news 
magazine program about the current 
happenings in and around Los Angeles.  

Hisapnics Business Today , Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  This weekly program 
examines business issues, challenges 
and concerns facing Hispanic business 
owners and entrepreneurs.  The focus will 
be on giving those entrepreneurs and 
businessmen/businesswomen, the tools 
they need to compete successfully in the 
business and corporate worlds and show 
them how to increase business 
opportunities, access capital and market 
share. 

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS , Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 
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NONSTOP NEWS LOS ANGELES , 
Local News, 7:00pm-8:00pm, Monday 
through Friday, includes concise reports 
from authorities on a variety of subjects 
as well as comprehensive coverage of 
fast breaking stories in Southern 
California, the nation, the world. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND , Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
10:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 

WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORT,  
Recorded, Public Affairs/Other, various 
times on the weekend.  This weekly 
program hosted by Maria Bartiromo who 
has been covering financial news for over 
15-years.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 
career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW , Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length.
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start 
time

Mon 3/26/12 Tue 3/27/12 Wed 3/28/12 Thu 3/29/12 Fri 3/3 0/12 Sat 3/31/12 Sun 4/1/12
start 
time

5:00a
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 106R] 5:00a

5:30a
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1028] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a The Zula Patrol 8:00a
8:30a Shelldon 8:30a

9:00a Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201214] 9:00a

9:30a Babar 9:30a

10:00a 10:00a

10:30a 10:30a

11:00a 11:00a

11:30a 11:30a

12:00p NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

12:30p Extra [#18174] Extra [#18175] Extra [#18176] Extra [#18177] Extr a [#18178] 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p
1:30p 1:30p

2:00p We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-136A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-137A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-138A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-139A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-140A] 2:00p

2:30p We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-136B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-137B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-138B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-139B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-140B] 2:30p

3:00p Insanity (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1371]  (3:12p) 3:00p

3:30p My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348]  (3:42p) 3:30p

4:00p Willa's Wild Life Hispanic Business Today [HBT 
106R] (4:11p) 4:00p

4:30p Pearlie
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7202] 4:30p

5:00p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1028]
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1540] 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#18175] Extra [#18176] Extra [#18177] Extra [#18178] Extr a [#18179] Open House [#5159] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#4056] Access Hollywood [#4057] Acc ess Hollywood [#4058] Access Hollywood [#4059] Access  Hollywood [#4060] LXTV: First Look [#3165] 7:30p

8:00p Whitney Community 8:00p

8:30p Are You There, Chelsea? 30 Rock 8:30p

9:00p Bent The Office 9:00p

9:30p Bent Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p 10:00p

10:30p 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201214] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a 12:00a
12:30a 12:30a

1:00a LXTV: First Look [#3165] 1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Movie Talk with Peter Bart 

[#012] 1:30a

2:00a Open House [#6134] 2:00a

2:30a
My Pillow (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1348] 2:30a

3:00a In Wine Country 3:00a
3:30a In Wine Country 3:30a
4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
My Pillow (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1348] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[93R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL401]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL402]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL403]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL404]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Golf Shell Houston 
Open  (12:24p)

Nate Berkus [2095R] Nate Berkus [#2087] Nate Berkus [2092R] Nate Berkus [2082R] Nate Berkus [2080R]

Ellen [9096R] Ellen [9078R] Ellen [9079R] Ellen

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News  at 5p

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Escape Routes

The Firm

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Grimm

The Biggest Loser

Fashion Star AwakeSmash
Rock Center with Brian 

Williams
Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 N ews at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today Show

Today Show

The Voice

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL405]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Red Bull #4: Super 

Natural 

NBC4 News

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC

Celebrity Apprentice

Saturday Night Live     
(Katy Perry & Robyn) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Philadelphia 

@ Pittsburgh 

Golf Shell Houston 
Open 

Extra Weekend 
[#18180]

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W812] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18180] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Page 1 of 14
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/2/12 Tue 4/3/12 Wed 4/4/12 Thu 4/5/12 Fri 4/6/12 S at 4/7/12 Sun 4/8/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1029] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201215] 9:00a

Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1541] 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

Willa's Wild Life org sch 4/7 11:00a

Pearlie org sch 4/7 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18180] Extra [#18181] Extra [#18182] Extra [#18183] Extr a [#18184] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-141A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-142A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-143A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-144A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-145A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-141B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-142B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-143B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-144B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-145B] 2:30p

Mb 3 V4 (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1380] 3:00p

Armando Live (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1381] 3:30p

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 4:00p

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7203] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1029]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1541] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18181] Extra [#18182] Extra [#18183] Extra [#18184] Extr a [#18185] Open House [#5160] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4061] Access Hollywood [#4062] Acc ess Hollywood [#4063] Access Hollywood [#4064] Access  Hollywood [#4065] LXTV: First Look [#3166] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers Community 8:00p

Best Friends Forever 30 Rock 8:30p

Bent The Office
Betty White's Off Their 

Rockers 9:00p

Bent Up All Night Best Friends Forever 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201215] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3166] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#013] 1:30a

Open House [#6135] 2:00a

Armando Live (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1381] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Armando Live (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1381] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[94R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show Today ShowToday Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today ShowToday Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL406]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL407]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL408]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL409]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL410R]

NBC Sports Special 
World Figure Skating 

Championships 
Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2093] Nate Berkus [2014R] Nate Berkus [2008R] Nate Berkus [2019R] Nate Berkus [2018R]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Extra Weekend 
[#18186]

Ellen [#9128] Ellen [#9129] Ellen [#9130] Ellen [#9131] Ell en [#9132]
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W813]

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC

The Biggest Loser Escape Routes

The Voice

Smash

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Grimm

Fashion Star
Rock Center with Brian 

Williams
Awake

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 N ews at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W813] 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Saturday Night Live     
(Sophia Vergara & One 

Direction ) new 

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a) Extra Weekend 

[#18186] (1:04a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Meet the Press

The Voice

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Dateline NBC

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

National Hockey 
League Chicago @ 

Detroit 

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sports Special USSA 
#6 Nature Valley US Alpine 

Champs  (12:43p)

Horse Racing Road to 
the Kentucky Derby 

Today Show

Harry's Law

Celebrity Apprentice

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Healthmasters (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1379] 

NBC4 News
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/9/12 Tue 4/10/12 Wed 4/11/12 Thu 4/12/12 Fri 4/13 /12 Sat 4/14/12 Sun 4/15/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 101R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1030] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL412] (11:05a)

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348] 11:00a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL412] (11:40a)

Nav Control (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1382] 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18186] Extra [#18187] Extra [#18188] Extra [#18189] Extr a [#18190] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-146A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-147A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-148A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-149A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-150A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-146B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-147B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-148B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-149B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-150B] 2:30p

3:00p

Mb 3 V4 (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1383]  (3:17p) 3:30p

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348]  (3:47p) 4:00p

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7204] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1030]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1542] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
Access Hollywood 
Weekend jip [W814] 6:30p

Extra [#18187] Extra [#18188] Extra [#18189] Extra [#18190] Extr a [#18191] Open House [#5161] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4066] Access Hollywood [#4067] Acc ess Hollywood [#4068] Access Hollywood [#4069] Access  Hollywood [#4070] LXTV: First Look [#3167] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers Community 8:00p

Best Friends Forever 30 Rock 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Up All Night finale 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201216] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3167] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#014] 1:30a

Open House [#6136] 2:00a

Armando Live (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1381] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Armando Live (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1381] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[95R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL413]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL411]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL414]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL415]

National Hockey 
League Conf Qtr-

Finals: Nashville @ 
Detroit 

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our LivesDays of Our Lives Days of Our Lives
National Hockey 
League Conf Qtr-

Finals: Washington @ 
Boston 

Nate Berkus [#2066]
Nate Berkus jip 
[2071R]  (3:10p)

Nate Berkus [2045R] Nate Berkus [2060R]Nate Berkus [2027R]

Ellen [#9134] Ellen [#9135] Ellen [#9136] Ellen [#9137]
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W814]

Ellen [#9133]

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News  at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Fashion Star

The Voice Grimm

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Awake Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 N ews at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W814] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18192] (1:04a)

Saturday Night Live     
(Josh Brolin & Gotye) 

new 

Dateline NBC (2:02a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

The Voice

Smash

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Dateline NBC

Harry's Law

Celebrity Apprentice

NBC4 News

Escape Routes

The Firm

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Conf Qtr-

Finals: Pittsburgh @ 
Philadelphia 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/16/12 Tue 4/17/12 Wed 4/18/12 Thu 4/19/12 Fri 4/2 0/12 Sat 4/21/12 Sun 4/22/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 102R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1031] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18192] Extra [#18193] Extra [#18194] Extra [#18195] Extr a [#18196] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-151A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-152A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-153A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-154A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-155A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-151B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-152B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-153B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-154B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-155B] 2:30p

3:00p

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348] 3:30p

Hispanic Business Today 
jip [HBT 102R] 4:00p

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7205] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1031]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1543] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18193] Extra [#18194] Extra [#18195] Extra [#18196] Extr a [#18197] Open House [#5162] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4071] Access Hollywood [#4072] Acc ess Hollywood [#4073] Access Hollywood [#4074] Access  Hollywood [#4075] LXTV: First Look [#3168] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers Community 8:00p

Best Friends Forever 30 Rock 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Parks & Recreation 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201217] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3168] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#015] 1:30a

Open House [#6137] 2:00a

Hybrid Female (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1384] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Natural 4.1 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1359] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[77R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Today Show Today Show Today ShowToday Show

Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL417]

National Hockey 
League Conf Qtr-

Finals: Pittsburgh at 
Philadelphia 

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL418]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL419]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL420]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Days of Our Lives 
(1:02p)

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2009R] Nate Berkus [2006R] Nate Berkus [2029R]
Extra Weekend 

[#18198]

Ellen [#9138] Ellen [#9140] Ellen [#9141] Ellen [#9142]
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W815]

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Grimm The Firm

Celebrity Apprentice

Dateline NBC
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit
Awake

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 N ews at 11pNBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Meet the Press

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL416]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2109]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

The Voice

The Voice

Smash

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Fashion Star

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

National Hockey 
League Conf Qtr-

Finals: Washington @ 
Boston 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2021R]

Ellen [#9139]

NBC4 News at 5p

National Hockey 
League Conf Qtr-
Finals: Boston at 

Washington 

NBC4 News

Escape Routes

Saturday Night Live     
(Daniel Radcliffe & 

Lana Del Rey) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC Sports Special Red 
Bull #5 Crashed Ice 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC

Harry's Law

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W815] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18198] (1:04a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/23/12 Tue 4/24/12 Wed 4/25/12 Thu 4/26/12 Fri 4/2 7/12 Sat 4/28/12 Sun 4/29/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 103R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1032] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201218] 9:00a

Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1544] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life org sch 4/28 10:00a

Pearlie org sch 4/28 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18198] Extra [#18199] Extra [#18200] Extra [#18201] Extr a [#18202] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-156A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-157A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-158A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-159A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-160A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-156B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-157B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-158B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-159B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-160B] 2:30p

3:00p

Aaa So Cal (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1356] 3:30p

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348] 4:00p

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7206] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1032]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1544] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18199] Extra [#18200] Extra [#18201] Extra [#18202] Extr a [#18203] Open House [#5163] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4076] Access Hollywood [#4077] Acc ess Hollywood [#4078] Access Hollywood [#4079] Access  Hollywood [#4080] LXTV: First Look [#3169] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers Community 8:00p

Best Friends Forever 30 Rock 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Parks & Recreation 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201218] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3169] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#016] 1:30a

Open House [#6138] 2:00a

Lucci Pilates (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1385] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Perricone (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1386] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[83R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL421]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL424]

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL425]

NBC Sports Special Rolex 
Equestrian Championships 

Days of Our Lives Days of Our LivesDays of Our Lives

National Hockey 
League Conf Semi 

Finals: Washington @ 
NY Rangers  (12:01p)

Nate Berkus [2042R] Nate Berkus [#2102] Nate Berkus [#2114]
Extra Weekend 

[#18204]

Ellen [#9143] Ellen [#9147]
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W816]

NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News NBC4 News

The Firm

Smash Awake Dateline NBC
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Saturday Night Live     
(Channing Tatum & 

Bon Iver) 

NBC4 News at 11pNBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Meet the Press

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL422]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2061]

Ellen [#9144]

The Voice

The Biggest Loser

The Voice

Fashion Star

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL423]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2050R]

Ellen [#9145]

NBC4 News at 5p

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Grimm

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special 
USA vs. The World @ 

The Penn Relays 

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Escape Routes

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#9146]

Dateline NBC

Harry's Law

Celebrity Apprentice

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W816] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18204] (1:04a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Conf Semi 

Finals: New Jersey @ 
Philadelphia 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/30/12 Tue 5/1/12 Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/3/12 Fri 5/4/12 Sat 5/5/12 Sun 5/6/12
start 
time

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1545]

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 104R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1033] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201219] 9:00a

Babar org sch 5/5 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life org sch 5/5 10:00a

Pearlie org sch 5/5 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18204] Extra [#18205] Extra jip [#18206]  (12:32p) Extra [#18207] Extra [#18208] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-161A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-162A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-163A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-164A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-165A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-161B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-162B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-163B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-164B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-165B] 2:30p

Cd Wen Hair (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1326] 3:00p

Nksb (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1389] 3:30p

Ellen [#9149] Music of Your Life (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1388]  (4:06p)

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 104R] 4:00p

Ellen [#9149] (4:44p)
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1033] (4:36p)
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7207] 4:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1545] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18205] Extra [#18206] Extra [#18207] Extra [#18208] Extr a [#18209] Open House [#5164] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4081] Access Hollywood [#4082] Acc ess Hollywood [#4083] Access Hollywood [#4084] Access  Hollywood [#4085] LXTV: First Look [#3170] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers Community 8:00p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers 30 Rock 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Parks & Recreation 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201219] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3170] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#017] 1:30a

Open House [#6139] 2:00a

Ninja Kit (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1294] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Women Light Lives 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1375] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[86R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL426]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2101]

Ellen [#9148]

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p
Extra Weekend 

[#18210]

Awake Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 N ews at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W817] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18210] (1:04a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Meet the Press
Mad Money with Jim 

Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL427]

The Voice

Smash

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL428]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2063]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser 
finale 

Ellen [#9150]

NBC4 News at 5p

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

The Voice

Fashion Star

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL429]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2104]

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at 5p

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL430]

Days of Our LivesDays of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2113]

Ellen [#9151]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

National Hockey 
League Conf Semi 

Finals: NY Rangers @ 
Washington 

Nate Berkus [2100R]

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Grimm

Escape Routes finale 

The Voice

NBC4 News

Ellen [#9152]

Dateline NBC

Harry's Law

Celebrity Apprentice

NBC4 News

Saturday Night Live     
(Eli Manning & 
Rihanna) new 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special Giro 
D'Italia (cycling) 

National Hockey 
League Conf Semi 
Finals: St. Louis @ 

Los Angeles Horse Racing 
Kentucky Derby  

(12:10p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/7/12 Tue 5/8/12 Wed 5/9/12 Thu 5/10/12 Fri 5/11/1 2 Sat 5/12/12 Sun 5/13/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 105R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1034] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201220] 9:00a

Babar Willa's Wild Life org sch 5/12 9:30a

Golf Global Golf Adventure Pearlie org sch 5/12 10:00a

Golf Central Live Golf Central Live 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18210] Extra [#18211] Extra [#18212] Extra [#18213] Extr a [#18214] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-166A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-167A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-168A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-169A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-170A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-166B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-167B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-168B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-169B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-170B] 2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

Response Management (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1392]  (4:09p) 4:00p

Hispanic Business Today jip 
[HBT 105R]  (4:39p) 4:30p

Open House [#5165] 5:00p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1546] 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18211] Extra [#18212] Extra [#18213] Extra [#18214] Extr a [#18215] Open House [#5165] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4086] Access Hollywood [#4087] Acc ess Hollywood [#4088] Access Hollywood [#4089] Access  Hollywood [#4090] LXTV: First Look [#3171] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers Community 8:00p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers 30 Rock 8:30p

The Office finale 9:00p

Parks & Recreation finale 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201220] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3171] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#018] 1:30a

Open House [#6140] 2:00a

Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Ninja Kitchen (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1391] 
Black Enterprise 

Business Report [#96]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show Today Show

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Golf The Players 
Championship 

Nate Berkus [#2094] Nate Berkus [#2105]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W818]

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News NBC4 News

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W818] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18216] (1:04a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

The Voice final 
performance episode 

Smash

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL431]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#9153]

Fashion Star

The Voice finale 

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL432]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#9154]

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL433]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2065]

Ellen [#9155]

NBC4 News at 5p

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL434]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2090]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL435]

NBC4 News at 5p

Awake

Ellen [#9156]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2015R]

Ellen [#9157]

NBC4 News at 5p

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Grimm

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at 11p

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Harry's Law

The Firm

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live     
(Will Ferrell & Usher) 

new 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf The Players 
Championship 

Extra Weekend 
[#18216] (4:01p)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Harry's Law

Celebrity Apprentice
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/14/12 Tue 5/15/12 Wed 5/16/12 Thu 5/17/12 Fri 5/1 8/12 Sat 5/19/12 Sun 5/20/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 106R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1035] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201221] 9:00a

Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1547] 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18216] Extra [#18217] Extra [#18218] Extra [#18219] Extr a [#18220] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-171A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-172A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-173A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-174A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-175A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-171B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-172B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-173B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-174B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-175B] 2:30p

American Health Front (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1396] 3:00p

Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 3:30p

Extra Weekend [#18222] 
(3:49p)

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 106R] 4:00p

Willa's Wild Life org sch 5/19 Open House [#5166] 4:30p

Pearlie org sch 5/19 
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1547] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18217] Extra [#18218] Extra [#18219] Extra [#18220] Extr a [#18221]
Making of Transformers: the 
Ride 3-D At Universal Studios 

Hollywood [NLPP1393]
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4091] Access Hollywood [#4092] Acc ess Hollywood [#4093] Access Hollywood [#4094] Access  Hollywood [#4095] Open House [#6141] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers Community 8:00p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers 30 Rock finale 8:30p

Community 9:00p

Community finale 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201221] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3172] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#019] 1:30a

Open House [#6141] 2:00a

Midnight Special (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1395] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Self Help Hair (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1394] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[91R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Saturday Today
Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL439]

Today Show (concert 
series: Usher) 

Today Show

Today Show

Nate Berkus [#2062] Nate Berkus [2041R]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL440]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2103R]

Ellen [#9161] Ellen [#9162]

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News  at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Smash finale 

NBC4 News at 11pNBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Meet the Press

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL436]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2107]

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL437]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2111]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

America's Got Talent

Ellen [#9158]

America's Got Talent

Fashion Star finale 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Ellen [#9159]

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL438]

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Ellen [#9160]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Awake

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at 11p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live     
(Mick Jagger) new 

National Hockey 
League Conf Finals: 
NY Rangers @ NJ 

Devils 

Horse Racing The 
Preakness  (12:42p)

Who Do You Think You 
Are? finale 

Grimm finale 

Dateline NBC

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Tour of California 

National Hockey 
League Conf Finals: 
Phoenix @ LA Kings 

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W819] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18222] (1:04a)

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Celebrity Apprentice 
finale 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/21/12 Tue 5/22/12 Wed 5/23/12 Thu 5/24/12 Fri 5/2 5/12 Sat 5/26/12 Sun 5/27/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1036] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18222] Extra [#18223] Extra [#18224] Extra [#18225] Extr a [#18226] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-176A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-177A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-178A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-179A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-180A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-176B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-177B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-178B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-179B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-180B] 2:30p

Insanity (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1371] 3:00p

Max Extract (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1376] 3:30p

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 4:00p

Open House [#5167] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1036]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1548] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18223] Extra [#18224] Extra [#18225] Extra [#18226] Extr a [#18227] Open House [#5167] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4096] Access Hollywood [#4097] Acc ess Hollywood [#4098] Access Hollywood [#4099] Access  Hollywood [#4100] LXTV: First Look [#3173] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers The Office 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? The Office 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201222] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3173] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#020] 1:30a

Open House [#6142] 2:00a

Hybrid Female (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1387] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Sensa (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1397] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[92R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL443]

Today Show (concert 
series: Pitbull) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show Today Show

Nate Berkus [#2110] Nate Berkus [2049R]

Today Show

Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL442]

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL444]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL441]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

French Open Tennis

Golf Senior PGA 
Championship 

NBC Sports Special Red 
Bull #6 X-Fighters 

Days of Our Lives

Extra Weekend jip 
[#18228]  (3:01p)

Nate Berkus [#2031] Nate Berkus [#2086] Nate Berkus [2039R]

Ellen [#9163] Ellen [#9164] Ellen [#9165] Ellen [#9166]
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W820]

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News  at 5p

NBC4 News NBC4 News

America's Got Talent
Who Do You Think You 

Are?
Harry's Law

America's Got Talent
Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit
America's Got Talent The Firm

Dateline NBC 20th 
Anniversary Special 

Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit finale Awake finale The FirmDateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 N ews at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Saturday Night Live     
(Josh Brolin & Gotye) 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Ellen [#9167]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

America's Got Talent

American Ninja Warrior

Golf Senior PGA 
Championship 

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL445]

Days of Our Lives

Meet the Press

Harry's Law finale 

America's Got Talent

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W820] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18228] (1:04a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/28/12 Tue 5/29/12 Wed 5/30/12 Thu 5/31/12 Fri 6/1 /12 Sat 6/2/12 Sun 6/3/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 101R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1037] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Saturday Today Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

Channel 4 News 
Conference [#201223] 9:00a

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1549] 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18228] Extra [#18229] Extra [#18230] Extra [#18231] Extr a [#18232] 12:30p

Days of Our Lives (1:02p) 1:00p
Days of Our Lives (1:26p) 1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-006AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-007AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-009AR] (2:14p)

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-010AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-006BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-007BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-009BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-010BR] 2:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1037]

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 101R] 3:00p

Open House [#5168] Willa's Wild Life org sch 6/2 3:30p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams NBC Nightly News Pearlie org sch 6/2 4:00p

NBC4 News NBC4 News Jane and The Dragon org sch 
6/2 4:30p

Babar org sch 6/2 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18229] Extra [#18230] Extra [#18232] Extra [#18233] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4101] Access Hollywood [#4102] Acc ess Hollywood [#4104] Access Hollywood [#4105] 7:30p

The Office Best Friends Forever 8:00p

NBC4 News (8:40p) The Office Best Friends Forever
NBC4 Stanley Cup Post 

Game Show (8:33p) 8:30p

Extra [#18231] 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#4103] 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201223] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3173] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#020R] 1:30a

Open House [6138R] 2:00a

Cd Wen Hair (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1326] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Hybrid Female (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1387] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[#94R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#18234]

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Jessica 

Sanchez) 

Today Show (concert 
series: The Band Perry) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Meet the Press

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today Show Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL446R]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL447]

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL448R]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL449]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL450R]

NBC Sports Special 
College Rugby 
Championship 

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2001R] Nate Berkus [2112R] Ellen [#9170]

Ellen [#9168] Ellen [#9169] Ellen [9146R]

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent Adele Live in London

American Ninja Warrior America's Got Talent
Extra Weekend 

[#18234]

Grimm Grimm Dateline NBC America's Got Talent Dateline NBC

Dateline NBC Miss USA Competition

Saturday Night Live     
(Zooey Deschanel & 

Karmin) 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 N ews at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W821] 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Extra Weekend 
[#18234] (1:04a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Meet the Press

America's Got Talent

America's Got Talent

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 
Game 2 - LA Kings @ 

NJ Devils 

French Open Tennis

French Open Tennis

NBC Sports Special 
Prefontaine Classic 

Nate Berkus [2099R]

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 
Game 1 - LA Kings @ 

NJ Devils 

Ellen [9112R]

Nate Berkus [2079R] Nate Berkus [2028R]

NBC Sports Special 
College Rugby 
Championship 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/4/12 Tue 6/5/12 Wed 6/6/12 Thu 6/7/12 Fri 6/8/12 S at 6/9/12 Sun 6/10/12
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

Today Show Today Show (concert series: 
Chris Brown) 7:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News Conference  

(7:32a)
7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

Jane and The Dragon 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

NBC4 News Special Report I'll 
Have Another Retires  (9:57a) 10:00a

Today Show (10:17a) 10:30a

Willa's Wild Life org sch 6/9  
(11:13a) 11:00a

Pearlie org sch 6/9 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon The Zula Patrol org sch 6/9 12:00p

Extra [#18234] Extra [#18235] Extra [#18236] Extra [#18237] Shelldon org sch 6/9 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-011AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-012AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-013AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-014AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-015AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-011BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-012BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-013BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-014BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-015BR] 2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

Open House [#5169] 4:00p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1038] 4:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1550] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18235] Extra [#18236] Extra [#18237] Extra [#18238] Extr a [#18239] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4106] Access Hollywood [#4107] Acc ess Hollywood [#4108] Access Hollywood [#4109] Access  Hollywood [#4110] 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers The Office Whitney

NBC4 Stanley Cup Post 
Game Show 8:00p

Up All Night Parks & Recreation Community NBC4 News 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201224] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3174] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Planet Rock Profiles-Sheryl 
Crow 1:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Queens Diamond Jubilee  (2:14a) Open House [6133R] 2:00a

Today - All Night (2:37a) Open House NYC 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Saturday Today

Today Show Today Show

Today Show (8:08a)

Today Show Today Show Today Show

French Open Tennis

Today Show Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL453]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL451]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL454]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL452]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our LivesDays of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

French Open Tennis

Nate Berkus [2036R] Nate Berkus [2098R] Nate Berkus [2017R]Nate Berkus [2103R] Nate Berkus [2089R]
Healthmasters (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1379] 

Horse Racing 
Belmont Stakes 

NBC Sports Special 
VISA Championships 

Ellen [9016R] Ellen [9025R]Ellen [9106R] Ellen [9103R] NBC4 News (4:05p)

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 
Game 5 - LA Kings @ 

NJ Devils 

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Love in the Wild Saving Hope
Extra Weekend 

[#18240]

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Dateline NBC

Dateline NBC

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today Show (7:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Ellen [9126R]

Today Show

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

American Ninja Warrior

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Grimm

NBC4 News at 5p

Saturday Night Live     
(Maya Rudolph & 

Sleigh Bells) 

Sunday Today

Sunday Today

Saturday Today

French Open Tennis

NBC Sports Special 
VISA Championships 

NBC Sports Special 
Adidas Grand Prix 

Dateline NBC

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W822] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18240] (1:04a)

America's Got Talent

America's Got Talent
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/11/12 Tue 6/12/12 Wed 6/13/12 Thu 6/14/12 Fri 6/1 5/12 Sat 6/16/12 Sun 6/17/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 103R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1039] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Store Hostage Standoff  (8:56a) Jane and The Dragon

Channel 4 News 
Conference [#201225] 9:00a

Today Show (9:28a) Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1551] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life org sch 6/16 10:00a

Pearlie org sch 6/16 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18240] Extra [#18241] Extra [#18242] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-017AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-018AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-020AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-017BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-018BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-020BR] 2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams 4:00p

NBC4 News 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18242] Extra [#18243] Extra [#18244] Extra [#18245] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4112] Access Hollywood [#4113] Acc ess Hollywood [#4114] Access Hollywood [#4115] NBC4 News (7:35p) NBC4 News (7:45p) 7:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers Whitney 8:00p

Up All Night Community 8:30p

Extra [#18241] Open House [#5170] 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#4111] LXTV: First Look [#3175] 9:30p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers 10:00p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201225] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3175] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#021] 1:30a

Open House [#6143] 2:00a

Hybrid Female (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1387] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Insanity (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1371] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[91R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show
Today Show (concert 
series: Justin Bieber) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today ShowToday Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Golf USGA Movie: 1962 US 
Open: Jack's First Major 

Today Show Today Show Today Show
NBC Sports Special Red 
Bull #7 Nike Lowers Pro 

(surfing) 

Days of Our Lives
NBC Sports Special 

AMA Motorcross NBC4 News Special 
Kings Victory Parade 

Days of Our Lives

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2104R] Nate Berkus [2113R] Nate Berkus [2100R]Ellen [9015R]

Golf U.S. Open 
Championship [JIP]  

(12:41p)

Golf U.S. Open 
Championship Ellen [9105R] Ellen [9101R]

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 

Game 6 - NJ Devils @ 
LA Kings 

American Ninja Warrior America's Got Talent

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Dateline NBC

NBC4 Stanley Cup 
Post Game Show 

(8:09p)
Life Connected

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W823] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18246] (1:04a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Meet the Press
Mad Money with Jim 

Cramer

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Dateline NBC

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL457]

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL456]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2101R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL458]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2063R]

Ellen [9086R]

America's Got Talent

Love in the Wild

Saving Hope

Golf U.S. Open 
Championship 

Ellen [9161R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Golf U.S. Open 
Championship 

Saturday Night Live     
(Lindsay Lohan & Jack 

White) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Live from the 
U.S.Open 

Golf Live from the 
U.S.Open 

Extra Weekend 
[#18246]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W823]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/18/12 Tue 6/19/12 Wed 6/20/12 Thu 6/21/12 Fri 6/2 2/12 Sat 6/23/12 Sun 6/24/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 104R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1040] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201226] 9:00a

Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1552] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

Willa's Wild Life org sch 6/9 11:00a

Meaningful Beauty (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1399] 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon
Hh Chaz (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1401] 12:00p

Extra [#18246] Extra [#18247] Extra [#18248] Extra [#18249] Extr a [#18250] Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-021AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-022AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-023AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-024AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-025AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-021BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-022BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-023BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-024BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-025BR] 2:30p

Women Light Lives (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1375] 3:00p

Superwave (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1403] 3:30p

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 104R] 4:00p

Open House [#5171] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1040]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1552] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18247] Extra [#18248] Extra [#18249] Extra [#18250] NBC News Special Report 
Sandusky Verdict  (7:11p)

Teen Year 6P Cruise (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1402] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4116] Access Hollywood [#4117] Acc ess Hollywood [#4118] Access Hollywood [#4119] Access  Hollywood [#4120] Open House [#5171] 7:30p

Whitney 8:00p

Community 8:30p

9:00p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201226] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3176] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5171] 1:30a

Open House [#6144] 2:00a

Hybrid Female (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1387] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Natural 4.12 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1400] 
Black Enterprise 

Business Report [#98]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show
Today Show (concert 

series: Kenny Chesney) 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today ShowToday Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL464]

Operation Smile (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1398] Today Show Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL465]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W824]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our LivesDays of Our LivesDays of Our Lives

NBC Sports Special 
Olympic Trials: Diving 

Nate Berkus [2087R] Nate Berkus [2056R]
Extra Weekend 

[#18252]
Nate Berkus [2108R]

Ellen [9076R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [9084R] Ellen [9115R] Ellen [9150R]
Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W824]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Track & Field Trials 

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 N ews at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL461]

Days of Our Lives

American Ninja Warrior

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Nate Berkus [2109R]

America's Got Talent

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Love in the Wild

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL463]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL462]

Nate Berkus [2064R]

Ellen [9160R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Justin Bieber: All Around the 
World Part 1 

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Justin Bieber: All Around the 
World Part 2 

Saving Hope

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Extra Weekend 
[#18252] (1:04a)

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Olympic Trials: Diving 

NBC4 News

U.S. Olympic Team 
Trials Track & Field 

Trials 

The Firm

Saturday Night Live     
(Jonah Hill & the Shins) 

Dateline NBC

America's Got Talent

America's Got Talent

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W824] 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd Qtr 2012 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-840-3417

Updated: 07/05/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a
8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/25/12 Tue 6/26/12 Wed 6/27/12 Thu 6/28/12 Fri 6/2 9/12 Sat 6/30/12 Sun 7/1/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 105R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1041] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show
NBC News Special Report 
Supreme Court Healthcare 

Decision  (7:07a)
7:00a

7:30a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a
Shelldon 8:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Statement  (9:13a) Jane and The Dragon

Channel 4 News 
Conference [#201227] 9:00a

Today Show Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1553] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life
Supersmile (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1406] 10:00a

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348] 10:30a

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 105R] 11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18252] Extra [#18253] Extra [#18254] Extra [#18255] Extr a [#18256] 12:30p

1:00p
1:30p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-026AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-027AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-028AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-029AR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-030AR] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-026BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-027BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-028BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-029BR]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-030BR] 2:30p

Nutribullet (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1405] 3:00p

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348] 3:30p

Pearlie org sch 6/30 4:00p

4:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1553] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18253] Extra [#18254] Extra [#18255] Extra [#18256] Extr a [#18257]
Sensa V11 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1408] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4121] Access Hollywood [#4122] Acc ess Hollywood [#4123] Access Hollywood [#4124] Access  Hollywood [#4125] Open House [#5172] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p (11:02p) NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p (11:06p) 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3177] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) Open House [#5172] 1:30a

Open House [#6145] 2:00a

Ninja Kit (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1404] 2:30a

1st Look 3:00a
Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look (4:01a) Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Open House jip 
[#5171]  (4:31a)

Black Enterprise 
Business Report [#99]

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5am
Saturday Today

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show
Today Show (concert 

series: Maroon 5) 
Today Show (7:26a)

Today Show Today Show

Today Show Today ShowToday Show

NBC Sports Special 
USA Soccer Friendly: 
USAWNT vs. Canada 

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL470]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL468]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL469]

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives
NBC Sports Special 

Olympic Trials: 
Gymnastics 

NBC Sports Special 
Tour de France 

Days of Our Lives Days of Our Lives

Extra Weekend jip 
[#18258]  (3:01p)

Nate Berkus [2105R] Nate Berkus [2065R] Nate Berkus [2090R]Nate Berkus [2094R] Nate Berkus [2015R]

Extra Weekend 
[#18258]

Ellen [9102R] Ellen [9017R]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W825]

Ellen [9095R] Ellen [9090R] Ellen [9043R]

NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

U.S. Olympic Team 
Trials Gymnastics 

Women's Final 

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

America's Got Talent America's Got Talent

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:38a) Extra Weekend 

[#18258] (1:04a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:36p)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)
Today - All Night 

(2:06a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer (3:01a)

Meet the Press
Mad Money with Jim 

Cramer
Mad Money with Jim 

Cramer

Today Show (7:23a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL467]

Days of Our Lives

American Ninja Warrior Love in the Wild

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL466]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC4 News at 11p

Saving Hope

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

America's Got Talent

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
America's Cup 

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

U.S. Olympic Team 
Trials Gymnastics 

Women's Qualifying 

NBC4 News at 5p

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

NBC4 News

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Track & Field Finals 

Channel 4 News 
Conference [#201227] 

(11:40p)
Access Hollywood 
Weekend jip [W825]  

(12:11a)

NBC4 News

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Track & Field Finals 

Saturday Night Live     
(Emma Stone & 

Coldplay) 

The Firm

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 

U.S. Olympic Team Trials 
Swimming Finals 
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